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中 文 摘 要 ： 本研究計畫調查並討論分析太魯閣語的重疊形式，以及其與音韻之
互動關係。根據文獻記載，太魯閣語共有三種重疊形式，分別為Ce-
重疊、CeCe -重疊、 以及 Ca-重疊。本研究計畫有以下幾點不同於
文獻之具體發現：（1）Ce-重疊及CeCe-重疊並非文獻中所謂CV 及
CVCV 重疊而後元音弱化的結果；此兩種重疊形式分別重疊詞根 C
以及CVC的部份，其複製詞（reduplicant）尾端之元音均來自元音
加插。（2）Ce-重疊和CeCe-重疊之選用並非取決於詞根大小，而與
避免過多弱音節相鄰有關。（3）Ce-重疊有時涉及詞根第一個輔音
的重疊（即：C1e-重疊），有時涉及詞根第二個輔音的重疊（即
：C2e-重疊），其選用並非取決於是否傳達「互相」之語意，而與
避免產生有標的音段有關。本研究也以優選理論（McCarthy and
Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993 [2004]）的架構，將上
述所觀察到之通則具形化。最後，本研究也觀察到文獻未記載之
CeC-重疊式，並發現其結尾大多為鼻音 (m, n, ng)、或 l, r，亦
可能為清擦音(s, x, h) 或介音[w]。

中文關鍵詞： 太魯閣語、重疊詞、音韻結構、田野調查、優選理論

英 文 摘 要 ： This project seeks to investigate reduplication in Truku
and its interface with phonology. We have the following
findings: (1) Ce- reduplication and CeCe- reduplication do
not involve the copying of the first CV string and the
first CVCV string of the root, followed by vowel reduction,
as assumed in previous studies, but involve the copying of
the first C and the first CVC of the root, followed by
vowel insertion; (2) the choice between Ce- reduplication
and CeCe- reduplication, which overlap in meaning, is not
determined by the size of the root but is governed by the
number of unstressed moras in the output; (3) the choice
between C1e- and C2e- reduplication, which also overlap in
meaning, is not determined by the the meanings they denote
but is governed by the phonological makeup of the initial
and the second consonant of the root. Analyses based on
Optimality Theory are proposed to account for the
generalizations. Finally, this project has observed a
pattern of CeC- reduplication that has never been
documented before and shows that the coda of the RED in the
pattern generally belongs to nasals (i.e., "m", "n", "ng")
or "l", "r", though it may also belong to voiceless
fricatives such as "s", "x", "h" or the [w] glide.

英文關鍵詞： Truku, reduplication, RED vowels, copying sites, Optimality
Theory
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壹、中英文摘要

一、中文摘要 

本研究計畫調查並討論分析太魯閣語的重疊形式，以及其與音韻之互動關係。

根據文獻記載，太魯閣語共有三種重疊形式，分別為 Cə-重疊、CəCə -重疊、 以及 Ca-

重疊。本研究計畫有以下幾點不同於文獻之具體發現：（1）Cə-重疊及 CəCə-重疊並

非文獻中所謂 CV 及 CVCV 重疊而後元音弱化的結果；此兩種重疊形式分別重疊

詞根 C 以及 CVC 的部份，其複製詞（reduplicant）尾端之元音均來自元音加插。（2）

Cə-重疊和 CəCə-重疊之選用並非取決於詞根大小，而與避免過多弱音節相鄰有關。

（3）Cə-重疊有時涉及詞根第一個輔音的重疊（即：C1ə-重疊），有時涉及詞根第二

個輔音的重疊（即：C2ə-重疊），其選用並非取決於是否傳達「互相」之語意，而與

避免產生有標的音段有關。本研究也以優選理論（McCarthy and Prince 1993, Prince 

and Smolensky 1993 [2004]）的架構，將上述所觀察到之通則具形化。最後，本研究

也觀察到文獻未記載之 CəC-重疊式，並發現其結尾大多為鼻音、流音，亦可能為清

擦音或介音[w]。 

關鍵詞：太魯閣語、重疊詞、音韻結構、田野調查、優選理論 

二、英文摘要 

This project seeks to investigate reduplication in Truku and its interface with phonology. 

We have the following findings: (1) Cə- reduplication and CəCə- reduplication do not 

involve the copying of the first CV string and the first CVCV string of the root, followed 

by vowel reduction, as assumed in previous studies, but involve the copying of the first C 

and the first CVC of the root, followed by vowel insertion; (2) the choice betwen Cə- 

reduplication and CəCə- reduplication, which overlap in meaning, is not determined by 

the size of the root but is goverend by the number of unstressed moras in the output; (3) 

the choice betwen C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, which also overlap in meaning, is not 

determined by the the meanings they denote but is governed by the phonological makeup 

of the initial and the second consonant of the root. Analyses based on Optimality Theory 

are proposed to account for the generalizations. Finally, this project has observed a 

pattern of CəC- reduplication that has never been documented before and shows that the 

coda of the RED in the pattern generally belongs to [m, n, ŋ] or [ɮ, ɾ], though it may also 

belong to voiceless fricatives [s, x, ħ] or the [w] glide.  

Key words: Truku, reduplication, RED vowels, copying sites, Optimality Theory 



 

貳、報告內容 
 

太魯閣族於民國93 年1 月14 日被正式被核定為台灣原住民族之第12 族，主要分佈

於花蓮縣和南投縣境內，前者包括秀林鄉、萬榮鄉、吉安鄉及卓溪鄉等地，後者則

位於仁愛鄉（Lee & Hsu 2016:1）。重疊構詞是臺灣南島語最常見的構詞方式之一，

有關太魯閣語重疊詞之研究可見於Tsukida（2005）、Zeitoun & Wu（2006）、Hsu

（2008）、Lee（2010a）、Lee & Hsu（2016）、以及Oiwa（2017）。根據文獻記載，

太魯閣語共有三種重疊形式，分別為Cə-重疊（也稱為部份重疊或CV-重疊）、CəCə-

重疊（也稱為雙音節重疊或CVCV-重疊）、以及Ca-重疊。文獻對於這些重疊式的

看法如下：  

 

（一）Cə-重疊：重疊詞根首音節之CV，並將複製詞（RED）元音弱化為央元音[ə]，

（例如：[patas] ‘書寫’ > [pa~patas] > [pə~patas] ‘筆’）。若詞根以喉塞音[ʔ]為

首，則除了重疊詞根首音節CV外（即：C1ə-重疊，例如：[ʔuq-un] ‘吃’ > 

[ʔə~ʔuq-un] ‘將吃’[Tsukida 2005:294]），也可能重疊詞根第二個音節CV（即：

C2ə-重疊）（如：[ʔusa] ‘去’ > [mə-sə~ʔusa] ‘一起去’ [Tsukida 2005:294]）。

Zeitoun & Wu （2006）認為C1ə-重疊和C2ə-重疊選用和語意有關，C1ə-重疊

用來表達「複數」及「未來」的語意，而C2ə-重疊則實為Ca-重疊，用以表達

「互相」的語意。 

（二）CəCə -重疊：重疊詞根雙音節，不包含詞尾輔音的部份，並將RED之元音弱

化為央元音[ə]，（例如：[ɾudan] ‘老的男人’ > [ɾuda~ɾudan] > [ɾədə~ɾudan] ‘老

的男人（複數）’[Zeitoun & Wu 2006:119]）。對於Cə-重疊及CəCə -重疊的選用，

文獻認為取決於詞根之大小；較短的詞根（如：單音節或雙音節詞根）運作

CəCə-重疊，較長的詞根（如：三音節或以上的詞根）則運作Cə-重疊(Tsukida 

2005, 2009:265; Hsu 2008:97; Lee & Hsu 2016:35)。  

（三）Ca-重疊：Zeitoun & Wu（2006）認為，除了 Cə-重疊和 CəCə -重疊外，太魯 

閣語還有台灣南島語常見的 Ca-重疊，重疊詞根首音節之輔音，後加一個固

定元音[a]，之後再將 RED 元音弱化為央元音[ə]。（例如：[sipaq ‘打’ > 

[mə-sa~sipaq > [mə-sə~sipaq ‘互相打’ [Zeitoun & Wu 2006:119]）。Zeitoun & 

Wu 認為，Ca-重疊其實就是文獻中的 C2ə-重疊。亦即：Ca-重疊（即：C2ə-

重疊）和 Cə-重疊（即：C1ə-重疊）之表層形式雖然均為 Cə-，但兩者有兩點

不同：（1）兩者重疊之詞根部位不同：前者重疊詞根第二個輔音，後者重疊

詞根第一個輔音。（2）兩者傳達之語意不同：前者傳達「互相」之語意，後

者傳達「複數」及「未來」之語意。 

 

總結來說，文獻認為： 

（一）Cə-重疊及 CəCə -重疊分別重疊詞根之 CV及 CVCV部份。 

（二）Cə-重疊及 CəCə -重疊的選用取決於詞根之大小。 

（三）C2ə-重疊實際上為 Ca- 重疊，在語意上表示「互相」。 

（四）C1ə-重疊和 C2ə-重疊選用取決於語意。 

 



根據田野調查所得之語料，本研究計畫的看法與文獻不同，並提出以下修正： 

 

（一）Cə-重疊及 CəCə-重疊並非重疊詞根之 CV及 CVCV部份，而是分別重疊詞根

之 C 及 CVC 部份，其 RED尾端之元音均來自元音加插。至少有兩個證據支

持這個假設。首先，單音節詞也運作 CəCə-重疊（如 1 所示）；因為單音節

詞僅有一個元音，因此 CəCə- RED中，第二個央元音無法來自詞根元音複製

（如 2 所示），應來自元音加插（如 3 所示）。其次，CəCə-重疊一般涉及

詞根前兩個輔音的重疊，但當詞根第二個輔音為喉塞音時，RED傾向避開喉

塞音而複製詞尾之輔音（如 4所示），因為詞尾輔音後方無其它元音可供 RED

複製，因此CəCə- RED中，第二個央元音無法來自詞根元音複製（如 5所示），

應來自元音加插（如 6所示）。此外，因為 CəCə- RED 和 Cə- RED可傳達相

同之語意，如：「複數」，因此，CəCə- RED和 Cə- RED 為相同詞綴之變體。

既然 CəCə- RED之尾端元音來自元音加插，Cə- RED之尾端元音亦應來自元

音加插。 

 

(1) 

a.   bowk [bok] ‘打人的聲音’ bkbowk [bəkə~bok] ‘打人的聲音（複數）’ 

b.   cip [tɕip] ‘吸的聲音’ cpcip [tsəpə~tɕip] ‘吸的聲音（複數）’ 

c.  nguh [ŋoħ] ‘豬叫的聲音’ nghnguh [ŋəħə~ŋoħ] ‘豬叫的聲音（複數）’ 

d.  tak [tak] ‘剪的聲音’ tktak [təkə~tak] ‘剪的聲音（複數）’ 

e.  quh [qoħ] ‘咳嗽的聲音’ qhquh [qəħə~qoħ] ‘咳嗽的聲音（複數）’ 

 

(2)  

例如：tak [tak] ‘剪的聲音’ > tktak [təkə~tak]‘剪的聲音（複數）’ 

RED~tak       *tak~tak (?!)    *tək~tak (?) （錯誤預測！） 

          CVCV 重疊 (?!)      元音弱化  

 

(3)  

例如：tak [tak] ‘剪的聲音’ > tktak [təkə~tak]‘剪的聲音（複數）’ 

RED~tak       tak~tak        takə~tak       təkə~tak 

CVC 重疊           元音加插         元音弱化 

 

(4) 

a. ba’at [baʔat] ‘阻礙’ btba’at [bətə~baʔat] ‘阻礙（複數）’ 

b. ha’ut [ħaʔut] ‘綁繩子’ htha’ut [ħətə~ħaʔut] ‘綁繩子（複數）’ 

c.  bu’ut [buʔut] ‘骨頭’ btbu’ut [bətə~buʔut]/ beebuut [bəʔə~buʔut] ‘骨頭（複數）’ 

d. lu’us [ɮuʔus] ‘成熟’ leelu’us [ɮəʔə~ɮuʔus] ‘成熟（複數）’ 

  

(5)   

例如： ba’at [baʔat] ‘阻礙’ > btba’at [bətə~baʔat] ‘阻礙（複數）’ 

RED~b1aʔ2at3  *b1a1t3~b1a1ʔ2a1t3 (?!)   *b1ə1t3~b1a1ʔ2a1t3 (?) （錯誤預測！） 

         CVCV 重疊 (?!)          元音弱化 

 



 (6)  

例如： baat [ba.ʔat] ‘阻礙’ > btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘阻礙（複數）’ 

RED~b1aʔ2at3 b1a1t3~b1a1ʔ2a1t3    b1a1t3ə~b1a1ʔ2a1t3  b1ə1t3ə~b1a1ʔ2a1t3 

CVC 重疊              元音加插              元音弱化 

 

（二）Cə-重疊和 CəCə-重疊之選用主要並非取決於詞根之大小，而與避免過多的弱

音節相鄰有關。本研究所收集之語料雖然大致支持文獻中指出，較短的詞根

運作 CəCə-重疊（7），較長的詞根運作 Cə- 重疊（8）的看法， 但卻另外發

現，單音節或雙音節詞根雖偏好運作 CəCə-重疊，但當這些詞根附加前綴時，

即使較短的詞根也大多僅能運作 Cə-重疊，如（9）所示。太魯閣語前綴之表

層型式大多為弱音節（即：純輔音後加央元音之組合，如：[mə-]，或音節化

鼻音，如：[m̩] ），若附加前綴之單音節或雙音節詞根運作 CəCə-重疊，則

會導致三個弱音節相鄰（如：[bukit] ‘背重物而彎腰’ > *[m̩-bəkə~bukit] ‘全都

是駝背’）。由於未帶有前綴之單音節或雙音節詞根大多運作 CəCə-重疊（如：

[bukit] ‘背重物而彎腰’ > [bəkə~bukit] ‘個個都駝背’），因此可推斷詞根音節

數並非選用 Cə-重疊或 CəCə-重疊之主要因素；禁止因加綴而產生兩個以上相

鄰之弱音節才應該是選用 Cə-重疊或 CəCə-重疊之原因。表（10）說明加綴與

否與 Cə-重疊和 CəCə-重疊之關聯。 

 

（7）單音節或雙音節詞根大多運作CəCə-重疊 

a.  cip[tɕip] ‘吸的聲音’ cpcip [tsəpə~tɕip] ‘吸的聲音(複數)’ 

b.  liq [liq] ‘笑’ lqliq [ləqə~liq] ‘笑(複數)’ 

c.  balus [balus] ‘大石櫟’ blbalus [bələ~balus] ‘大石櫟(複數)’ 

d.  beyluh [beloħ] ‘豆’ blbeyluh [bələ~beloħ] ‘豆(複數)’ 

e.  baki [baki] ‘祖父’ bkbaki [bəkə~baki] ‘祖父(複數)’ 

f.  bukaw [bukaw] ‘駝背’ bkbukaw [bəkə~bukaw] ‘全部都駝背’ 

 

（8）多音節詞根大多運作Cə-重疊 

a.  briqax [bəɾiqax] ‘交叉’ bbriqax [bə~bəɾiqax] ‘交叉(複數)’ 

b.  bruŋuy [bəɾuŋuj] ‘背簍’ bbruŋuy [bə~bəɾuŋuj] ‘背簍(複數)’ 

c.  ghguh [ɣəħəɣoħ] ‘很癢’ gghguh [ɣə~ɣəħəɣoħ] ‘非常癢’ 

d.  gtgut [ɣətəɣot] ‘鄰居’ ggtgut [ɣə~ɣətəɣot] ‘鄰居(複數)’ 

 

  



（9）帶有前綴之較短詞根（即：單音節或雙音節詞根）大多僅運作Cə-重疊 

 雙音節詞根 無加綴時運作 CəCə -重疊 加綴時運作 Cə-重疊 

a.  bukaw [bukaw]  

‘駝背’ 

bkbukaw [bəkə~bukaw]  

‘全部都駝背’ 

embbukaw [m̩-bə~bukaw]  

‘全部都駝背’ 

b.  purah [puɾaħ]  

‘黃’ 

prpurah [pəɾə~puɾaħ]  

‘黃(複數)’ 

emppurah [m̩-pə~puɾaħ]  

‘會開黃色的花(複數)’ 

c.  bowk [bok]  

‘打的聲音’ 

bkbowk [bəkə~bok] 

‘打的聲音(複數) ’ 

tbbowk [tə-bə~bok]  

‘撞到的聲音’ 

d.  lap [ɮap]  

‘旗子飄揚的聲音’ 

lplap [ɮəpə~ɮap] 

‘旗子飄揚的聲音(複數)’ 

tllap [tə-ɮə~ɮap]  

‘旗子(複數)飄揚的聲音(複數)’ 

e.  bukit [bukit]  

‘背重物而彎腰’ 

bkbukit [bəkə~bukit]  

‘個個都駝背’ 

embbukit [m̩-bə~bukit]  

‘全都是駝背’ 

 

(10)   

 無前綴 有前綴 

短的詞根 CəC(ə)- RED: 83% (234/283)  CəC(ə)- RED: 11% (15/141) 

 Cə- RED: 17% (49/283) Cə- RED: 89% (126/141) 

 無前綴 有前綴 

長的詞根 CəC(ə)- RED: 21% (15/70) CəC(ə)- RED: 9% (1/11) 

 Cə- RED: 79% (55/70) Cə- RED: 91% (10/11) 

 

 

（三）無明顯證據說明 Ca-重疊存在。Zeitoun & Wu（2006）認為 Ca-重疊存在之證

據在於其重疊的是詞根的第二個輔音，且用以表達「互相」之語意。但根據

本研究收集之語料，表達「互相」之語意時，RED不見得一律重疊詞根之第

二個輔音，且重疊詞根第二個輔音的重疊形式也不見得一律傳達「互相」之

語意。在傳達「互相」之語意時，當詞根以喉塞音為首時（即：ʔ詞根），

RED 的確大多複製詞根的第二個輔音（即運作 C2ə-重疊），如（11）所示，

但當詞根非以喉塞音為首時（即：非ʔ詞根），RED 卻大多複製詞根的第一

個輔音（即運作 C1ə-重疊），如（13）所示。此外，上述規律（即ʔ詞根大多

運作 C2ə-重疊，非ʔ詞根大多運作 C1ə-重疊）不僅在傳達「互相」之語意時如

此，在傳達「複數」之語意時也是這樣，如（15）-（18）所示，因此推斷傳

達「互相」與否和 RED是複製詞根第幾個輔音並無關聯。反之，本研究認為，

C1ə-重疊和 C2ə-重疊的選用，主要以避免產生有標的音段為主。如前所述，

C2ə-重疊多出現在詞根以喉塞音為首時，此外，運作 CəCə -重疊時，RED也

傾向避免重疊第二音節之喉塞音而重疊詞尾之輔音（參 4），因此可推斷 C2ə-

重疊的發生應是為了避免複製喉塞音。喉塞音雖然因為沒有發音位置而在位

置標誌階層上（Place Markedness Hierachy; de Lacy 2006）顯得無標

（unmarked），但其無發音位置的特性，也可能使其因無發音特徵而顯得有

標（Itô & Mester 1993, Padgett 1995, Parker 2001）。綜合上述，本研究認為

C1ə-重疊和 C2ə-重疊之選用並非取決於是否傳達「互相」之語意，而與避免

產生有標的音段（如：喉塞音）有關。 

 



(11) 多數ʔ詞根運作 C2ə-重疊以傳達「互相」 

a.  ‘asug [ʔasuː] ‘分享’ (m)se‘asug [(mə-)sə~ʔasuː] ‘互相分享’  

b.  ‘eru [ʔəɾu] ‘傳染’ (m)re‘eru [(mə-)ɾə~ʔəɾu] ‘互相傳染’ 

c.  ‘eduk [ʔəduk] ‘關門’ (emp)de‘eduk [(m̩-pə-)də~ʔəduk] ‘互相關門’ 

d.  ‘ulah [ʔuɮaħ] ‘陪伴’ (ms)le‘ulah [(mə-sə-)ɮə~ʔuɮaħ] ‘互相陪伴’  

e.  ‘utal [ʔutaɮ] ‘先走’ (emp)te‘utal [(m̩-pə-)tə~ʔutaɮ] ‘互相讓對方先走’  

f.  ‘epix [ʔəpix] ‘按壓’ (em)pe‘epix [m̩-pə~ʔəpix] ‘互相按壓’  

g.  ‘urus [ʔuɾus] ‘灑’ (m)re‘urus [(mə-)ɾə~ʔuɾus] ‘互相潑水’  

 

(12) 少數ʔ詞根運作 C1ə-重疊以傳達 「互相」 

a.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘唱歌’ (emp)‘e‘uyas [(m̩-pə-)ʔə~ʔujas] ‘互相唱歌’ 

b.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘吹’ (me)‘e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔijuk] ‘互相吹’  

 

(13) 多數非ʔ詞根運作 C1ə-重疊以傳達 「互相」 

a.  bgay [bəɣaj] ‘給’ (em)bbgay [(m̩)-bə~bəɣaj] ‘互相給’  

b.  qita [qita] ‘看’ (m)qqita [(mə-)qə~qita] ‘互相看’  

c.  taus [taʔus] ‘揮手’ (m)ttaus [(mə-)tə~taʔus] ‘互相揮手’  

d.  kla [kəɮa] ‘認識’ (m)kkla [(mə-)kə~kəɮa]  ‘互相認識’  

e.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘找到’ (m)hhlay [(mə-)ħə~ħəɮaj] ‘互相找到’  

f.  (em)plaq [(m̩)-pəɮaq] ‘潑水’ (em)pplaq [(m̩)-pə~pəɮaq] ‘互相潑水’  

 

(14) 少數非ʔ詞根運作 C2ə-重疊以傳達 「互相」 

a.  hrah [ħəɾaħ]/ hurah [ħoɾaħ]  

‘拆房子’ 

(emp)rhrah [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ]/  

(m)rhurah [(mə-)ɾə~ħoɾaħ] ‘互相拆房子’  

b.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘跳舞’ (m)rgrig [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘互相跳舞’  

c.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘脫衣服’ (m)lhlah [(mə-)ɮə~ħəɮaħ]/ 

(m)hhlah [(mə-)ħə~ħəɮaħ] ‘互相脫衣服’  

d.  riqu [ɾiqo] ‘恨’ (m)qriqu [(mə-)qə~ɾiqo] ‘互相恨’  

 

(15) 多數ʔ詞根運作 C2ə-重疊以傳達「複數」 

a.  ‘iraq [ʔiɾaq] ‘腸子’ (m)re‘iraq [(mə-)ɾə~ʔiɾaq] ‘處理腸子’  

b.  ‘ubal [ʔubaɮ] ‘毛’ (gm)be‘ubal [(ɣə-m-)bə~ʔubaɮ] ‘拔毛’  

c.  ‘eduk [ʔəduk] ‘關門’ (m)de‘eduk [(mə-)də~əduk] ‘關門（複數）’  

d.  ‘urat [ʔuɾat] ‘血管’ (m)re‘urat [(mə-)ɾə~ʔuɾat] ‘抽筋（複數）’  

e.  ‘elu [ʔəɮu] ‘節省’ (m)le‘elu [(mə-)ɮə~ʔəɮu] ‘節省（複數）’  

f.  (me)‘ayus [(mə-)ʔajus] ‘劃界限’ (m)ye‘ayus [(mə-)jə~ʔajus] ‘劃界限（複數）’  

g.  ‘akay [ʔakaj] ‘因痛而哭’ (t)ke‘akay [(tə-)kə~ʔakaj] ‘因痛而哭（複數）’  

h.  pe‘iyax [(pə-)ʔijax] ‘站在中間’ (p)yi‘iyax [(pi-)ji~ʔijax]/  

(p)ye‘iyax [(pə-)jə~ʔijax] ‘站在中間（複數）’  

i.  (tme)‘ubung [(tə-mə-)ʔubuŋ] 

‘處理織布機’ 

(tm)be‘ubung [(tə-mə-)bə~ʔubuŋ]/  

[(tə-m-)bə~ʔubuŋ] ‘處理織布機（複數）’  

 

  



(16) 少數ʔ詞根運作 C1ə-重疊以傳達「複數」 

a.  (me)’iyaw [(mə-)ʔijaw] ‘眨眼’ (me)‘e‘iyaw [(mə-)ʔe~ʔijaw] ‘醒來（複數）’,  

b.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘吹火’ (me)‘e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔijuk] ‘吹火（複數）’  

c.  ‘umal [ʔumaɮ] ‘加’ (me)‘e‘umal [(mə-)ʔə~ʔumaɮ] ‘加（複數）’  

d.  ‘amih [ʔameħ] ‘快哭了’ (me)‘e‘amih [(mə-)ʔə~ʔameħ] ‘快哭了（複數）’  

e.  ‘uwit [ʔuwit] ‘累’ (me)‘e‘uwit [(mə-)ʔə~ʔuwit] ‘累（複數）’  

 

(17) 多數非ʔ詞根運作 C１ə-重疊以傳達「複數」 

a.  sing [ʃiŋ] ‘刺痛’ (t)ssing [(tə-)sə~ʃiŋ] ‘刺痛（複數）’  

b.  banah [banaħ] ‘紅’ (em)bbanah [(m̩-)bə~banaħ] ‘紅（複數）’  

c.  xiluy [xiɮuj] ‘鐵’ (tm)xxiluy [(təmə-)xə~xiɮuj] ‘處理鐵（複數）’  

d.  sura [suɾa] ‘想要’  (m)ssura [(mə-)sə~suɾa] ‘想要（複數）’  

e.  bukit [bukit] ‘駝背’ (t)bbukit [(tə-)bə~bukit] ‘駝背（複數）’  

f.  hdur [ħəduɾ] ‘阻擋’ (m)hhdur [(mə-)ħə~ħəduɾ] ‘阻擋（複數）’  

g.  lbi [ɮəbi] ‘垂下’ (s)llbi [(sə-)ɮə~ɮəbi] ‘垂下（複數）’  

h.  rasi [ɾasi] ‘舖葉子’ (m)rrasi [(mə-)ɾə~ɾasi] ‘舖葉子（複數）’  

i.  kritan [kəɾitan] ‘拉肚子’ kkritan [kə~kəɾitan] ‘拉肚子（複數）’  

 

(18) 少數非ʔ詞根運作 C2ə-重疊以傳達「複數」 

a.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘解開’ lhlah [ɮə~ħəɮaħ] ‘解開（複數）’  

b.  hrah [ħəɾaħ] ‘拆房子’ (m)rhrah [(mə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ] ‘拆房子（複數）’  

c.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘找到’ lmhlay [ɮə~(mə-)ħəɮaj] ‘找到（複數）’  

d.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘跳舞’ (emp)rgrig [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘會跳舞（複數）’  

e.  griq [ɣəɾeq] ‘轉’ (m)rgriq [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾeq] ‘開車（複數）’  

f.  (emp)hmut [(m̩-pə-)ħəmut] ‘會搗蛋’ (emp)mhmut [(m̩-pə-)mə~ħəmut]  

/(emp)hhmut [(m̩-pə-)hə~ħəmut] ‘會搗蛋（複數）’ 

 

針對上述幾項新發現，本研究亦提出相關之優選理論分析（Optimality Theory； 

McCarthy & Prince 1993；Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004），請見附錄 1和附錄 2之兩

篇文章。附錄之兩篇文章筆者已分別投至兩個期刊；其中，附錄 1之文章已經過第

一輪審查，目前正在複審階段；附錄 2 之文章目前仍在初審階段。 

除上述發現外，本計畫也採集到文獻中未曾記載之 CəC-重疊形式，且發現其

結尾大多為鼻音 [m, n, ŋ]或 [ɮ, ɾ]，亦可能為清擦音[s, x, ħ]）或介音[w]，如：（19）

－（22）所示。CəC-重疊形式的分佈與限制可能和太魯閣語允許的韻尾輔音有關。

由於太魯閣語韻尾輔音之分佈與限制尚不清楚，因此本研究現階段無法對於 CəC-

重疊形式之分佈情形提出定論。太魯閣語輔音之分佈與限制為本人 108年計畫預定

探討之議題，計畫名稱：「太魯閣語韻尾輔音之分佈與限制」，計畫編號：MOST 

108-2410-H-003-026 -。相信該計畫之研究將有助於我們了解 CəC-重疊形式的分佈及

限制。 

 

 

  



(19) CəC-重疊韻尾輔音為鼻音 [m, n, ŋ] 

a. banar [banaɾ] ‘苦楝樹 bnbanar [bən~banaɾ] ‘苦楝樹（複數）’ 

b. damay [damaj] ‘棕色 dmdamay [dəm~damaj] ‘棕色（複數）’ 

c. lingay [ɮiŋaj] ‘環境’ lnglingay [ɮəŋ~ɮiŋaj] ‘環境（複數）’ 

d. bunuh [bunoħ] ‘小腹’ bnbunuh [bən~bunoħ] / [bənə~bunoħ] ‘小腹（複數）’ 

e. tama [tama] ‘父親’ tmtama [təm~tama] / [təmə~tama] ‘父親（複數）’ 

f. bunga [buŋa] ‘地瓜’ bngbunga [bəŋ~buŋa]/ [bəŋə~buŋa] ‘地瓜（複數）’ 

 

(20) CəC-重疊韻尾為[ɮ, ɾ] 

a.  buloq [buɮoq] ‘生的’ blbuloq [bəɮ~buɮoq] ‘主語（複數）生的’ 

b.  bulus [buɮus] ‘麵包樹的果子’ blbulus [bəɮ~buɮus] ‘麵包樹的果子（複數）’ 

c.  bulih [buɮiħ] ‘很飽’ blbulih [bəɮ~buɮiħ] ‘很飽（複數）’ 

d.  bu’ur [buʔuɾ] ‘地瓜皮’ brbu’ur [bəɾ~buʔuɾ] ‘地瓜皮（複數）’ 

e.  bir [biɾ] ‘車的聲音’ brbir [bəɾ~biɾ] ‘車的聲音（複數）’ 

f.  berajaw [bəɾajaw] ‘姑婆芋’ brbrajaw [bəɾ~bəɾajaw] 姑婆芋（複數）’ 

g.  bar [baɾ] ‘打碎的聲音’ brbar [bəɾ~baɾ] ‘打碎的聲音（複數）’ 

h.  berta’uk [bəɾtaʔuk] ‘野草莓’ brbrta’uk [bəɾ~bəɾtaʔuk] ‘野草莓（複數）’ 

 

 

(21)  CəC-重疊韻尾為清擦音 [s, x, ħ] 

a.  busug [busu:] ‘酒醉的人’ bsbusug [bəs~busu:] ‘酒醉的人（複數）’ 

b.  basaw [basaw] ‘小黍’ bsbasaw [bəs~basaw] ‘小黍（複數）’ 

c.  basiq [basiq] ‘太魯閣 

石櫟’ 
bsbasiq [bəs~basiq] 

‘太魯閣 

石櫟（複數）’ 

d.  pixil [pixiɮ] ‘青蔥’ pxpixil [pəx~pixiɮ] ‘青蔥（複數）’ 

e.  wahir [waħiɾ] ‘藤蔓’ whwahir [wəħ~waħiɾ] ‘藤蔓（複數）’  

 

f.  wahug [waħu:] ‘背帶’ whwahug [wəħ~waħu:] ‘背帶（複數）’ 

 

(22)  CəC-重疊韻尾輔音為[w] 

a.  qowlit [qowɮit] ‘老鼠’ qwqowlit [qəw~qowɮit] ‘老鼠（複數）’ 

b.  bowjak [bowjak] ‘山豬’ bwbowjak [bw~bowjak]  ‘山豬（複數）’ 

c.  bejwat [bəjwat] ‘波浪’ bwbejwat [bəw~bejwat] ‘波浪（複數）’ 

 

 

叁、計畫成果自評 
 

本研究計畫大致上達成預期目標。本研究計畫的主要貢獻如下： 

 

1. 本研究計畫大量收集太魯閣語重疊詞之語料，並客觀詳實的描述其重疊現象。

語料可作為學者們日後研究之依據。 

2. 本研究計畫修正了文獻的看法，除成功的解釋 Cə-重疊以及 CəCə-重疊的分佈



情形以及 C1ə-重疊以及 C2ə-重疊的分佈情形外，也指出文獻中所謂的 Cə-重

疊以及 CəCə-重疊非重疊完整的詞根音節，而是分別重疊詞根 C 以及 CVC

的部份，後加元音加插的結果。 

3. 本研究針對太魯閣語重疊之音韻表現提出優選理論分析。 

4. 本人已將本計畫之研究結果撰寫成兩篇文章，並已交付期刊審查。 

5. 人才培育方面，研究助理在計畫執行期間實際參與，並培養如何設計問卷、

進行語料的收集、記錄音檔、匯整語料、等研究相關之能力。 
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附錄 1 

 

Reduplicant Vowels in Truku Reduplication: Insertion or Reduction? 

 

Hui-shan Lin 

National Taiwan Normal University 

 

Abstract 

This paper examines the true nature of the reduplicant (RED) vowels in the two major 

types of reduplication in Truku, Cə- reduplication and CəCə- reduplication, which are 

previously assumed to involve monosyllabic and disyllabic copying, respectively. The 

REDs of the two patterns (i.e., Cə- RED and CəCə- RED) contain schwas that are always 

considered as reduced vowels derived from the pre-tonic vowel reduction rule. Drawing 

evidence from three types of reduplication forms which are previously unnoticed/ 

undocumented, i.e., reduplication forms showing the CəC- RED ~ CəCə- RED variation as 

well as reduplication taking place on monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- initial words, this 

paper argues that the schwas in the REDs of the two reduplication patterns do not always 

come from vowel reduction. Although the 1
st
 schwa in the CəCə- RED does come from 

vowel reduction, the ending schwas in the CəCə- RED and in the Cə- RED are actually 

inserted vowels that function to break up tauto-syllabic CC clusters. The finding also 

shows that Cə- reduplication only copies consonants from the Base. Therefore, Truku, 

just as Squliq Atayal, also involves bare consonant reduplication.  

Key words: Truku reduplication, vowel insertion, vowel reduction, bare consonant 

reduplication, Optimality Theory 

 

1. Introduction 

Schwa [ə] is one of the most common vowels cross-linguistically because schwa vowels are 

commonly derived in phonological proceses such as vowel reduction and vowel insertion. If a 

language has different origins of schwas, they are easily confused. This paper examines the 

reduplicant (RED) vowels in Truku, a Formosan language spoken in Hualien County and 

Nantou County
1
 and show that the RED vowels do not always come from reduction as 

                                                 
1
 The Truku tribe is officially-approved to became the 12

th
 aboriginal tribe in Taiwan by Executive Yuan of 

Taiwan in 2004. Truku people mainly live in Hualien County and Nantou County. In Hualien County, they live 

in Hsiu-lin Township, Wan-jung Township, Chi-an Township, Cho-hsi Township. In Nantou County, they live 

in Jen-ai Township (Lee & Hsu 2016:1). 
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assumed in previous studies on Truku reduplication. As in many Formosan languages, Truku 

also incorporates reduplication as a means of word formation. Reduplication in Truku is 

mentioned in Tsukida (2005, 2009), Zeitoun & Wu (2006), Hsu (2008), Lee (2010a), and Lee 

& Hsu (2016). According to previous studies, Truku has two major types of reduplication 

patterns that can both function to denote certain plurality meanings, Cə- reduplication (e.g., 

qhuni [qəħoni] ‘tree’ > qqhuni [qə~qəħoni] ‘trees’ [Tsukida 2005:294])
2

 and CəCə- 

reduplication, also termed ‘bisyllabic (or full) reduplication in Tsukida (2005), (e.g., rudan 

[ɾudan] ‘old man’ > rdrudan [ɾədə~ɾudan] ‘old men’ [Tsukida 2005:294]). Due to the 

productive rule of pre-tonic vowel reduction in the language, the REDs of the two patterns, 

which surface as Cə- and CəCə- respectively, are always considered in previous studies as 

monosyllabic and disyllabic copies of the Base (i.e., CV- and CVCV-), respectively, which 

undergo vowel reduction. However, since Truku is also a language that disallows complex 

syllable margins, the schwa vowels in the RED could also have come from vowel insertion to 

break up CC clusters, a possibility that has never been considered in previous studies. Based 

on three sets of new data which are previously unnoticed/ undocumented, i.e., reduplication 

forms exhibiting the CəC- RED ~ CəCə- RED variation as well as reduplication taking place on 

monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- initial words, this paper argues that schwas in the REDs of 

the two reduplication patterns do not always come from vowel reduction as previously 

assumed. While the 1
st
 schwa  of the CəCə- RED is truly a reduced copy of the Base vowel, the 

ending schwa in the CəCə- RED and in the Cə- RED is actually an inserted vowel that functions 

to break up tauto-syllabic CC clusters. Given that both the reduced vowel and the inserted 

vowel in Truku are schwa, it is easy to mistaken the two. Thus, CəCə- reduplication and Cə- 

reduplication actually involve the copying of the 1
st CVC and the 1

st C of the Base, 

respectively, followed by schwa insertion to break up CC clusters, if any, rather than 

involving disyllabic and monosyllabic copying.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as below: Section 2 provides a brief 

introduction to Truku phonology and reviews previous studies on Truku reduplication. 

Section 3 discusses the nature of the RED vowels in the two reduplication patterns by 

examining reduplicated forms that exhibit the CəC- RED ~ CəCə- RED variation as well as 

reduplication taking place on monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- initial words. I will show that 

                                                 
2
 In this paper, the reduplicant is underlined and separated from the Base by ‘~’, the non-reduplicative prefixes 

and suffixes are separated from the root by ‘-’, syllables are separated by ‘.’ and foot are marked with ‘(…)’. 

Other symbols and abbreviations used in the paper include AF, Agent Focus; NOM, nominalizatio; GEN, genitive; 

1s, 1
st
 person singular; 2s, 2

nd
 person singular; 3s, 3

rd
 person singular.  
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these three sets of new data shed important light on the disclosure of the true nature of the 

reduplication processes. Section 4 concludes the paper.  

 

2. Truku phonology and previous studies on Truku reduplication 

2.1 Truku phonology 

Truku has 22 segments, including 18 consonants and four vowels, as shown in (1) (Tsukida 

2005; Lee 2009b, 2010b).
3
 It is worth noting that /ə/ is one of the phonemic vowels in Truku 

though it does not occur in the final syllable of a word (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b). /ə/ is a 

phoneme because it contrasts with other vowels in the stressed syllable (e.g., snaw [sə́naw] 

‘man’ vs. sinaw [ʃínaw] ‘liquor’) (Lee 2010b).  

 

(1) Truku phonemic inventory 

Consonants  Vowels 

p  t  k q  ʔ i  u 

b  d       ə  

  s  x  ħ     

    ɣ    a  

m  n  ŋ      

  ɮ        

  ɾ        

w   j         

 

Truku has two important phonological features that are relevant to the present 

discussion. First, there is a rule of vowel reduction that changes all pre-tonic vowels (i.e., 

vowels before stress) to ə (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:19).
4
 Base on previsou 

studies on Truku, stress in Truku falls on the penultimate syllable (e.g., sinaw [ʃínaw] 

                                                 
3
 According to Tsukida (2005), Truku has an additional consonant /ts/. Following Lee (2009b), the consonant is 

excluded in the present paper because it has very restricted distribution (occuring only in interjections, gerunds 

and loanword and mostly before high vowel [i] and glide [j]). According to Lee (2010b:129), [ts] (or [tsʰ]) is the 

allophone of /t/ before /s/ (e.g., t-saman-an/ [tsʰ ̟i.ma.nan] ‘at dawn’) or in word-final position (e.g., /mirit/ 

[miritsʰ] ‘goat’. 
4
 There is a vowel harmony rule that changes schwas adjacent to /j/ to [i]. For example, /ɣajiɣ-an/ [ɣi.ji.ɣan] 

‘roast (LF)’, * [ɣə.ji.ɣan] (Tsukida 2005:293, 2009:115; Lee 2010b:146; Lee & Hsu 2016:21). Therefore, in pre-

tonic position, [i] can be found adjacent to /j/. 
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‘liquor’).
5
 Therefore, the vowel reduction rule changes all pre-penultimate vowels to ə, as 

illustrated by the morphologically related word pairs in (2), where a root vowel undergoes 

reduction when shifted to pre-penultimate position due to suffixation.
 

 

(2) Vowel reduction in pre-penultimate position                          

a. /patas, -an/  [pətásan] ‘school (LF)’ (< /patas/  [pátas] ‘book’)     

b. /qita, -an/  [qətáʔan] ‘to see (PF) (< /qita/  [qíta] ‘to see’)      

c. /taqi, -an/  [təqían] ‘to sleep (LF) (< /taqi/  [táqi] ‘to sleep’) 

 

The fact that vowel reduction targets all vowels except for the last two suggests that the 

last two syllables in Truku are grouped into a main stress foot and that vowels in the foot 

domain are protected from vowel reduction. Vowels outside the main stress foot are reduced 

to schwas presumably because schwas are the least marked vowel for being placeless. Under 

Optimality Theory (OT; McCarthy & Prince 1993, Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004) the 

preservation of the vowel quality within the main stress foot (i.e., head foot) and the reduction 

of vowels outside of it shows that HEAD(FOOT)-IDENT(F)-IO (3) which enforces faithfulness 

between the output segment in the foot head and its input counterpart, must dominate the 

markedness constraint of PLACE-MARKEDNESS HIERARCHY (4), as illustrated in (5).
6
  

 

(3) HEAD(FOOT)-IDENT(F)-IO: Input-Output correspondent segments in the head foot agree 

in value for feature [F]. (H. Lin 2015, cf. Alderete 1995) 

(4) PLACE-MARKEDNESS HIERARCHY (PL-MARKEDNESS): ||*PL/DORS, *PL/LAB >> *PL/COR 

>> *PL/PHAR|| (Prince & Smolensky 1993 [2004], Alderete et al. 1999)  

(5) HEAD(FOOT)-IDENT(F)-IO >> PL-MARKEDNESS  

/patas-an/  [ptasan] ‘school’  

p(tasan) > p(tsn) 

 

Another important feature of Truku is that no CC clusters are allowed at syllable 

margins (Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:18).
7
 A Truku syllable contains obligatorily an onset 

                                                 
5
 See Lee 2010b (section 5) for discussion of the assignment of stress within different phonological domains. 

6
 Notice that in the present paper, we limit the PLACE-MARKEDNESS HIERARCHY to vowels only to prevent 

consonants standing outside of the foot head from surfacing as . 

7
 On the other hand, consonant-glide (CG) clusters resulted from schwa deletion are tolerated in the language 
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and a nucleus; codas are permitted word-finally but are rarely seen in word-medial position 

(Tsukida 2005, 2009; Lee & Hsu 2016:18). As illustrated in (6), in Truku literature, words 

transcribed with CC clusters at word-initial position (shaded in 6A) can be found, but in 

reality, a schwa [ə] is often heard between sounds transcribed as CC clusters (Tsukida 2005), 

as illustrated in (6B). The lack of CC cluster at syllable margin shows that *COMP-M (7), 

which prohibits complex syllable margins, is dominant in the language. 

 

(6) Sounds transcribed as CC clusters at word-initial position are separated by a schwa  

 A B  

a.  bgiya  [bə.ɣi.ja] ‘bumblebee’ 

b.  pngasuy  [pə.ŋa.suj] ‘caterpillar’ 

c.  dnamux  [də.na.mux]  ‘roof’ 

(7) *COMP-M: No complex syllable margins. 

 

In some rare cases, word-internal CC clusters can surface, but the clusters are hetero-

syllabic, with the 1
st
 consonant syllabified as the coda of the preceding syllable and the 2

nd
 

syllabified as the onset of the following syllable. In other words, word-internal CC clusters 

are seen only when the 1
st
 consonant is syllabified as a coda (i.e., C.C). As the 2

nd
 consonant 

belongs to a different syllable, the syllable margin remains simple. As mentioned, word-

medial codas are rare. There has not been systematic discussion about which consonants may 

constitute licit word-medial codas but based on descriptions in previous studies, nasals, 

especially nasals in affixes, are licit word-internal codas. For instance, they are often found in 

the coda positions before homorganic stops (Lee 2010b:139, cf. also Tsukida 2005) (e.g., /k-

m-bubu/ [kəm.bu.bu] ‘get along with mother’ [Lee 2010b:147]); and there is a tendency for 

nasal affixes (e.g., /m-/ and <n>), as oppose to non-nasal affixes, to be syllabified as word-

medial codas (e.g., /m-p-tɣsa/ [əm.pə.tə.ɣə.sa] ‘teacher’ [Lee 2010b:138]; /k-n-hɮawax/ 

[kən.hə.ɮa.wax]) ‘slimness’ [Lee 2010b:148].
8
 The examples in (8) show that no schwa is 

present between a word-internal CC cluster (shaded in 8B) when the 1
st consonant is a 

legitimate coda candidate (e.g., a nasal).  

 

                                                                                                                                                         
(Lee 2010b:139). CG clusters, which do not constitute true CC clusters do not concern us here. 
8
 According to Lee (2010b:138), /m-/ and <n> tend to be syllabified as codas rather than onsets unless when 

followed by a stressed vowel. 
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(8) Word-internal CC clusters exist when the 1st C is syllabified as a coda 

 A B  

a.  knbubu  [kən.bu.bu] ‘like a mother’ 

b.  mknbrah  [mə.kən.bə.raħ] ‘chest up’ 

c.  hngkawas  [ħəŋ.ka.was] ‘age’ 

 

The fact Truku permits only certain consonants in the coda position word-medially suggests 

that the language is constrained by CODACON (9), which must dominates MAX/DEP-IO (10). 

With CODACON regulating which segment can appear in the coda position, the general 

constraint NOCODA (11), which prohibits all kind of coda, should be outranked by MAX/DEP-

IO. The fact word-medial codas are restrained by CODACON while word-final codas are quite 

free also shows that CODACON is dominated by ANCHOR-IO-R (12), which prohibits Input-

Output changes at the word final position. The constraint ranking for Truku syllable structure 

is summarized in (13) and tableau (14) illustrates how the constraints work.
9
 

(9) CODACON: Codas must be nasals. 

(10) MAX/DEP-IO: No insertion/ deletion are allowed. 

(11) NOCODA: Codas are prohibited. 

(12) ANCHOR-IO-R: No Input-Output changes at the right edge of a word. 

  

                                                 
9
 Notice that the constraint ranking makes the same prediction even if vowels are considered to be present 

between consonants at the underlying representation, as illustrated below: 

/kVn-bubu/  

‘like a mother’ 

*COMP-M ANCHOR-IO-

R 

CODACON MAX/DEP- 

IO 

NOCODA 

☞  a. kən.bu.bu     * 

b. kə.nə.bu.bu    *!  

b. kə.nbu.bu *!     

/kVkV-bubu/  

‘all are stems’ 

*COMP-M ANCHOR-IO-

R 

CODACON MAX/DEP-

IO 

NOCODA 

      a. kək.bu.bu   *! * * 

☞b. kə.kə.bu.bu      
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(13) *COMP-M, ANCHOR-IO-R >> CODACON >> MAX/DEP-IO >> NOCODA 

(14)  

 

 

Other phonological features that are related to the discussion in this paper include the 

palatalization of /s/, /d/, and /t/ before /i/ and /j/ to [ʃ], [dʑ], [tɕ], respectively (e.g., /sibus/ 

[ʃibus] ‘tree branch’, /ddima/ [dədʑima] ‘bamboo’), /tiju/ [tɕiju] ‘point with finger’), and the 

lowering of /i/ and /u/ to [e] and [o] next to /q/ and /ħ/ (e.g., /ɮaqi/ [ɮaqe] ‘child’). (Tsukida 

2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016). 

 

2.2 Previous studies on Truku reduplication 

This section reviews previous studies on Truku reduplication. Based on discussions in the 

literature, there are two major reduplication patterns in Truku, Cə- reduplication and CəCə- 

reduplication (Tsukida 2005, Lee & Hsu 2016:35-36),
10

 which can both function to denote 

                                                 
10

In addition to Cə- and CəCə- reduplication, Zeitoun & Wu (2006) claim that Truku also has Ca- reduplication. 

According to Blust (1998), Ca- reduplication is formed by the copying of the Base-initial consonant followed by 

a fixed vowel segment a. However, since Truku has a vowel reduction rule that reduces pre-penultimate vowels 

and since most Truku roots are disyllabic, the vowel of the Ca- RED is reduced to a schwa ə (Zeitoun & Wu 

2006). The process of vowel reduction in Ca- reduplication is illustrated below. 

 

Ca-reduplication 

e.g., sipaq [ʃipaq] ‘hit’ > mssipaq [mə-sə~ʃipaq] ‘to hit each other’ 

/kn-bubu/  

‘like a mother’ 

*COMP-M ANCHOR-

IO-R 

CODACON MAX/DEP- 

IO 

NOCODA 

☞  a. kən.bu.bu    * * 

b. kə.nə.bu.bu    **!  

b. kə.nbu.bu *!   *  

/kk-bubu/  

‘all are stems’ 

*COMP-M ANCHOR-

IO-R 

CODACON MAX/DEP-

IO 

NOCODA 

      a. kək.bu.bu   *! * * 

☞b. kə.kə.bu.bu    **  

/pixiɮ/  

‘spring onion’ 

*COMP-M ANCHOR-

IO-R 

CODACON MAX/DEP-

IO 

NOCODA 

☞  a. pi.xiɮ   *  * 

b. pi.xi.ɮə  *!  *  
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certain plurality meanings such as the increase of number in nouns or in the subjects/ objects 

of verbs, as illustrated by the examples in (15a) and (15b) cited from previous studies. 

 

(15) a. Examples of Cə- reduplication from previous studies  

i. qsurux [qəsuɾux]  

‘fish’ 

qqsurux [qə~qəsuɾux] 

‘fish (pl.)’ 

 [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

ii. dgiyaq [dəɣijaq] 

‘mountain’ 

ddgiyaq [də~dəɣijaq] 

‘mountains’ 

 [Hsu 2008:96] 

iii. qbhni [qəbəħəni]  

‘bird’ 

qqbhni [qə~qəbəħəni] 

‘birds’ 

 [Hsu 2008:96] 

iv. qhuni [qəħoni]  

‘tree’ 

qqhuni [qə~qəħoni] 

‘trees’ 

 [Lee & Hsu 2016:36; Hsu 2008:98;  

Tsukida 2005:294] 

 

 

b. Examples of CəCə- reduplication from previous studies  

i. laqi [ɮaqe] 

‘child’ 

lqlaqi [ɮəqə~ɮaqe] 

‘children’ 

 [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

ii. rudan [ɾudan] 

‘old man’ 

rdrudan [ɾədə~ɾudan] 

‘old men’ 

 [Lee & Hsu 2016:36; Tsukida 2005:295] 

iii. sagas [saɣas] 

‘watermelon’ 

sgsagas [səɣə~saɣas] 

‘watermelons’ 

 [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

iv. kuwi [kuwi] 

‘worm’ 

kwkuwi [kəwə~kuwi] 

‘worms’ 

 [Hsu 2008:103] 

 

Since Cə- and CəCə- reduplication can denote the same meaning, Cə- RED and CəCə- RED 

constitute allomorphs of a morpheme.
11

 According to previous studies, the selection of the 

                                                                                                                                                         
ʃipaq       (mə-)sa~ʃipaq        (mə-)sə~ʃipaq ‘to hit each other’ [Zeitoun & Wu 2006:119] 

      Ca-reduplication     vowel reducing  

 

Since the surface forms of the RED in Ca- reduplication and Cə- reduplication are the same and since this paper 

focuses on the reduplication patterns that denote the meaning of plurality, Ca- reduplication is not taken into 

discussion in this paper. 
11

 In addition to denoting the meaning of plurality, according to Lee & Hsu (2016:36-37), Cə- and CəCə- 

reduplication, when applying to stative verbs, can also function to denote intensification, as illustrated below. 
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Cə- RED and the CəCə- RED is governed by the syllable number of the root; trisyllabic or 

longer roots can only undergo Cə- reduplication (Tsukida 2005, 2009:265; Hsu 2008:97; Lee 

& Hsu 2016:35).  

As shown in (15), the vowel of the RED in both Cə- and CəCə- reduplication is always 

a schwa. Previous studies have always considered the two reduplication patterns as involving 

monosyllabic and disyllabic copying (coda excluded, if any), followed by vowel reduction 

(Tsukida 2005, Hsu 2008:96, Lee & Hsu 2016:35-36), as illustrated in (16).  

 

(16) CəCə- reduplication as disyllabic copying  

e.g., lukus [ɮukus] ‘clothes’ > lklukus [ɮəkə~ɮukus] ‘clothes (pl.)’ 

RED~ɮukus  ɮu.ku.~ɮu.kus    ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus  

                   CVCV copying                V reduction 

 

This common assumption is probably due to the fact that the most canonical root in Truku is 

disyllabic (Lee 2010b:138) and due to the productive rule of vowel reduction in Truku that 

affects pre-penultimate vowels. Given that the roots are mostly disyllabic, the RED are almost 

always in the pre-penultimate position and be the target of the vowel reduction rule. Previous 

studies on reduplication mainly consider roots that are disyllabic or longer because 

monosyllabic roots are uncommon.
12

 Previous studies also do not consider reduplication 

taking place on words whose 2
nd

 consonant is nasal, which will be shown to yield a CəC- RED, 

                                                                                                                                                         
According to my field notes, reduplication on stative verb is more commonly used to convey the meaning of 

plurality (e.g., mlux [məɮux] ‘quiet’ > mlmlux [məɮə~məɮux] ‘quiet (pl.)’ and rarely used to denote the meaning 

of intensification. 

(1) Cə- reduplication 

a. lbu [ɮəbu] ‘short’ > llbu [ɮə~ɮəbu] ‘very short’ [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

b. labang [ɮabaŋ] ‘long’ > llabang [ɮə~ɮabaŋ] ‘very long’ [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

(2) CəCə- reduplication 

a. naqih [naqeħ] ‘bad’    > nqnaqih [nəqə~naqeħ] ‘very bad; all are bad’ [Lee & Hsu 2016:37] 

b. bilaq [biɮaq] ‘small’ >  blbilaq [bəɮə~biɮaq] ‘very small; all are small’ [Lee & Hsu 2016:37] 

c. paru [paɾu] ‘big’      > prparu [pəɾə~paɾu] ‘very big; all are big’ [Lee & Hsu 2016:37] 
12

 Hsu (2008) is the only study that mentions reduplication in monosyllabic words. The two examples given in 

Hsu are listed below:  

 (Hsu 2008:99) 

a. guq [ɣoq] ‘drawing sound’ gqguq [ɣəqə~ɣoq] ‘abyss’ CVCV reduplication 

b. wil [wiɮ] ‘swinging sound of rope’ wiwil [wi~wiɮ] ‘rope’ CV reduplication 
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nor do that consider CəCə- reduplication taking place on CV.ʔ- initial words, which will be 

shown to involve the copying of the 3
rd

, instead of the 2
nd

, Base consonant. As will be shown 

below, these three sets of data are crucial to the disclosure of the true nature of the RED 

vowels. These data support the argument that the schwas in the RED of the two reduplication 

patterns do not always come from vowel reduction but can also come from vowel insertion. 

Before clarifying the nature of the schwa vowels in the REDs of the two reduplication 

patterns, the present study will temporarily refer to the reduplication patterns using two 

neutral terms, the C- type of reduplication, covering the reduplication pattern traditionally 

referred to as Cə- reduplication (e.g., 15a) and the CC- type of reduplication, covering the 

reduplication pattern traditionally referred to as CəCə- reduplication (e.g., 15b). 

 

3. RED vowels: Reduction or insertion 

This section investigates the true nature of the RED vowels in the CC- type and the C- type of 

reduplication based on first-hand data of about 500 reduplicated forms that denote the 

meaning of plurality.
13

   

3.1 The CC- type of reduplication as involving CVC copying 

3.1.1 The CəCə- RED ~ CəC- RED variation 

The nature of the RED vowels in the CC- type of reduplication is examined first. As 

mentioned, previous studies have always assumed the RED in the CC- type of reduplication 

as involving the copying of a CVCV string from the Base, followed by vowel reduction. 

However, from the data in (17) and (18) collected first-hand in this study, it is clear that the 

RED does not always surface as a disyllabic CəCə-. While the RED surfaces as a CəCə- 

string in the majority of cases (17), it can also surface as a CəC- string when the 2
nd

 copied 

consonant is a nasal, a licit word-internal coda in the language (18). Variation occurs though 

with respect to whether the 2
nd

 copied nasal stop is syllabified as coda. Two of my consultants 

always produce a CəC- RED variant when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a nasal, irrespective of 

the speech registers (i.e., deliberate speech vs. casual speech). The other two consultants may 

                                                 
13

 The data are from my Truku consultants, Iyuq Ciyang (金清山, male, born in 1943, Hsiu-lin Township, 

Hualien County), Jiru Haruq (吉洛‧哈簍克, male, born in 1955, Cho-hsi Township, Hualien County), and Tusi 

Yudaw (李季生, male, born in 1952, Hsiu-lin Township, Hualien County) between 2018 and 2019. I would like 

to thank them for their help with the language data. I would also like to thank my Truku consultant Miquy Jiyan 

(岳月里, female, born in 1947, Hsiu-lin Township, Hualien County) for participating in the pilot study in 2017. 
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vary between a CəC- RED and a CəCə- RED when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a nasal.
14

 Notice 

that the CəN- ~ CəNə- variation is by no means restricted to reduplication. This can be 

illustrated by the non-reduplicated forms in (19), which exhibit similar variation. For example, 

h-m-lakuk ‘covering’ is pronounced as [ħəm.ɮa.kuk] or as [ħə.mə.ɮa.kuk] by my consultants. 

The CəN- ~ CəNə- variation is very likely to depend on whether the nasal is syllabified as a 

coda or as an onset by the speaker at the time of speaking. We have collected 15 reduplicated 

forms that produces the CəC- RED. Please refer to Appendix I for a complete list. 

 

(17) The RED ends with a ə when the 2
nd

 RED consonant cannot be syllabified as a coda 

a. bali [ba.ɮi] ‘bullet’ blbali [bə.ɮə.~ba.ɮi] ‘bullets’ 

b. bukaw [bu.kaw] ‘humpbacked’ bkbukaw [bə.kə.~bu.kaw] ‘humpbacked (pl.)’ 

c. huling [ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘dog’ hlhuling [ħə.ɮə.~ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘dogs’ 

d. gupun [ɣu.pun] ‘tooth’ gpgupun [ɣə.pə.~ɣu.pun] ‘teeth’ 

e. gasil [ɣa.ʃiɮ] ‘rope’ gsgasil [ɣə.sə.~ɣa.ʃiɮ] ‘ropes’ 

f. lubuy [ɮu.buj] ‘sack’ lblubuy [ɮə.bə.~ɮu.buj] ‘sacks’ 

g. lukus [ɮu.kus] ‘clothes’ lklukus [ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus] ‘clothes’ 

h. laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’ lqlaqi [ɮə.qə.~ɮa.qe] ‘children’ 

i. rudan [ɾu.dan] ‘old person’ rdrudan [ɾə.də.~ɾu.dan] ‘old people’ 

 

  

                                                 
14

 It is not uncommon for reduplication to exhibit variation. For instance, reduplication in Hawaiian is well-

known for its diversity of reduplication patterns. According to Alderete & MacMillian (2015), a two-mora 

CVCV Base can undergo at least three types of reduplication, total reduplication (e.g. helu > helu~helu ‘to 

scratch’), CV- reduplication (e.g., haki > ha~haki ‘to break’) and Double CV reduplication (e.g., lohe > 

lolo~lohe ‘to hear (intensive)’). Take Kavalan reduplication as another example. In Kavalan, a CV.C- Base can 

yield three types of RED, CV- RED (e.g., ma.-ta.maz ‘sharp’ > ma.-ta.~ta.maz ‘very sharp’), CVC- RED (e.g., 

ʁa.maz ‘to cook’ > mə-ʁam.~ʁa.maz  ‘to keep cooking’), and CVCV- RED (e.g., tu.ɾis  ‘spotty’ > sa.-tu.ɾi~tu.ɾis 

ja qulus-su ‘Your dress is colorful.’) (Lee 2009a, Lin 2012). Outside the realm of reduplication, variation is also 

by no means uncommon. English flapping, French schwa deletion/ epenthesis, vowel harmony in Finnish, 

Hungarian, etc, all exhibit free variation. In Appendix II, I show how variations in Truku reduplication are 

accounted for based on the Partially Orders Theory (Antilla 1997, Antilla & Kim 2017), a theory which assumes 

that a grammar can have partial order (or incomplete ranking) of constraints and allows some constraints to be 

unspecified for ranking (or freely ranked), the multiple rankings of which produce variation.   
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(18) No ə is present at the end of the RED when the 2
nd

 RED C is syllabified as a coda 

a. banar [ba.naɾ] ‘China tree’ bnbanar [bən.~ba.naɾ] ‘China trees’ 

b. damay [da.maj] ‘brown’ dmdamay [dəm.~da.maj] ‘brown (pl.)’ 

c. lingay [ɮi.ŋaj] ‘yard’ lnglingay [ɮəŋ.~ɮi.ŋaj] ‘yards/ surroundings 

d. bunuh [bu.noħ] ‘belly’ bnbunuh [bən.~bu.noħ] / [bə.nə.~bu.noħ] ‘bellies’ 

e. tama [ta.ma] ‘father’ tmtama [təm.~ta.ma] / [tə.mə.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ 

f. bunga [bu.ŋa] ‘sweet potato’ bngbunga [bəŋ.~bu.ŋa]/ [bə.ŋə.~bu.ŋa] ‘sweet potatoes’ 

 

(19) CəN- ~ CəNə- variation in non-reduplicated forms 

a. hlakuk [ħə.ɮak.uk]  

‘cover’ 

h-m-lakuk [ħəm.ɮa.kuk]/ [ħə.mə.ɮa.kuk]  

‘covering’ 

b. grig [ɣə.ɾiː] ‘dance’ rm-grig [ɾəm.ɣə.ɾiː]/ [ɾə.mə.ɣə.ɾiː] ‘dancing’ 

c. hdur [ħə.duɾ]  

‘feel reluctant to do something’ 

mn-hdur [mən.ħə.duɾ]/ [mə.nə.ħə.duɾ]  

‘felt reluctant to do something’ 

d. uqun [ʔo.qon]  

‘food’ 

tm-uqun [təm.ʔo.qon]/ [tə.mə.ʔo.qon]  

‘always looking for food’ 

e. wahir [wa.ħeɾ]  

‘vine’ 

tm-wahir [təm.wa.ħeɾ]/ [tə.mə.wa.ħeɾ]  

‘take care of vines’ 

f. walu [wa.ɮu]  

‘bee’ 

tm-walu [təm.wa.ɮu]/ [tə.mə.wa.ɮu]  

‘take care of beehive’ 

 

Since the RED in the CC- type of reduplication varies between CəC- and CəCə- (the 

former appears when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a licit coda and is syllabified as such and the 

latter surfaces when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is not a possible coda) it is necessary to know 

which variant is the basic form and how the other form is derived. There are two hypotheses 

that should be compared with each other. The first hypothesis is that the RED copies a CVCV 

string from the Base, followed by vowel reduction (as assumed in previous studies); but when 

the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be syllabified as a coda, the 2
nd

 copied vowel is deleted, 

resulting in a CəC- RED. The second hypothesis is that the RED copies a CVC string from the 

Base, followed by vowel reduction; but when the 2
nd

 copied consonant cannot be and is not 

syllabified as a coda, a schwa is added to the RED at the right edge to break up tauto-syllabic 

CC clusters, resulting in a CəCə- RED. Notice that the addition of a non-copied segment to the 

RED, as assumed in the second hypothesis, is not uncommon. For instance, in Makassarese, 

while disyllabic Bases are copied exactly (e.g. golla ‘sugar’ > golla~golla ‘sweets’, tau 
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‘person’ > tau-tau ‘doll’), a glottal stop is added at the end of the disyllabic RED when the 

Base is longer (e.g., manara ‘tower’ > manaʔ~manara ‘sort of tower’, balao ‘rat’ > 

balaʔ~balao ‘toy rat’ (Downing 2000). In Truku, the variants of the RED in the two 

hypotheses are the same, CəC- and CəCə-, the former surfaces when the 2
nd

 copied consonant 

is a legitimate coda and is syllabified as such, while the latter appears when the 2
nd

 copied 

consonant is not a possible coda. The two hypotheses differ only in which variant is the basic 

and whether the 2
nd

 ə in the CəCə- RED comes from vowel reduction (hypothesis 1) or vowel 

insertion (hypothesis 2). 

Although there is a productive rule of vowel reduction in the language that targets pre-

tonic vowels, it does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that vowels in the RED must come 

from vowel reduction simply because they are situated the in pre-tonic position. For schwas 

that correspond to full vowels in morphologically related words (as in (2)), they must, of 

course, come from vowel reduction; nonetheless, for schwas that lack full vowel 

correspondents from morphologically related forms (such as those in (6)), they do not have to 

be reduced vowels. For example, it is clear that the schwa in (2a) [qətáan] ‘to see (PF)’ is 

reduced from a full vowel because it corresponds to the /i/ vowel in /qita/ ‘to see’. 

Nonetheless, for (6a) bgiya [bə.ɣi.ja] ‘bumblebee’, which lacks a morphologically related 

word showing there was once a full vowel between the first two consonants (i.e., */bVɣija/), 

the schwa perceived between the first two consonants does not need to come from vowel 

reduction. Since Truku does not permit consonant clusters at syllable margins, the schwa 

standing between the two consonants could well come from vowel epenthesis to break up CC 

clusters (i.e., /bɣija / [bə.ɣi.ja]).  

Cross-linguistically, it is not uncommon to attribute the inter-consonantal schwas to 

epenthesis since CC clusters at syllable margins are universally marked and being placeless 

makes a schwa the best epenthetic vowel to repair CC clusters. Take Squliq Atayal, a 

Formosan language belonging to the Atayalic group just as Truku, for example. Squliq Atayal 

also has a vowel reduction rule that targets pre-penultimate vowels (cf. (20)) and just as Truku, 

the language also disallows complex syllable margins; a schwa is always perceived between 

sounds transcribed as CC clusters at word-intial position (cf. (21)) (Egerod 1966, 1980; Li 

1980; Rau 1992; Huang 2006a, b). In Atayal literature, though the schwas in (20) are 

considered as reduced vowels (because they correspond to full vowels in morphologically 

related words), the schwas that lack full vowel correspondents from morphologically related 

forms as those in (21) are considered as coming from epenthesis to repair CC clusters (e.g., 

/blaq/  [bəlaq]) (W. Lin 2004, cf. also Huang 2006b:492, H. Lin 2015). 
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(20) Vowel reduction in pre-penultimate position in Squliq Atayal  

a. /ʔabi, -an/  ʔbian [ʔəbjan] ‘wet (LF)’ (<  /ʔabi/  [ʔabi] ‘wet’) 

b. /kita, -an/  ktan  [kətan] ‘to see (LF)’ (<  /kita/  [kita] ‘to see’) 

 

(21) Sounds transcribed as CC clusters at word-initial position in Squliq Atayal are separated 

by a weak vowel  

a. blaq  [bəlaq] ‘good’ 

b. mpuw  [məpuw] ‘count (AF)’ 

c. nbuw  [nəbuw] ‘drink (AF)’ 

 

In reduplication, a RED is a morphological affix that lacks input correspondences. Since 

there is no morphologically related words that can prove that the schwa vowels in the RED 

were once full vowels, the schwa ending in the RED does not need to come from vowel 

reduction. It can well come from epenthesis to break up the CC cluster (cf. 22bii). There are 

two possible hypotheses for the CəCə- RED ~ CəC- RED variation. The first hypothesis, as 

assumed in previous studies, is that the RED copies a CVCV string from the Base, followed 

by vowel reduction, resulting in a CəCə- RED. Based on this assumption, the CəC- RED, which 

is not recognized in previous studies, would be the result of the deletion of the 2
nd

 copied 

vowel when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be syllabified as a coda, as illustrated in (22aii). On 

the other hand, the second hypothesis assumes that the RED copies a CVC string from the 

Base, followed by vowel reduction, resulting in a CəC- RED. Based on this assumption, the 

CəCə- RED is derived by schwa insertion when the 2
nd

 copied consonant cannot be and is not 

syllabified as a coda, as illustrated in (22bii). To choose between the two different hypotheses, 

we need to investigate the implications of each of the two hypotheses to see which hypothesis 

fares better. 

 

(22) Two hypotheses for the CəC- and CəCə- variation in the CC- type of reduplication 

a. Hypothesis 1: the RED copies a CVCV string from the Base, followed by vowel 

reduction, resulting in a CəCə- RED. But when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be 

syllabified as a coda, the 2
nd

 copied vowel is deleted, resulting in a CəC- RED. 

i. RED = CəCə-  e.g., lukus [ɮu.kus]‘clothes’ > lklukus [ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus] ‘clothes (pl.)’ 

RED~ɮu.kus ɮu.ku.~ɮu.kus  ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus  
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     CVCV copying         V reduction 

ii. RED = CəC- e.g., tama [ta.ma] ‘father’ > tmtama [təm.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ 

RED~ta.ma  ta.ma.~ta.ma  tə.mə.~ta.ma   təm.~ta.ma 

     CVCV copying     V reduction           V deletion 

 

b. Hypothesis 2: the RED copies a CVC string from the Base, followed by vowel 

reduction, resulting in a CəC- RED. But when the 2
nd

 copied consonant cannot be and is 

not syllabified as a coda, a schwa is added to the RED at the right edge to break up CC 

cluster, resulting in a CəCə- RED. 

i. RED = CəC- e.g., tama [ta.ma] ‘father’ > tmtama [təm.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ 

RED~ta.ma  tam.~ta.ma  təm.~ta.ma  

     CVC copying         V reduction    

ii. RED = CəCə- e.g., lukus [ɮu.kus]‘clothes’ > lklukus [ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus] ‘clothes (pl.)’ 

RED~ɮu.kus  ɮu.k~ɮu.kus  ɮu.kə.~ɮu.kus  ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus 

     CVC copying       V insertion            V reduction 

 

Cross-linguistically, RED is known to have three characteristics, shape invariance, 

unmarkedness and identity (Kager 1999); shape invariance refers to the fact that the RED 

tends to have an invariant prosodic shape that does not necessarily correspond to that of the 

Base, unmarkedness refers to the fact that the RED tends to have unmarked phonological 

structures, and identity refers to the fact that the RED tends to preserve phonological identity 

with the Base. Therefore, it is useful to see which hypothesis fares better with respect to these 

characteristics. It is worth noting that since the variants of the RED (i.e., CəCə- ~ CəC-) in 

both hypotheses have the same syllable structures (i.e., an open disyllabic string vs. a closed 

monosyllabic string) and phonological content (i.e., two consonants and one or two schwa 

vowel(s)) they are equal with respect to shape invariance and unmarkedness. To be more 

specific, although the shape of the RED in both hypotheses varies between a disyllabic CVCV 

and a monosyllabic CVC string, the variation is not dependent on the prosodic constituency of 

the Base (i.e., whether the Base begins with a light syllable or a heavy syllable, the former 

yielding a CəCə- RED and the 2
nd

 a CəC- RED) but on whether the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be 

syllabified as a coda. Therefore, the RED in both hypotheses satisfies shape invariance. Since 

the phonological content of the two hypotheses are also the same, i.e., an open disyllabic 

string and a closed monosyllabic string, and consist of two consonants and one or two schwa 

vowels (i.e., CəCə- and CəC-), the RED in both hypotheses also has the same markedness.  
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The two hypotheses do differ with respect to the criteria of identity. Notice that the two 

hypotheses assume the same underlying representation, i.e., /RED~Base/. They differ only in 

to what extent the RED copies from the Base by default, governed by BR-Identity. As 

mentioned, hypothesis 1 assumes that the RED copies a CVCV string from the Base but 

deletes the final vowel when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can form a coda. On the other hand, 

hypothesis 2 assumes that the RED copies a CVC string from the Base but inserts a schwa 

vowel after the 2
nd

 copied consonant if it cannot form a coda. Since hypothesis 1 copies more 

segments from the Base, it better satisfies the MAX-BR constraint (23), which favors total 

copying (compare candidates (a) and (b) in 26 and 27). Hypothesis 2, in addition to violating 

more MAX-BR, also violates DEP-BR (24), which bans insertion in the RED, due to the 

insertion of the schwa at the right edge of the RED. Nonetheless, though, hypothesis 1 beats 

hypothesis 2 with respect to MAX-BR and DEP-BR, hypothesis 2 fares better than hypothesis 

1 with respect to BR-featural identity. Recall that the RED vowel is always a schwa. This is 

true in both hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2. A reduced schwa corresponding to a full vowel in 

the Base would violate IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] due to the fact that a schwa and a full vowel 

differ featurely in many respects, especially in place of articulation (cf. 26a, 27a); an inserted 

schwa, on the other hand, is free from the IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] violation because an inserted 

segment has no Base correspondent (cf. 26b, 27b). Therefore, since the schwa vowel at the 

end of the RED in hypothesis 2 is an inserted vowel rather than a reduced vowel, it satisfies 

IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] better than that in hypothesis 1. As both hypotheses satisfy different BR-

identity constraints better, the criteria of identity still cannot help decide between the two 

hypotheses. This is because hypothesis 1 would fare better if copying more segments from the 

Base is more important, i.e., MAX-BR crucially dominates IDENT-BR[V-PLACE], and 

hypothesis 2 would fare better if maintaining featural identity between the Base and the RED 

is more important, i.e., IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] crucially dominates MAX-BR. The constraint 

rankings assumed in hypothesis 1 and in hypothesis 2 are listed in (26) and (27), respectively, 

with tableaux showing how the rankings work. (BR correspondence relations are indicated by 

subscript indexes. Segments that share the same subscripts are correspondents.) 

 

(23) MAX-BR: Every segment in the Base has a correspondent in the RED. 

(24) DEP-BR: Every segment in the RED has a correspondent in the Base. 

(25) IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]: Corresponding vowels in the RED and the Base have  

identical place features. 

(26) Hypothesis 1  
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Constraint ranking: ||MAX-BR, DEP-BR >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]||  

Prediction: The RED vowels come from vowel reduction. 

lqlaqi [ɮ.q.]~ɮa.qe ‘children’ (< laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’)  

/RED, ɮaqi/ MAX-BR DEP-BR IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

☞a. ɮ1.q2~ɮa1.qe2   ** 

b. ɮ1.q~ɮa1.qe2 *! * * 

 

(27) Hypothesis 2  

Constraint ranking: ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> MAX-BR >> DEP-BR||  

Prediction: The RED involves vowel insertion. 

lqlaqi [ɮ.q.]~ɮa.qe ‘children’ (< laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’) 

/RED, ɮaqi/ IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

MAX-BR DEP-BR 

a. ɮ1.q2~ɮa1.qe2 *!*   

☞b. ɮ1.q~ɮa1.qe2
15

 * * * 

 

In sum, though it may seem like assuming the CəCə- RED to come from CVC copying 

followed by schwa insertion is less economical than assuming it to come from CVCV copying 

because the former copies less and involves vowel insertion, violating MAX-BR and DEP-BR, 

this is only an illusion because the former actually ensures better featural identity between the 

Base and the RED and satisfies IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] better. Thus, the characteristic of identity 

still cannot help decide between the two hypotheses.  

Considering how the CəC- RED is derived in the two hypotheses can help shed light on 

which hypothesis fares better. In particular, since the CəC- RED has a structure that is more 

marked than the CəCə- RED, it is necessary to investigate what motivates the CəC- RED in 

each of the hypotheses. CəC- RED is marked because it ends with a coda, violating the 

NOCODA constraint (11). The central concept of economy in Optimality Theory is that a 

constraint is violated only to satisfy a higher ranked constraint. Therefore, there should be a 

                                                 
15

 Notice that a candidate which contains only inserted vowels (e.g., ɮaqe ‘child’ > ɮq ~ɮa1qe2 ‘children’ 

would fare better than the attested candidate in which only the schwa at the right of the RED is inserted. I will 

address this in §3.1.3 and show how the unattested candidate is ruled out. 
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reason causing the violation of NOCODA.
16

 In hypothesis 1, the RED normally copies a 

CVCV string; the RED surfaces as CəC- only when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be 

syllabified as a coda. A CəCə- RED not only copies more segments from the Base and better 

satisfies MAX-BR than the CəC- RED variant, it also contains no coda and satisfies NOCODA, 

which is violated by the CəC- RED. As a CəCə- RED outperforms a CəC- RED in both BR-

identity and markedness, it is hard to explain why the CəC- variant will appear in the first 

place. Under the assumption of hypothesis 1, the attested from [tm.~ta.ma], whose RED is 

CəC-, can never surface, as shown in (28) (cf. the ranking in 26), unless a constraint favoring 

the CəC- RED outranks MAX-BR, which favors the the CəCə- RED. But such analysis is 

problematic since the constraint which must outrank MAX-BR to predict the CəC- RED may 

prevent the CəCə- RED from surfacing at the same time. Besides, even if the CəCə- RED can 

manage to appear, the domination of the constraint favoring CəC- RED over the constraint 

favoring CəCə- RED would imply that CVC copying is the norm, which is against the central 

concept of hypothesis 1. 

 

(28) Hypothesis 1 

||MAX-BR, DEP-BR >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]|| fails to predict the CəC- RED  

tmtama [tm.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ (< tama [ta.ma] ‘father’)  

/RED, tama/ MAX-BR IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

NOCODA 

a. t1.m2.~ta1.ma2  **  

b. t1m.~ta1.ma2 *! * * 

 

On the other hand, the occurrence of CəC- RED in hypothesis 2 is well-motivated.  The 

CəC- RED, though violating NOCODA, fares better than the CəCə- RED because it does not end 

with a schwa vowel, which will incur additional violations in either IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] (cf. 

                                                 
16

 In English, for instance, a schwa vowel can optionally be deleted (e.g., ge.ne.ral [dʒɛ.n.rl̩] > gen.ral [dʒɛn.rl̩]). 

However, generally schwa deletion only takes place to improve metrical licensing; that is, if it can result in an 

optimal footing (Hammond 1999:167). This is evident by the fact that while schwa syncope takes place in words 

like ge.ne.ral [dʒɛ.n.rl̩] > gen.ral [(dʒɛn.rl̩)] and opera [apr] > opera [(apr)] because it improves footing, it 

does not take place in operatic [(ap)(ræ tɪk)] > *operatic [ap(ræ tɪk)] because deleting the schwa vowel does no 

good to metrical footing in the latter. In other words, when schwa deletion cannot improve footing, deletion 

simply does not take place (Hammond 1999:167). 
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29a) or DEP-BR (cf. 29b) (cf. the ranking in (27)). In other words, the CəC- variant naturally 

surfaces to minimize the violation of IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] and DEP-BR, and is predicted by 

the domination of IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] and DEP-BR over NOCODA, illustrated in (29). 

 

(29) Hypothesis 2 

||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> DEP-BR >>  NOCODA|| makes the correct prediction 

tmtama [tm.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ (< tama [ta.ma] ‘father’)  

/RED, tama/ IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

DEP-BR NOCODA 

a. t1.m2.~ta1.ma2 *!*   

b. t1.m.~ta1.ma2 * *!  

☞c. t1m.~ta1.ma2 *  * 

 

Hypothesis 2 also properly predicts the occurrence of CəCə- RED. As mentioned, in 

hypothesis 2, a schwa is added to the right edge of the RED when the 2
nd

 copied consonant 

cannot be and is not syllabified as a coda and the vowel insertion is to break up tauto-syllabic 

CC clusters. Whether a copied consonant can be syllabified as a coda is constrained by 

CODACON (9) and vowel insertion to break up tauto-syllabic CC clusters is common cross-

linguistically and is triggered by the universal constraint of *COMP-M (12), which is also 

active in Truku phonology (cf. discussion in §2.1). As illustrated in (30), the CəCə- RED is 

properly predicted by the domination of CODACON and *COMP-M over DEP-BR. The 

constraint ranking does not affect the prediction of CəC- RED because the CəC- RED appears 

only when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be and is syllabified as a coda. As the occurrence of 

CəC- RED does not incur a violation of *COMP-M and CODACON, the lower-ranked DEP-BR 

predicts CəC- RED to be a better candidate, as illustrated in (31).
17

  

 

(30) Hypothesis 2 

||*COMP-M, CODACON >> DEP-BR|| predicts the CəCə- RED when the 2
nd

 copied 

consonant cannot be syllabified as a coda 

lqlaqi [ɮ.q.]~ɮa.qe ‘children’ (< laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’) 

                                                 
17

 For how the CN- RED variant is accounted for in OT, please refer to Appendix II. 
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/RED, ɮa.qi/ *COMP-M CODACON DEP-BR 

a. ɮ1.q~ɮa1.qe2 *!   

b. ɮ1q.~ɮa1.qe2  *!  

☞c. ɮ1.q.~ɮa1.qe2   * 

 

(31) Hypothesis 2 

||*COMP-M, CODACON >> DEP-BR|| predicts the CəC- RED when the 2
nd

 copied 

consonant is syllabified as a coda 

tmtama [tm~tama] ‘fathers’ (< tama [tama] ‘father’)  

/RED, tama/ *COMP-M CODACON DEP-BR 

a. t1.m~ta1.ma2 *!   

b. t1.m.~ta1.ma2   *! 

☞c. t1m.~ta1.ma2    

 

In sum, hypothesis 2 fares better than hypothesis 1 with respect to the prediction of the 

CəC- RED ~ CəCə- RED variation. In hypothesis 2, CəC- RED is the basic form and CəCə- RED 

is formed when the 2
nd

 copied consonant cannot be and is not syllabified as a coda. When the 

2
nd

 copied consonant is a licit coda, the RED simply surfaces as CəC-. No addition of schwa 

to the right edge of the RED is necessary when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a licit coda 

because any addition of segment to the RED will incur a violation in DEP-BR, which is not 

violated unless to avoid *COMP-M or CODACON violations. When the 2
nd

 copied consonant 

cannot form a coda, a schwa is added to the right of the RED, resulting in CəCə- RED to avoid 

tauto-syllabic consonant clusters, motivated by the *COMP-M constraint. Nonetheless, the 

CəC- RED ~ CəCə- RED variation is hard to explain under the assumption of hypothesis 1 that 

the CəCə- RED is the norm and the CəC- RED is derived when the 2
nd

 copied consonant can be 

syllabified as a coda. Given that the CəCə- RED is not only less marked than CəC- RED but is 

also more similar to the Base, it is hard to explain why the CəC- RED ever surfaces.
18

. 

                                                 
18

 Notice that according to Blust (2006), historically there is a schwa syncope process in Austronesian languages 

that deletes a schwa in the environment of VC_CV and it plays an important role in accounting for 

supertemplatic reduplication in Thao and Central Amis, which is otherwise difficult to account for (e.g., Thao: 

ma.-par.fu ‘to wrestle’ > ma.-par.fu~rfu ‘wrestle repeatedly’; Central Amis: faq.loh ‘new’ > faq.lo~q.loh 

‘everything is new/very new’). It is true that an analysis resorting to historical syncope is hard to avoid when 
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3.1.2 Further evidence 

The assumption that the CC- type of reduplication involves disyllabic reduplication, 

excluding coda if any, faces more serious problems when reduplication targeting 

monosyllabic words and CV.ʔ- initial words are taken into consideration.  

 

3.1.2.1 The CC- type of reduplication targeting monosyllabic words 

While most roots in Truku are disyllabic or longer, the language does have a number of 

onomatopoetic/ mimicry words that are monosyllabic and normally have the syllable structure 

of CVC, as illustrated in (32). 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                         
accounting for supertemplatic reduplication because a supertemplatic RED does not form a prosodic unit. 

Nonetheless, the CəC- RED is not a supertemplatic RED because it forms a licit prosodic unit (i.e., a closed 

syllable); therefore, there is no need to resort to an analysis that lacks synchronic evidence to yield the CəC- RED.  
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(32) Mono-syllabic onomatopoetic/ mimicry words  

a. cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ 

b. liq [ɮeq] ‘laughing sound’ 

c. gir [ɣiɾ] ‘coughing sound’ 

d. naq [naq] ‘nagging sound’ 

e. sing [ʃiŋ] ‘feeling of stinging pain’ 

 

Previous studies on Truku reduplication rarely consider reduplication taking place on 

these kind of words.
19

 In Truku, the monosyllabic onomatopoetic/ mimicry words can 

undergo total reduplication (e.g., cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ > cip cip [tɕip tɕip] ‘sucking 

sounds’), the C- type of reduplication (e.g., nguy [ŋuj] ‘crying sound’ > tnɡnɡuy [tə-ŋə~ŋuj] 

‘crying sounds’), or the CC- type of reduplication (e.g., cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ > cpcip 

[tsə.pə~tɕip] ‘sucking sounds’) to indicate multiple occurrences of the sounds; namely, 

plurality. Notice that it is not uncommon for an entry to undergo multiple reduplication 

patterns. For instance, in Thao, cpiq ‘to whip’ can undergo both full reduplication cpi~cpiq ‘to 

whip repeatedly’ and Ca- reduplication ca~c-um-piq ‘to keep swatting or beating’ (Chang 

1998:283) and in Kavalan, pukun ‘hit’ can undergo three reduplication patterns, puku~pukun, 

puk~pukun and pu~pukun to denote similar meanings (Lee 2007:168).
20

 What is important to 

the discussion here is that onomatopoeic/ mimicry words in Truku can undergo the CC- type 

of reduplication to convey the meaning of plurality just as disyllabic roots undergoing the 

same type of reduplication, as illustrated by the examples and sentences in (33), collected 

first-hand in this study. A total of 27 data exhibiting such pattern have been collected. Please 

refer to Appendix I for a complete list of examples. Therefore, the CC- type of reduplication 

taking place on onomatopoeic/ mimicry words and on disyllabic roots discussed above is 

functionally equivalent.  

 

                                                 
19

 Hsu (2008) is the only study that mentions reduplication in onomatopoetic words. Of the two examples given 

in Hsu, illustrated below, one has a CəCə- string preceding the onomatopoetic/mimicry root. According to Hsu, 

it undergoes disyllabic (CVCV) reduplication, a common assumption held in previous studies.  

 (Hsu 2008:99) 

a. guq [ɣoq] ‘drawing sound’ gqguq [ɣəqə~ɣoq] ‘abyss’ CVCV reduplication 

b. wil [wiɮ] ‘swinging sound of rope’ wiwil [wi~wiɮ] ‘rope’ CV reduplication 

 
20

 Such phenomenon is referred to as “pattern conflation” in Lee (2007, 2009a). 
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(33) Reduplication of monosyllabic onomatopoetic/ mimicry words  

a.   bowk [bok] ‘hitting sound’ bkbowk [bə.kə.~bok] ‘hitting sounds’ 

b.   cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ cpcip [tsə.pə.~tɕip] ‘sucking sounds’ 

c. . nguh [ŋoħ] ‘oink sound’ nghnguh [ŋə.ħə.~ŋoħ] ‘oink sounds’ 

d. . tak [tak] ‘cutting sound’ tktak [tə.kə.~tak] ‘cutting sounds’ 

e. . quh [qoħ] ‘coughing sound’ qhquh [qə.ħə.~qoħ] ‘coughing sounds’ 

f.  sing [ʃiŋ] ‘stinging pain’ sngsing [səŋ.~ʃiŋ] ‘stinging pains’ 

 

a’. i. 

 

 

 

ii. 

“bowk”             msa   bukuy=mu       ka     baga=na 

bok                   məsa   bukuj= mu      ka     baɣa=na 

 [hitting sound  sound  back=ls.GEN  NOM  hand=3s.GEN] 

‘He hits me on my back with his hand and makes a noise.’ 

“bkbowk”                msa     bukuy=mu       ka     baga=na 

bəkə~bok                  məsa    bukuj=mu       ka     baɣa=na 

 [RED~hitting sound  sound  back=ls.GEN  NOM  hand=3s.GEN] 

‘He hits me on my back with his hand and makes several hitting sounds.’ 

b’. i. 

 

 

 

ii. 

“cip”                  msa    ka     quwaq=su          o        bhangan=mu 

tɕip                     məsa   ka     qowaq=su         o         bəħaŋan=mu 

 [sucking sound  sound  NOM  mouth=2s.GEN  TOPIC  hear =1s.GEN] 

‘I heard that you utters a sucking sound.’ 

“cpcip”                     msa   munuh    unuh   ka         bubu=na          ka     pihiq  gaga 

tsəpə~tɕip                    məsa  m-unoħ   unoħ  ka       bubu=na         ka     peħeq  ɣaɣa 

 [RED~sucking sound sound  AF-suck   breast   NOM  mother=3s.GEN  NOM  baby   that] 

‘Baby sucks his mother’s breasts and makes several sucking sounds.’ 

c.’   i. 

 

 

 

   ii. 

“nguh”          msa    ka    babuy 

ŋoħ                məsa   ka    babuj 

 [oink             sound  NOM  pig] 

‘Pig utters an oink sound.’ 

“nghnguh”  msa     kana  ka      b-babuy 

ŋəħə~ŋoħ      məsa    kana  ka      bə~babuj 

 [RED~oink   sound     all     NOM  RED~pig] 

‘All pigs utter oink sounds.’ 
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d.’ i. 

 

 

 

ii. 

“tak”                  msa    mutuh      gasil   ka     seejiq 

tak                      məsa    mu-toħ   ɣaʃiɮ   ka    səʔədʒeq 

 [cutting sound   sound   AF-cut     rope    NOM  person] 

‘The person cuts the rope and makes cutting sound.’ 

asi kndka                msa   “tktak”                    mutuh    gasil   kana   ka    seejiq 

aʃi kəndəka            məsa   təkə~tak                  mu-toħ   ɣaʃiɮ   kana   ka    səʔədʒeq 

 [at the same time  sound  RED~cutting sound  AF-cut     rope    all     NOM  

person] 

‘All the people cut the ropes and make cutting sounds.’ 

e.’   i. 

 

 

 

ii. 

“quh”                    msa    shiraw   ka   hiya 

qoħ                        məsa   səħeɾaw  ka   ħeja 

 [coughing sound   sound  cough   NOM  3s] 

‘He coughs in this way and makes a coughing sound.’ 

asi kndka             “qhquh”                    msa    shiraw      kana   ka   seejiq 

aʃi kəndəka           qəħə~qoħ                    məsa   səħeɾaw   kana   ka   səʔədʒeq 

 [at the same time  RED~coughing sound  sound  cough      all     NOM  person] 

‘All the people cough in this way and make several coughing sounds.’ 

f.’   i. 

 

 

 

ii. 

“sing”               msa         meytaq   ka     bgiya 

ʃiŋ                 məsa        mejtaq   ka      bəɣija 

 [stinging pain    this way  sting      NOM  bumblebee] 

‘The bumblebee stings me like that and causes a stinging pain.’ 

“sngsing”               msa        meytaq   ka    bgiya 

səŋ~ʃiŋ                  məsa       mejtaq  ka    bəɣija 

 [RED~stinging pain this way  sting     NOM  bumblebee] 

‘The bumblebee stings me (several times) and causes stinging pains.’ 

 

In the reduplicated forms in (33), it is clear that the onomatopoetic/ mimicry words have 

undergone the CC- type of reduplication since the Base is also preceded by a CəCə- RED, i.e., 

Cə1Cə2~CVC, unless when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a nasal (cf. 33f). The surface of the 

CəCə- RED would pose a serious problem to hypothesis 1 since the hypothesis assumes that 

the CC- type of reduplication involves disyllabic copying. Given that the onomatopoetic/ 

mimicry word in (33) is monosyllabic and has only one vowel, there is no other vowel to be 
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copied, as illustrated in (34).
21

 Besides, since the coda in the onomatopoetic/ mimicry words 

is copied, the assumption in hypothesis 1 that coda is excluded in the CC- type of 

reduplication also fails to explain the pattern. Hypothesis 2 has no problem explaining why 

the RED of the onomatopoeic words can be CəCə- since hypothesis 2 assumes that what is 

copied is a CVC string from the Base. The schwa ending in the RED does not come from the 

Base but from insertion to break up CC clusters at syllable margins, when the 2
nd

 copied 

consonant is not syllabified as a coda, as illustrated in (35). Hypothesis 2 also nicely explains 

why the coda is copied in monosyllabic onomatopoeic/ mimicry words but not in disyllabic 

words. The coda of a monosyllabic word has to be copied to fulfill the size requirement for 

the RED. 

 

(34) Hypothesis 1 fails to yield the CəCə- RED for monosyllabic words  

E.g. bat [bat] ‘cutting grass sound’ > btbat [bətə~bat]‘cutting grass sounds’ 

RED~bat          *bat.~bat (?!)      *bət.~bat (?) (Wrong Prediction!) 

                CVCV copying (?!)            V reduction  

(35) Hypothesis 2 nicely yield the CəCə- RED for monosyllabic words 

RED~bat          bat.~bat          ba.tə.~bat           bə.tə.~bat 

CVC copying                         V insertion                   V reduction 

 

3.1.2.2 The CC- type of reduplication targeting CV.ʔ- words  

Despite being unproductive, Truku has some words that begin with the CV.ʔ string (referred 

to as CV.ʔ- words here after). Unlike the CC- type of reduplication targeting other types of 

words, which always involve the copying of  the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 Base consonants, for the CC- 

type of reduplication targeting CV.ʔ- words, the 2
nd

 RED consonant varies between a copy of 

the 3
rd

 Base consonant (e.g., 36a-e) and the 2
nd

 Base consonant (e.g., 36e, f, g). Words in (36) 

have undergone the CC- type of reduplication since the Base is also preceded by a CəCə- RED, 

unless when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is a nasal (cf. 36c, d). CV.ʔ- words that undergo the 

CC- type of reduplication are not common in Truku and have not been documented in 

previous studies. But just as monosyllabic words, they also play a crucial role in disclosing 

the nature of the RED vowel. We have collected 11 instances of such examples. Please refer 

                                                 
21

 The 2
nd

 schwa cannot be a phonemic schwa as well, the other source of schwa mentioned in previous studies 

on Truku, which occurs in the penultimate position. Though the 2
nd

 ə in the RED is in the penultimate syllable, it 

cannot be a phonemic schwa because it is not present in the underlying presentation. 
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to Appendix I for a full list of examples. 

 

(36) CV.ʔ- words undergoing the CC- type of reduplication 

a. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

b. haut [ħa.ʔut] ‘bind’ hthaut [ħə.tə.~ħa.ʔut] ‘bind tree with ropes’ 

c. luung [ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off’ lngluung [ɮəŋ.~ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off (pl.)’ 

d. baang [ba.ʔaŋ] ‘side’ bngbaang [bəŋ.~ba.ʔaŋ] ‘sides’ 

e.  buut [bu.ʔut] ‘bone’ btbuut [bə.tə.~bu.ʔut]/ beebuut [bə.ʔə.~bu.ʔut]  

‘several bones’ 

f. luus [ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature’ leeluus [ɮə.ʔə.~ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature’ (pl.) 

 

What is of interest to the present discussion is the variant that has the 2
nd

 RED 

consonant corresponding to the 3
rd

 Base consonant, i.e., C1əC3ə~C1V.ʔ2VC3. Assuming that 

the glottal stop is inserted to fulfill the ONSET requirement, the skipping of the 2
nd

 Base 

consonant (i.e., the glottal stop) may be to prohibit the RED from copying segments that lacks 

an input correspondent and is predicted by the domination of DEP-IR (37), which prohibits 

RED to contain segments that lacks input correspondence, over CONTIG-BR (38), which 

requires the RED to be a contiguous substring of the Base, leaving no medial gap, as 

illustrated in (39).
22

 

 

(37) DEP-IR: Segments in the RED must have input correspondents. 

(38) CONTIGUITY-BR (CONTIG-BR): The portion of the Base standing in correspondence 

                                                 
22

 For how the Cʔ- RED variant is accounted for in OT, please refer to Appendix II. It is worth noting that it is 

still controversial with respect to whether the glottal stop in the CV.ʔ- word is underlying or is inserted to fulfill 

the onset requirement and the discussion of the issue is out of the scope of the present paper. If on the other hand, 

the glottal stop is underlying rather than inserted, the skipping of the glottal stop in reduplication could be to 

avoid copying a placeless onset, regulated by the domination of *ONSET/ʔ, which bans placeless segments in the 

onset position, over CONTIG-BR. Under this assumption, the occurrence of a glottal onset in the Base but not in 

the RED is regulated by the domination of a IDENT-BR[C-PLACE] constraint over *ONSET/ʔ, as illustrated below.  

 

/RED, baʔat/ IDENT-BR[C-PLACE] *ONSET/ʔ CONTIG-BR 

a. b1ə.t2ə.~b1a.t2at3 *!   

b. b1ə.ʔ2ə.~b1a.ʔ2at3  *!*  

☞c. b1ə.t3ə.~b1a.ʔ2at3  * * 
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forms a Contiguous string, as does the correspondent portion of the reduplication. 

(39) baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ > btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

/RED, b1a2a4t5/ ONSET 

 

DEP-IR CONTIG-BR 

a. b1ə2.t5ə.~b1a2.a4t5 *!  * 

b. b1ə2.ʔ3ə.~b1a2.ʔ3a4t5  *!  

☞c. b1ə2.t5ə.~b1a2.ʔ3a4t5   * 

 

The C1əC3ə- RED derived from a CV.ʔ- Base would pose another serious problem to 

hypothesis 1, which assumes the 2
nd

 RED vowel to come from the reduction of a Base vowel. 

As (40) illustrates, since the 2
nd

 RED consonant corresponds to the consonant that ends the 

Base, there is no other vowel after the final Base consonant to be copied. Besides, since the 

2
nd

 RED consonant is a copy of a Base coda, the assumption in hypothesis 1 that coda is 

excluded in the CC- type of reduplication also fails to explain the pattern. Again, hypothesis 2 

has no problem explaining why the RED of the CV.ʔ- words can be CəCə- since hypothesis 2 

assumes that the ending schwa in the RED does not come from the Base but from insertion to 

break up CC clusters at syllable margins when the 2
nd

 copied consonant is not syllabified as a 

coda, as illustrated in (41). Hypothesis 2 also nicely explains why the coda is copied. The 

coda has to be copied to fulfill the size requirement. 

 

(40) Hypothesis 1 fails to yield the CəCə- RED for CV.ʔ- words 

E.g. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ > btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

RED~b1a.ʔ2at3  *b1a1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3(?!)   *b1ə1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3(?) (Wrong Prediction!) 

                CVCV copying (?!)                   V reduction  

(41) Hypothesis 2 nicely yields the CəCə- RED for CV.ʔ- words 

RED~b1a.ʔ2at3 b1a1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3  b1a1.t3ə.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3  b1ə.1t3ə.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3 

CVC copying                     V insertion              V reduction 

 

Before ending the discussion for the CC- type of reduplication, a third hypothesis should 

be considered. Is it possible for the 1
st
 schwa in the RED of the CC- type of reduplication to 

also come from vowel insertion just as the 2
nd

 schwa in the RED? In other words, can the 

RED only copies consonants from the Base, involving the so-called bare consonant 

reduplication, followed by vowel insertion to break up consonant clusters, as illustrated in 
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(42)? As a matter of fact, the ranking ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> MAX-BR|| actually predicts 

that both RED vowels should be inserted vowels rather than the reduced version of copied 

vowels, as illustrated in (43).  

 

(42) Hypothesis 3: Both RED vowels in the CC- type of reduplication are from insertion 

E.g. laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’ > lqlaqi [ɮ.q.~ɮa.qe] ‘children’ 

RED~ɮa.qe          ɮq~ɮa.qe         ɮ.q.~ɮa.qe 

Bare consonant copying          V insertion 

(43) ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> MAX-BR >> DEP-BR|| predicts both RED vowels are from 

insertion  

lqlaqi [ɮ.q.]~ɮa.qe ‘children’ (< laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’)  

/RED, ɮa.qi/ IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

MAX-BR DEP-BR 

? ☞a. ɮ.q. ~ɮa1.qe2  ** ** 

b. ɮ1.q~ɮa1.qe2 *! * * 

 

Although it is possible to consider the CC- type of reduplication as involving bare 

consonant reduplication, the CC- type of reduplication does not have the common property 

shared by bare consonant reduplication. According to Hendricks (1999), there is a universal 

tendency for the RED consonants in bare consonant reduplication to come from the peripheral 

segments of the Base. Hendricks (1999) examines several languages involving bare consonant 

reduplication (including Semai, Marshallese, Coushatta, Yokuts and Secwepemc) and points 

out that bare consonant reduplication in all of the languages copies segment(s) from the 

peripheral edge(s) of the Base, as exemplified by examples from Semai shown in (44). 

 

(44) Bare consonant reduplication in Semai  (Diffloth 1976:252)  

p1ɲ3~p1ay2aɲ3 ‘appearance of being disheveled’ 

c1t3~c1ʔ2ɛːt3 ‘sweet’ 

k1c5~k1m2r3ʔ4ɛːc5 ‘short, fat arms’ 

 

It is true that for CV.ʔ- words undergoing the CC type of reduplication, the RED does 

copy consonants from the peripheral edges of the Base, but the Base final consonant is 
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copied to prevent the copying of the 2
nd

 Base consonant, which lacks an input correspondent. 

When the 2
nd

 Base consonant is not a glottal stop, the 2
nd

 consonant is always copied 

together with the 1
st
 Base consonant. If the CC- type of reduplication in Truku is considered 

to involve bare consonant reduplication, the consonants of the RED will not be from the 

peripheral edges (with the exception of CV.ʔ- words), but from the first two consonants of 

the Base, as illustrated in (45), against the universal tendency observed in Hendricks (1999). 

Thus, typologically speaking, it is better not to consider the CC- type of reduplication as 

involving bare consonant reduplication. 

 

(45) The RED C in the CC- type of reduplication does not copy from the edges of the Base 

a. b1uk2aw3  

 [b1u.k2aw3]  

‘slouched’ 

b1k2b1uk2aw3  

 [b1ə.k2ə.~b1u.k2aw3]  

‘slouched (pl.)’ 

*b1w3b1uk2aw3 

* [b1ə.w3ə.~b1u.k2aw3]  

b. l1uk2us3  

 [ɮ1u.k2us3]  

‘clothes’ 

l1k2l1uk2us3  

 [ɮ1ə.k2ə.~ɮ1u.k2us3]  

‘clothes’ 

*l1s3l1uk2us3 

* [ɮ1ə. s3ə.~ɮ1u.k2us3]  

c. g1as2il3  

 [ɣ1a.s2iɮ3]  

‘rope’ 

g1s2g1as2il3  

 [ɣ1ə.s2ə.~ɣ1a.s2iɮ3]  

‘ropes’ 

*g1l3g1as2il3  

* [ɣ1ə.ɮ3ə.~ɣ1a.s2iɮ3]  

 

Assuming the 1
st vowel to come from vowel insertion would imply discontinuous 

reduplication, violating CONTIG-BR (38). Therefore, as illustrated in (46), hypothesis 3, which 

assumes bare consonant reduplication (i.e., 46a), can be ruled out by ranking CONTIG-BR 

above IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]. 

 

(46) ||CONTIG-BR >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]|| rules out the candidate involving bare consonant 

copying 

/RED, ɮa.qi/ CONTIG-BR IDENT-BR 

[V-PLACE] 

a. ɮ1.q3. ~ɮ1a2.q3e4 *!  

☞b. ɮ12.q3.~ɮ1a2.q3e4  * 
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3.1.3. Interim summary 

In sum, this paper has argued that unlike the 1
st
 schwa in the CəCə- RED, which is a reduced 

copy of the Base vowel, the 2
nd

 schwa in the CəCə- RED is an inserted vowel to break up 

tauto-syllabic CC cluster. Aside from unable to properly explain the CəCə- RED ~ CəC- RED 

variation, considering the 2
nd

 RED schwa as a reduced copy of a Base vowel also faces 

serious problems when taking into consideration the CC- type of reduplication targeting 

monosyllabic words and CV.ʔ- words because the 2
nd

 RED consonant in both type of words 

corresponds to the final segment of the Base. This paper thus concludes that the CC- type of 

reduplication involves the copying of a CVC, rather than a CVCV, string from the Base and 

that the schwa vowel at the end of the CəCə- RED should come from vowel insertion to break 

up tauto-syllabic CC clusters when the 2
nd

 copied consonant cannot be and is not syllabified 

as a coda.  

It is true that in the CC- type of reduplication, it is more common to see the CəCə- RED 

rather than the CəC- RED. But the fact the CəCə- RED is more common does not lead to the 

conclusion that CVCV copying should be the default copying process. Although assuming the 

RED to involve CVC copying will require common addition of schwa to the RED, it is due to 

the fact that Truku has a low tolerance for word-internal codas. Since the copying of the CVC 

string from Base results in CC clusters, which tend to violate either CODACON or *COMP-M, 

the common addition of schwa to the right edge of the RED is expected.  

The schwa ending in the CəCə- RED is often considered as the reduced version of a 

copied vowel because previous studies do not pay attention to data that involve the CəC- RED 

nor consider the CC- type of reduplication taking place on monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- 

words. These types of data are ignored previously probably because word-medial coda, 

monosyllabic words, and CV.ʔ- words are not common in the language. Once these 

uncommon but crucial data are considered, it becomes clear that the CC- type of reduplication 

cannot involve CVCV copying as assumed previously. 

The final constraint ranking for the CC- type of reduplication is summarized in (47). 

Tableau (48) illustrates how the constraints work.  
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(47) Constraint ranking for the CC- type of reduplication 

                  ONSET,    DEP-IR                      *COMP-M,   ANCHOR-IO-R 

 

CONTIG-BR,  

IDENT-BR[V-PL]                                 CODACON 

MAX-BR                          MAX/DEP-IO 

                DEP-BR 

                    

                     NOCODA 

(48)  

/RED, pixiɮ/ 

‘spring onions’ O
N

S
E

T
 

D
E

P
-IR

 

*
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P
-M
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X
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P
-IO

 

N
O

C
O

D
A

 

a. p1.x~pi1.xi2ɮ   *!   * * **   * 

b. p1.x.~pi1.xi2    *!   * * *   

c. p.x.~pi1.xi2ɮ     *! *  *** **  * 

d. p1.x2ɮ.~pi1.xi2ɮ      **! ** * *  ** 

e. p1.x2.~pi1.xi2ɮ      * **! *   * 

☞f. p1.x.~pi1.xi2ɮ      * * ** *  * 

/RED, tama/ 

‘fathers’ 

           

g. tm.~ta1.ma2     *!   ** *  * 

h. t1.m2.~ta1.ma2       **!     

i. t1.m.~ta1.ma2       * * *!   

☞j. t1m.~ta1.ma2       * *   * 

 

46 

39 

27 
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14 
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/RED, bat/ ‘cutting grass 

sounds’ 

           

k. b1t.~ba1t      **! *    ** 

☞l. b1.t.~ba1t      * *  *  * 

/RED, b1a2a4t5/ 

‘obstructions’ 

           

m. b1ə2.t5ə.~b1a2.a4t5 *!    * * * * *  * 

n. b1ə2.ʔ3ə.~b1a2.ʔ3a4t5  *!    * * ** * * * 

☞o. b1ə2.t5ə.~b1a2.ʔ3a4t5     * * * ** * * * 

 

3.2 The C- type of reduplication 

The question that arises next is what is the nature of the schwa vowel in C- RED? Is it a 

reduced vowel or is it an inserted vowel? If the schwa is a reduced vowel, the C- type of 

reduplication will involve syllable copying (coda excluded), followed by vowel reduction. On 

the other hand, if the schwa is an inserted vowel, the C- type of reduplication will involve 

bare consonant copying, followed by vowel insertion.  

When the root is disyllabic (or longer), it is hard to determine whether syllable copying 

or bare consonant copying is involved since the RED vowel, which is always situated in pre-

penultimate position, will always surface as a schwa. (49) shows that the reduplicated forms 

derived from syllable copying (49a) and from bare consonant copying (49b) are exactly the 

same; they differ only in whether the schwa ending in the RED is a reduced copy of the Base 

vowel or an inserted vowel to break up CC clusters at syllable margins.  

 

(49) Two analyses for the C- type of reduplication yield the same form 

e.g. bukaw [bu.kaw] ‘humpbacked’ > embbukaw [m̩-bə-bu.kaw] ‘humpbacked (pl.)’ 

a. Syllable copying: 

m̩.-RED~bu.kaw    m̩.-bu.~bu.kaw   m̩.-bə-.bu.kaw  

                 First CV copying           V reduction  

b. Bare consonant reduplication:  

m̩.-RED~bu.kaw  m̩.-b~bu.kaw   m̩.-bə.-bu.kaw  

                   First C copying               V insertion 

 

Since according to previous studies, Truku stress falls on the penultimate syllable and the 
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vowel reduction rule targets pre-tonic vowels (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:19), 

examining the C- type of reduplication targeting monosyllabic root may help clarify whether 

bare consonant or syllable copying is involved. If a monosyllabic root undergoes the C- type 

of reduplication the RED will be standing at the penultimate position, where the stress is 

supposed to land, and should be free from vowel reduction. In other words, if syllable copying 

is involved, the RED vowel should be a copy of the Base vowel (as illustrated in (50a)). On 

the other hand, if the RED vowel is still a schwa when the root is monosyllabic, given that the 

schwa vowel occurs in the penultimate syllable where stress is supposed to land and that the 

vowel reduction rule targets pre-tonic syllables, the schwa in the RED should come from 

vowel insertion to break up CC clusters at syllable margins (as illustrated in (50b)). 

 

(50) Different reduplicated forms derived for the C- type of reduplication 

a. Syllable copying (coda excluded):  

RED~CVC          CV~CVC        CV~CVC  

First CV copying                   V reduction 

                                   (not applicatable) 

b. Bare consonant copying: 

RED~CVC          C~CVC        Cə~CVC  

                 First C copying           V insertion 

 

As mentioned, there are a number of onomatopoetic/ mimicry words that are 

monosyllabic. Except for undergoing the CC- type of reduplication to denote the meaning of 

plurality, they can also undergo the C- type of reduplication together with the prefix /t-/ to 

denote similar meanings, as illustrated in (51). In all of the examples, the vowel after the RED 

consonant surfaces as a schwa rather than as a copy of the Base vowel, suggesting that the 

schwa should not come from reduction but from insertion. In other words, the presence of the 

schwa in the RED suggests that the C- type of reduplication should involve bare consonant 

copying. 
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(51) Onomatopoetic/ mimicry words that undergo the C- type of reduplication 

 A B 

a. bat [bát]  

‘cutting grass sound’ 

tbbat [tə.-bə.~bát] (*tbabat [tə.-ba.~bát]) 

‘cutting grass sounds’ 

b. beyh [béħ]  

‘tumbling sound’ 

tbbeyh [tə.-bə.~béħ] (*tbeybeyh [tə.-be.~béħ]) 

 ‘continuous tumbling sounds’ 

c. bowk [bók] 

 ‘hitting sound’ 

tbbowk [tə.-bə.~bók](*tbowbowk [tə.-bo.~bók]) 

 ‘bumping sounds’ 

d. bir [bíɾ] 

 ‘car’s sound’ 

tbbir [tə.-bə.~bíɾ] (*tbibir [tə.-bi.~bíɾ]) 

‘cars’ sounds’ 

e. giq [ɣéq]  

‘the sound of the spring movement’ 

tggiq [tə.-ɣə.~ɣéq] (*tgigiq [tə.-ɣi.~ɣéq]) 

‘the sounds of the spring movement’ 

f. lowp [ɮóp] 

‘the sound of chicken fighting’ 

tllowp [tə.-ɮə.~ɮóp] (*tlowlowp [tə.-ɮo.~ɮóp]) 

 ‘the sounds of chicken fighting’ 

g. nguy [ŋúj]  

‘crying sound’ 

tngnguy [tə.-ŋə.~ŋúj] (*tngunguy [tə.-ŋu.~ŋúj]) 

‘crying sounds’ 

 

Nonetheless, the bare consonant analysis is correct only if stress in Truku really always 

land on the penultimate syllables. Truku stress is said to land on the penultimate syllable in 

previous studies presumbably because most roots in Truku are (at least) disyllabic. But 

monosyllabic words in Truku also bear stress, as illustrated by the onomatopoetic/ mimicry 

words in (51A). After reduplication takes place on monosyllabic root, the stress still lands on 

the root instead of on the RED, even though the root is in the ultimate syllable and the RED is 

in the penultimate syllable. This can be illustrated by the examples in (51B).
23

 That the stress 

falls on the ultimate syllable when the root is monosyllabic is also true when the root is 

preceded by a non-reduplicative prefix, as illustrated in (52).
24

 This suggests that a heavy 

                                                 
23

 In Truku online dictionary (https://m-dictionary.apc.gov.tw/trv/Search_1.htm?1&d=1), the stress falls on the 

root of a prefixed monosyllabic root when the word is read in a sentence but on the prefix when the word is read 

in isolation (e.g., bir [bíɾ] ‘car’s sound’, tbbir [tə.-bə.~bíɾ] ‘cars’ sounds’ (in sentence), tbbir [tə-bə́.~biɾ] ‘cars’ 

sounds’ (in isolation)). It is not clear why there is such a difference in the online dictionary. In our consultants’ 

speech, the stress always lands on the monosyllabic root no matter whether the word is read in isolation or in 

sentence. 

24
 The fact that stresses land on the monosyllabic roots rather than on the preceding prefixes also suggests that 

prefixes in Truku may not be qualified to bear stress. It is not uncommon for stress to be confined to certain 

https://m-dictionary.apc.gov.tw/trv/Search_1.htm?1&d=1
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syllable is bimoraic and that stress lands on the left edge of a bimoraic foot, which may be 

formed by two light syllables or by a heavy syllable.
25

 

 

(52) Stress falls on the root of a prefixed monosyllabic root  

a. pus [pús]  

‘dripping’ 

tmn-pus [təm.nə.pús]  

‘already dripping’ 

b. puy [púj]  

‘the sound of asking the dog to 

chase the prey’ 

pn-puy [pən.púj] 

‘already making the sound asking the dog to 

chase the prey’ 

f. 
ngaq [ŋáq] 

‘sound of monkey fighting’ 

ps-ngaq [pə.sə.ŋáq]  

‘make the sound of “ngaq”’ (sounds of monkey 

fighting. 

g. nguq [ŋóq]  

‘snoring sound’ 

sm-nguq [səm.ŋóq]  

‘snore’ 

 

Given that the vowel reduction rule targets pre-tonic syllables, the schwa before the 

stressed monosyllabic Base can still come from vowel reduction. As shown in (53), both 

syllable copying (53a) and bare consonant copying (53b) yield the same reduplicated form. 

 

(53) Same reduplicated form derived for the C- type of reduplication 

E.g. bir [biɾ] ‘car’s sound’  >  tbbir [tə-bə~biɾ] ‘car’s sounds’ 

a. Syllable copying (coda excluded):  

tə-RED~bíɾ       tə.-bi.~bíɾ        tə.-bə.~bíɾ  

       First CV copying          Pre-tonic V reduction  

                                                                                                                                                         
phonological categories such as root or free morphemes. In some Formosan languages, prefixes are not qualified 

to bear stress, as illustrated by the example dán ‘road’ vs. mu-dán ‘walk’ (*mú-dán) in Isbukun Bunun, in which 

stress generally falls on the penultimate syllable. I thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing this to my 

attention. 

25
 The majority of monosyllabic onomatopoeic/ mimicry words end with a coda. We only collected two 

monosyllabic root that does not end with a coda (i.e., nga [ŋaː] “crying sound of baby’, gow [ɣoː] ‘barking 

sound’), whose vowels sound longer presumably to satisfy FTBIN (i.e., foot must be binary). The reason why the 

final closed syllable of a disyllabic or longer word does not attract stress may be due to NONFINALITY (i.e., no 

prosodic head is final in PrWd), which is violated only when there is no other root syllable that can bear stress. 

What is of importance to the discussion here is that a closed syllable is bimoraic. A detailed investigation to 

stress assignment in Truku would be out of scope of this paper.  
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b. Bare consonant copying: 

tə-RED~bíɾ       tə.-b~bíɾ        tə.-bə.~bíɾ  

       First C copying                      V insertion 

 

In sum, it has been shown that a heavy syllable is bimoraic in Truku; thus, a Truku stress does 

not always land on the penultimate syllable but can also land on the ultimate syllable when 

the root is monosyllabic. Since the RED attaching to a monosyllabic Base is in the pre-tonic 

position, it is still not clear whether the schwa in the RED comes from reduction, if the RED 

copies a CV (53a), or insertion, if the RED copies a consonant (53b).  

Although CV reduplication is quite common in Formosan languages (e.g., Bunun, 

Paiwan, Pazeh, Maga and Mantauran Rukai, Saisiyat, Thao, and Tsou) (Zeitoun & Wu 

2006:26) the fact that the C- type and the CC- type of reduplication are functionally 

equivalent strongly suggests that the final vowel of the Cə- RED should come from insertion 

just as that of the CəCə- RED and that the C- type of reduplication should involve bare 

consonant reduplication. Recall that in the CC- type of reduplication, the ending schwa of the 

CəCə- RED is argued to come from insertion not only because it better explains the CəCə- RED 

~ CəC- RED variation but also because the fact the 2
nd

 consonant of the CəCə- RED 

corresponds to the final Base segment of monosyllabic and CV.ʔ- words makes it impossible 

to consider the final RED vowel to come from vowel reduction. As mentioned, the final 

CəCə- RED vowel as insertion is predicted by the domination of IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] over 

MAX-BR (cf. 27). Since the RED of the C- type of reduplication and that of the CC- type of 

reduplication are allomorphs of a morpheme, Cə- RED should be governed by the same 

grammar governing the CəCə- RED. As illustrated in (54), the ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> MAX-

BR|| ranking predicts that the ending vowel of the Cə- RED should come from vowel insertion, 

just as that of the CəCə- RED.  

 

(54) ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> MAX-BR|| predicts vowel insertion in Cə- RED . 

bir [biɾ] ‘car’s sound’  >  tbbir [tə-bə~biɾ] ‘car’s sounds’ 

/t-, RED, biɾ/ IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] MAX-BR 

a. tə-b1~bi1ɾ *! * 

☞b. tə-bə~bi1ɾ   ** 
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Even though it has been shown that the CC- type of reduplication should not involve bare 

consonant reduplication because typologically speaking bare consonant reduplication 

involving two-segment copying generally reduplicates segments from the peripheral edges of 

the Base, bare consonant reduplication with one-segment copying is not constrained. The 

copied segment can come from either the left edge or the right edge of the Base. The fact the 

final schwa vowel of CəCə- RED has to come from insertion suggests that the final vowel of 

Cə- RED has to come from insertion and thus the C- type of reduplication should involve bare 

consonant reduplication. Despite being universally rare, Squliq Atayal, an Atayalic language 

just as Truku, is also argued to involve bare consonant copying (Rau 1992, W. Lin 2004, Lin 

2015). This makes Truku the second Formosan language that involves bare consonant 

reduplication. 

Since Cə- RED and CəCə- RED are allomorphs and are governed by the same grammar 

how Cə- RED and CəC(ə)- RED, which are different in size, are predicted needs to be addressed. 

CəCə- RED and CəC- RED are both bimoraic is size, the former containing two light syllables 

and the latter a heavy syllable. On the other hand, Cə- RED forms a mono-moraic light syllable. 

To account for the bimoraic size of CəC(ə)- RED, the templatic constraint RED=µµ in (55) is 

proposed for simplicity. As illustrated in (56), the RED size constraint should dominate 

IDENT-BR[V-PL], since IDENT-BR[V-PL], which is crucially dominated by CONTIG-BR, 

encourages the copying to stop as soon as the first Base consonant is copied. 

 

(55) RED=µµ: The RED is bimoraic in size. 

(56) ||CONTIG-BR, RED=µµ >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]|| predicts the CəCə- RED 

/RED, pixiɮ/ 

‘spring onions’ 

CONTIG-BR RED=µµ IDENT-BR 

[V-PL] 

MAX-BR 

a. pµ.xµ.~pi1.xi2ɮ *!   *** 

b. pµ~pi1.xi2ɮ  *!  **** 

☞c. pµ1.xµ.~pi1.xi2ɮ   * ** 

/RED, tama/ 

‘fathers’ 

CONTIG-BR RED=µµ IDENT-BR 

[V-pl] 

MAX-BR 

d. tµmµ.~ta1.ma2 *!   ** 

e. tµ.~ta1.ma2  *!  *** 

☞f. tµ1mµ.~ta1.ma2   * * 
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But the ranking ||CONTIG-BR, RED=µµ >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]|| will always predict the RED 

to be bimoraic in size and fails to predict the Cə- RED variation, as illustrated in (57). It is thus 

essential to find out what derives the Cə- RED.  

  

(57) ||CONTIG-BR, RED=µµ >> IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]|| fails to predict the Cə- RED 

/RED, qhuni/ 

‘trees’ 

CONTIG-BR RED=µµ IDENT-BR 

[V-PL] 

MAX-BR 

a. (qəµ.ħµ).~qə1.ħo2.ni3 *!   **** 

b. qəµ~qə1.ħo2.ni3   *!  ***** 

c. (qəµ1.ħµ).~qə1.ħo2.ni3   * *** 

 

In the literature, the distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED is said to be governed by the 

size of the root: the CəC(ə)- RED tends to co-occur with smaller roots (i.e., disyllabic or 

smaller roots) while the Cə- RED  tends to be attached to longer roots (i.e., trisyllabic or longer 

roots). The data collected in this study support this tendency, as illustrated in (58) and (59).  

 

(58) Smaller roots undergo the CC- type of reduplication 

Disyllabic Base 

a.  bali [ba.ɮi] ‘bullet’ bl-bali [bə.ɮə.~ba.ɮi] ‘bullets’  

b.  baga [ba.ɣa] ‘hand’ bg-baga [bə.ɣə.~ba.ɣa] ‘hands’  

c.  lukus [ɮu.kus] ‘cloth’ lk-lukus [ɮə.kə.~ɮu.kus] ‘clothes’  

d.  masaq [ma.saq] ‘soap’ ms-masaq [mə.sə.~ma.saq] ‘soaps’  

e.  putus [pu.tus] ‘arrow’ pt-putus [pə.tə.~pu.tus] ‘arrows’ 

f.  huling [ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘dog’ hl-huling [ħə.ɮə.~ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘dogs’  

Monosyllabic Base 

See examples in (33). 
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(59) Longer roots undergo the C- type of reduplication 

a. a

. 

qbhni [qə.bə.ħə.ni] 

‘bird’ 

q-qbhni [qə.~qə.bə.ħə.ni] 

‘several types of birds’  

b. c

. 

bnaay [bə.na.ʔaj] 

‘wild orange’ 

b-bnaay [bə.~bə.na.ʔaj] 

‘wild oranges’  

c. i

. 

dgiyaq [də.ɣi.jaq] 

‘mountain’ 

d-dgiyaq [də.~də.ɣi.jaq] 

‘mountains’  

d.  pngasuy [pə.ŋa.suj] 

‘caterpillar’ 

p-pngasuy [pə.~pə.ŋa.suj] 

‘caterpillars’  

e.  qnawal [qə.na.waɮ] 

‘iron wire’ 

q-qnawal [qə.~qə.na.waɮ] 

‘iron wires’  

f.  sbarig [sə.ba.ɾi] 

‘something to be sold’ 

s-sbarig [sə.~sə.ba.ɾi] 

‘something (pl.) to be sold’  

 

However, other than the size of the root, we found that the presence of a non-

reduplicative prefix also influences the distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED. The majority 

of the REDs that are preceded by another prefix surface as Cə- even if the root is disyllabic or 

smaller, as illustrated in (60) (cf. 51 for Cə- RED attaching to monosyllabic roots).  

 

(60) Cə- RED appears after prefixes 

a.  xiluy [xi.ɮuj] 

‘iron’ 

mt-x-xiluy [mə.tə.-xə.~xi.ɮuj] 

‘iron makers’  

b.  wawa [wa.wa] 

‘cub’ 

tm-w-wawa [tə.mə.-wə.~wa.wa] / [təm.-wə.~wa.wa] 

‘Subj. (pl.) give birth to cubs’  

c.  qita [qe.ta] 

‘see’ 

m-q-qita [mə.-qə.~qe.ta] 

‘see each other’  

d.  prak [pə.ɾak] 

‘breaking sound’ 

t-p-prak [tə.-pə.~pə.ɾak] 

‘breaking sounds (pl.)’  

e.  sais [sa.ʔis] 

‘sew’ 

m-s-sais [mə.-sə.~sa.ʔis] 

‘sew each other’s clothes’  

 

The influence of non-reduplicative prefix to the distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED 

is further evident by the examples in (61), which show that despite the fact that smaller roots 

generally undergo the CC- type of reduplication, when the RED is preceded by a prefix, it 
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surfaces as Cə- but not as CəCə-. (62) summarizes the distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- 

RED based on the data collected. The majority patterns are shaded and in bold in the table.
26

 

 

(61) Disyllabic roots with CəC(ə)- RED ~ Cə- RED variation 

 Disyllabic root CC- type of reduplication C- type of reduplication 

a.  bukaw [bu.kaw]  

‘humpbacked’ 

bkbukaw [bə.kə.~bu.kaw] 

‘humpbacked (pl.)’ 

embbukaw [m̩.-bə.~bu.kaw] 

‘humpbacked (pl.)’ 

b.  purah [pu.ɾaħ]  

yellow’ 

prpurah [pə.ɾə.~pu.ɾaħ]  

‘yellow (pl.) 

emppurah [m̩-pə.~pu.ɾaħ]  

‘will have yellow flowers’ 

c.  bowk [bok]  

‘hitting sound’ 

bkbowk [bə.kə.~bok] 

‘hitting sounds’ 

tbbowk [tə.-bə.~bok]  

‘bumping sounds’ 

d.  guq [ɣoq]  

‘sinking sound’ 

gqguq [ɣə.qə.~ɣoq] 

‘sinking sound’ 

tgguq [tə.-ɣə.~ɣoq]  

‘sinking sounds’ 

e.  lap [ɮap]  

‘flag’s flapping sound’ 

lplap [ɮə.pə.~ɮap] 

‘flag’s flapping sounds’ 

tllap [tə.-ɮə.~ɮap]  

‘flags’ flapping sounds’ 

f.  bukit [bu.kit]  

‘bending one’s back due 

to carrying heavy 

things’ 

bkbukit [bə.kə.~bu.kit]  

‘everyone is humpbacked’ 

embbukit [m̩-bə.~bu.kit]  

‘all are humpbacked’ 

 

(62) The Distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED  

 No Prefix After Prefix 

Shorter Root CəC(ə)- RED: 83% (234/283)  CəC(ə)- RED: 11% (15/141) 

 Cə- RED: 17% (49/283) Cə- RED: 89% (126/141) 

 No Prefix After Prefix 

Longer Root CəC(ə)- RED: 21% (15/70) CəC(ə)- RED: 9% (1/11) 

 Cə- RED: 79% (55/70) Cə- RED: 91% (10/11) 

 

The distribution of CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED in the majority patterns should be 

goverend by the number of unstressed moras in the output. Recall that Truku stress falls 

within the rightmost foot. The attachment of the CəC(ə)- RED, which contains two unstressed 

moras (i.e., CəµCəµ- RED and CəµCµ- RED), to longer roots or to another prefix would result in 

                                                 
26

 For examples and OT analysis to the minority patterns, please refer to Appendix II. 
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more than two unstressed moras in a row, since both a longer Base and a non-reduplicative 

prefix also contain at least an unstressed mora (e.g., longer Base: qqhuni [qəµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ] 

‘trees’ vs. *qhqhuni * [qəµ.ħəµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ], after prefix: tbbir [təµ.-bµ.~bíµɾµ] ‘cars’ sounds’ 

vs. *tbrbir [təµ.-bµ.ɾµ.~bíµɾµ]). The attachment of the CəCə- RED to a smaller root has no 

such problem  since a smaller Base is within the domain of the stress foot (e.g., guq [ɣóq] 

‘sinking sound’ > gqguq [ɣəµ.qəµ-ɣóµqµ] ‘sinking sound’). In other words, a RED like 

CəC(ə)- RED which already contains two unstressed moras should not be attached to a root 

that begins with an unstressed mora or a prefix that ends with an unstressed mora. The fact 

reduplication avoids generating more than two unstressed moras in a row is similar to the 

universal tendency which prohibits long sequences of unstressed moras (i.e., *Lapse at the 

moraic level, Green & Kenstowicz 1995, Rice 2000, cf. also Selkirk 1984). Therefore, the 

*LAPSE-M constraint in (63), which prohibits more than two unstressed moras in a row, is 

proposed and it must outrank RED=µµ. The domination of *LAPSE-M over RED=µµ predicts 

that the RED will copy a bimoraic-size of element from the Base unless to prevent more than 

two unstressed moras in a row. The constraint ranking properly explains why unaffixed 

smaller root yields CəCə- RED but for longer root or after a prefix, a Cə- RED is derived, as 

illustrated in (64) and (65). Notice that the ranking also properly accounts for why a Base 

coda is not copied unless when the Base is monosyllabic. Copying the coda of a disyllabic or 

longer root will not only result in too many unstressed moras in a row but also an oversized 

RED (cf. 64a). On the other hand, the coda of a monosyllabic root has to be copied to fulfill 

the size requirement (cf. 64e). 

 

(63) *LAPSE-M: No more than two unstressed moras in a row. 

(64) ||*LAPSE-M >> RED=µµ || yields CəC(ə)- RED for smaller roots 

/RED, pixiɮ/ 

‘spring onions’ 

*LAPSE-M RED=µµ 

a. pµ.xµ.ɮµ.~píµ.xiµɮ *! * 

b. pµ.~píµ.xiµɮ  *! 

☞c. pµ.xµ.~píµ.xiµɮ   

/RED, biɾ/ ‘car’s sounds’ *LAPSE-M RED=µµ 

d. bəµ.~bíµɾµ   *! 

☞e. bµ.ɾµ.~bíµɾµ   
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(65) ||*LAPSE >> RED=µµ || yields Cə- RED for longer or after prefix 

/RED, qħoni/ ‘trees’ *LAPSE-M RED=µµ 

a. qəµ.ħµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ *!  

☞b. qəµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ   * 

/RED, pŋasuj/ ‘car’s sounds’ *LAPSE-M RED=µµ 

c. pəµŋµ.~pəµ.ŋáµ.suµj *!  

☞d. pəµ.~pəµ.ŋáµ.suµj   * 

/t-, RED, biɾ/ ‘car’s sounds’ *LAPSE-M RED=µµ 

e. təµ.-bµ.ɾµ.~bíµɾµ *!  

☞f. təµ.-bəµ.~bíµɾµ   * 

 

The final constraint ranking for the CC- type and the C- type of reduplication is summarized 

in (66). 

 

(66) Final Constraint ranking  

 

                  ONSET,    DEP-IR                      *COMP-M,   ANCHOR-IO-R 

*LAPSE-M 

RED=µµ,    CONTIG-BR,  

IDENT-BR[V-PL]                                 CODACON 

MAX-BR                          MAX/DEP-IO 

                DEP-BR 

                    

       NOCODA 

 

4. Concluding Remarks 

This paper has examined the true nature of the RED vowels in Truku reduplication. Previous 

studies have always assumed the C- type and the CC- type of reduplication to involve 

46 
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monosyllabic and disyllabic copying, respectively, followed by pre-penultimate vowel 

reduction. In other words, they assume all the RED vowels come from vowel reduction. 

However, based on evidence from three types of data that are previously unnoticed/ 

undocumented, this paper argues that the final RED vowel should come from insertion to 

break up CC clusters at syllable margin. The epenthesis hypothesis not only more adequately 

explains the CəC- RED ~CəCə- RED variation but also properly accounts for the CC- type of 

reduplication targeting monosyllabic and CVʔ- words, which the reduction hypothesis fails to 

explain. Due to the fact that the final RED vowel has to come from insertion, the paper also 

argues that the C- type of reduplication in Truku should involve bare consonant reduplication, 

just as Squliq Atayal.  

It is not hard to understand why the RED vowels are always considered to come from 

reduction because in addition to not permitting complex CC clusters, Truku also has a 

productive rule of pre-tonal vowel reduction. Schwa is a common vowel found in several 

phonological processes such as vowel reduction and vowel insertion. If a language has 

different origins of schwa, it is easy to confuse them. For instance, Huang (2018) points out 

that pre-tonic schwas in Squliq Atayal have four origins which have been mixed up in 

previous studies; they are vowel neutralization, epenthesis, historical schwa and full vowels 

that still retain underlying vocalic status in the synchronic phonology of Squliq. The mixture 

of the different origins of schwas has made the vowel reduction rule, which targets pre-

penultimate syllables, seem like to have exceptions because some vowels in the penultimate 

syllables unexpectedly undergo reduction. Huang argues that the schwa vowels unexpectedly 

found in the penultimate syllables are not reduced vowels but are the other three types of 

schwas. Truku also has schwas of different origins. In addition to a phonemic schwa, Truku 

also has reduced schwas and inserted schwas. It has been shown in this paper how the 

different origins of schwas have also been confused in previously studies on reduplication. 

Whether different natures of schwas have also been confused in areas other than reduplication 

would be an interesting issue that awaits future investigation. 
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Appendix I 

Special Data 

 

(1) CC- type of reduplication targeting Base with a 2
nd

 consonant as nasal (15 examples)  

a. banar [ba.naɾ] ‘China tree’ bnbanar [bən.~ba.naɾ] ‘China trees’ 

b. cina [tɕi.na] ‘taro seed’ cncina [cən.~tɕi.na] ‘taro seeds’ 

c. pinay [pi.naj] ‘small’ pnpinay [pən.~pi.naj] ‘small (pl.)’ 

d. damay [da.maj] ‘brown’ dmdamay [dəm.~da.maj] ‘brown (pl.)’ 

e. hma [ħə.ma] ‘tongue’ hmhma [ħəm.~ħə.ma] ‘tongues’ 

f. lmu [ɮə.mu] ‘pellet’ lmlmu [ɮəm.~ɮə.mu] ‘pellets’ 

g. banga [ba.ŋa]  

‘Formosan sika deer’ 

bngbanga [bəŋ.~ba.ŋa] ‘Formosan sika deers’ 

h. kingal [ki.ŋaɮ] ‘one’ kngkingal [kəŋ.~ki.ŋaɮ] ‘each one’ 

i. luung [ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off’ lngluung [ɮəŋ.~ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off (pl.)’ 

j. lingay [ɮi.ŋaj] ‘yard’ lnglingay [ɮəŋ.~ɮi.ŋaj] ‘yards/ surroundings 

l. qungu [qo.ŋu] ‘cannonball’ qngqungu [qəŋ.~qo.ŋu] ‘cannonballs’ 

m. rungay [ɾu.ŋaj] ‘monkey’ rngrungay [ɾəŋ.~ɾu.ŋaj] ‘monkeys’ 

n. bunuh [bu.noħ] ‘belly’ bnbunuh [bən.~bu.noħ]/ [bə.nə.~bu.noħ] ‘bellies’ 

o. tama [ta.ma] ‘father’ tmtama [təm.~ta.ma]/ [tə.mə.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’ 

p. bunga [bu.ŋa] ‘sweet potato’ bngbunga [bəŋ.~bu.ŋa]/ [bə.ŋə.~bu.ŋa] ‘sweet potatoes’ 

 

(2) CC- type of reduplication targeting monosyllabic onomatopoetic/ mimicry words (27 

examples) 

a.  bowk [bok] ‘hitting sound’ bkbowk [bə.kə.~bok] ‘hitting sounds’ 

b.  tak [tak] ‘cutting sound’ tktak [tə.kə.~tak] ‘cutting sounds’ 

c.  cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ cpcip [tsə.pə.~tɕip] ‘sucking sounds’ 

d.  lap [ɮap] ‘flag’s flapping sound ’ lplap [ɮə.pə.~ɮap] ‘flag’s flapping sounds’ 

e.  towp [top] ‘closing door sound’ tptowp [tə.pə.~top] ‘closing door sounds’ 

f.  maq [maq] ‘the sound of being 

hit’ 

mqmaq [mə.qə.~maq] ‘the sounds of being hit’ 

g.  qaq [qaq] ‘choking sound’ qqqaq [qə.qə-qaq] ‘choking sounds’ 

h.  luq [ɮoq] ‘knee cracking sound’ lqluq [ɮə.qə.~ɮoq] ‘knee cracking sounds’ 

i.  liq [ɮeq] ‘laughing sound’ lqliq [ɮə.qə.~ɮeq] ‘laughing sounds’ 

j.  hiq [ħeq] ‘snicker sound’ hqhiq [ħə.qə.~ħeq] ‘snicker sounds’ 

k.  giq [ɣiq] ‘the sound of the spring 

movement’ 

gqgiq [ɣə.qə.~ɣiq] ‘the sounds of the spring movement’ 
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l.  saq [saq] ‘cutting fruit sound’ sqsaq [sə.qə-saq] ‘cutting fruit sounds’ 

m.  wiq [weq] ‘pig’s utterance of 

being killed or being hungry’ 

wqwiq [wə.qə.~weq] ‘pig’s utterances of being killed or 

being hungry’ 

n.  guq [ɣoq] ‘immersion sound’ gqguq [ɣə.qə.~ɣoq] ‘immersion sounds’ 

o.  nguh [ŋoħ] ‘oink sound’ nghnguh [ŋə.ħə.~ŋoħ] ‘oink sounds’ 

p.  puh [poħ] ‘chest tapping sound’ phpuh [pə.ħə.~poħ] ‘chest tapping sounds’ 

q.  quh [qoħ] ‘coughing sound’ qhquh [qə.ħə.~qoħ] ‘coughing sounds’ 

r.  towl [toɮ] ‘car bumping sound’ tltowl [tə.ɮə.~toɮ] ‘car bumping sounds’ 

s.  wil [wi.ɮ] ‘the sound of the 

swaying rope’ 

wlwil [wə.ɮə.~wi.ɮ] ‘the sounds of the swaying ropes’ 

t.  bat [bat] ‘cutting grass sound’ btbat [bə.tə.~bat] ‘cutting grass sounds’ 

u.  nun [nun] ‘talking sound’ nnnun [nə.nə.~nun] ‘talking sounds’ 

v.  has [ħas] ‘the sound made by a 

person who is suddenly angry’ 

hshas [ħə.sə-ħas] ‘the sounds made by a person who is 

suddenly angry’ 

w.  ngas [ŋas] ‘biting sound’ ngsngas [ŋə.sə.~ŋas] ‘biting sounds’ 

x.  ngax [ŋax] ‘the sound of using 

bamboo to knock head’ 

ngxngax [ŋə.xə.~ŋax] ‘the sounds of using bamboo to 

knock head’ 

y.  max [max] ‘slamming sound’ mxmax [mə.xə.~max] ‘slamming sounds’ 

z.  sing [ʃiŋ] ‘stinging pain’ sngsing [səŋ.~ʃiŋ] / [sə.ŋə.~ʃiŋ] ‘stinging pains’ 

aa.  naq [naq] ‘nagging sound’ nqnaq  / [nə.qə.~naq] ‘nagging sounds’ 

 

(3) C- type of reduplication targeting monosyllabic onomatopoetic/ mimicry words (27 

examples) 

a. bat [bat] ‘cutting grass sound’ tbbat [tə.~bə.~bat] ‘cutting grass sounds’ 

b.  bir [biɾ] ‘car’s sound’ tbbir [tə.~bə.~biɾ] ‘cars’ sounds’ 

c. bowk [bok] ‘hitting sound’ tbbowk [tə.~bə.~bok] ‘bumping sounds’ 

d. beyh [beħ] ‘tumbling sound’ tbbeyh [tə.~bə.~beħ] ‘continuous tumbling sounds’  

e. par [paɾ] ‘the sound of hitting 

the door’ 

tppar [tə.~pə.~paɾ] ‘the sounds of hitting the door’ 

f. puh [poħ] hitting breast sound tppuh [tə.~pə.~poħ] ‘hitting breast sounds’ 

g. gow [ɣoː] ‘barking sound’ tggow [tə.~ɣə.~ɣoː] ‘barking sounds’ 

h. guq [ɣoq] ‘the sound that the 

sick chicken utters’ 

tgguq [tə.~ɣə.~ɣoq] ‘the sounds that the sick chickens utter’ 

i. lap [ɮap] ‘flag’s flapping 

sound’ 

tllap [tə.~ɮə.~ɮap] ‘flags’ flapping sounds’ 

j. lowp [ɮop] ‘the sound of tllowp [tə.~ɮə.~ɮop] ‘the sounds of chicken fighting each 
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chicken fighting each other’ other’ 

k. nam [nam] ‘biting sound’ tnnam [tə.~nə.~nam] ‘biting sounds’ 

l. mowng [moŋ] ‘explosion 

sound’ 

tmmowng [tə.~mə.~moŋ] ‘explosion sounds’ 

m. maq [maq] ‘the sound of being 

hit’ 

tmmaq [tə.~mə.~maq] ‘the sounds of being hit’ 

n. max [max] ‘the sound of being 

hit’ 

tmmax [tə.~mə.~max] ‘the sounds of being hit’’ 

o. nga [ŋaː] ‘baby’s crying sound’ tngnga [tə.~ŋə.~ŋaː] ‘babies’ crying sounds’ 

p. ngar [ŋaɾ] ‘the sound that dog 

utters when it wants to bite 

people’ 

tngngar [tə.~ŋə.~ŋaɾ] ‘the sounds that dog utters when it 

wants to bite people’ 

q. ngir [ŋiɾ] ‘the manner of dog’s 

anger’ 

tngngir [tə.~ŋə.~ŋiɾ] ‘the manner of dogs’ anger’ 

r. nguy [ŋuj] ‘crying sound’ tngnguy [tə.~ŋə.~ŋuj] ‘crying sounds’ 

s. qaw [qaw] ‘eating sound’ tqqaw [tə.~qə.~qaw] ‘eating sounds’ 

t. qas [qas] ‘sneezing sound’ tqqas [tə.~qə.~qas] ‘sneezing sounds’ 

v. sing [ʃiŋ] ‘piercing pain’ tssing [tə.~sə.~ʃiŋ] ‘piercing pains’ 

w. wiq [weq] ‘pig’s utterance of 

being killed or being hungry’ 

twwiq [tə.~wə.~weq]  

‘pigs’ utterances of being killed or being hungry’ 

x. wir [wiɾ] ‘the sound of 

throwing stone’ 

twwir [tə.~wə.~wiɾ] ‘the sounds of throwing stones’ 

y. was [was] ‘flushing sound’ twwas [tə.~wə.~was] ‘flushing sounds’ 

z. win [win] ‘the sound of 

throwing rope’ 

twwin [tə.~wə.~win] ‘the sounds of throwing rope’ 

aa. wing [wiŋ] ‘the sounds of the 

blowing iron wire’ 

twwing [tə.~wə.~wiŋ] ‘the sounds of the blowing iron 

wires’ 

 

(4) CC- type of reduplication targeting CV.ʔ- words (11 examples) 

a. haut [ħa.ʔut] ‘bind’ hthaut [ħə.tə.~ħa.ʔut] ‘bind tree with ropes’  

b.  buut [bu.ʔut] ‘bone’ btbuut [bə.tə.~bu.ʔut] / beebuut [bə.ʔə.~bu.ʔut] ‘several 

bones of several types’ 

c. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

d. maat [ma.ʔat] ‘obstruct / 

interrupt’ 

mtmaat [mə.tə.~ma.ʔat] ‘interrupt (pl.)’ 

e. baang [ba.ʔaŋ] ‘side’ bngbaang [bəŋ.~ba.ʔaŋ] ‘sides’ 
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f. luung [ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off’ lngluung [ɮəŋ.~ɮu.ʔuŋ] ‘doze off (pl.)’  

g. 
baaw [ba.ʔaw] ‘wild yam’ 

bwbaaw [bə.wə.~ba.ʔaw] / bg-baaw [bə.ɣə.~ba.ʔaw] ‘wild 

yams’ 

h. buur [bu.ʔuɾ] ‘cooked sweet 

potato skin’ 

brbuur [bə.ɾə.~bu.ʔuɾ] / beebuur [bə.ʔə.~bu.ʔuɾ] ‘cooked 

sweet potato skins’ 

i. gaaw [ɣa.ʔaw] ‘choose’ geegaaw [ɣə.ʔə.~ɣa.ʔaw] ‘choose (pl.)’  

j. sais [sa.ʔis] ‘sew’ seesais [sə.ʔə.~sa.ʔis] ‘sew with something’ 

k. luus [ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature’ leeluus [ɮə.ʔə.~ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature (pl.)’ 
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Appendix II 

Variations in Truku Reduplication 

 

It has been pointed out that Truku reduplication exhibits three kinds of variations: the 

variation between CəN- RED and CəNə- RED, the variation between C1eC3e- RED and C1eʔ2e- 

RED, and the variation between CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED. Here I show how the three 

variations are accounted for based on the Partially Orders Theory (Antilla 1997, Antilla & 

Kim 2017), a theory which assumes that a grammar can have partial order (or incomplete 

ranking) of constraints and allows some constraints to be unspecified for ranking (or freely 

ranked), the multiple rankings of which produce variation.    

Consider the CəN- RED ~ CəNə- RED variation first, which occurs when the CC- type of 

reduplication takes place on a Base with a nasal as the 2
nd

 consonant. As mentioned, two of 

my consultants always produce the CəN- RED while the other two consultants may vary 

between CəN- RED and CəNə- RED. The CəN- RED and the CəNə- RED differ with respect to 

whether the nasal is syllabified as a coda or as an onset. The syllabification of the nasal as a 

coda, although violating the NOCODA constraint, has the advantage of minimizing the DEP-

BR violation. Thus, the CəN- RED is predicted by the domination of DEP-BR over NOCODA 

(cf. 29). On the other hand, the syllabification of the nasal as an onset can be predicted by the 

reverse order, since it incurs additional violations in DEP-BR to avoid NOCODA violations. 

The tableau below illustrates how the constraint ranking ||NOCODA >> DEP-BR|| predicts the 

CəNə- RED. Thus, under the Partially Orders Theory, for speakers who vary between CəN- 

RED and CəNə- RED, NOCODA and DEP-BR should be freely ranked. The CəN- RED ~ CəNə- 

RED variation reflects the speakers’ free choice between the rankings at the time of speaking. 

 

(1) ||NOCODA >> DEP-BR >> || predicts the CəNə- RED variant 

tama [ta.ma] ‘father’ > tmtama [t.m.~ta.ma] ‘fathers’  

/RED, tama/ NOCODA DEP-BR 

a. t1m.~ta1.ma2 *!  

☞b. t1.m.~ta1.ma2  * 

 

Another variation is related to the copying and the skipping of the 2
nd

 Base consonant 

when the 2
nd

 Base consonant is a glottal stop. That is, C1eC3e- RED~C1eʔ2e- RED. The copying 

of the 3
rd

 Base consonant means the 2
nd

 Base consonant is skipped in reduplication, violating 
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CONTIG-BR. But the skipping of the 2
nd

 Base consonant has the advantage of satisfying DEP-

IR since the 2
nd

 Base consonant, which is an inserted glottal stop, has no input correspondent. 

Therefore, the C1eC3e- RED is predicted by the domination of DEP-IR over CONTIG-BR (cf. 

39). On the other hand, the copying of the 2
nd

 Base consonant, despite the fact it has no input 

correspondent, ensures contiguous copying, satisfying CONTIG-BR. Thus, the C1eʔ2e- RED is 

predicted by the reversed ranking for CONTIG-BR and DEP-IR, as illustrated in (2). Therefore, 

the C1eC3e- RED~C1eʔ2e- RED variation shows that CONTIG-BR and DEP-IR are freely ranked. 

  

(2) || CONTIG-BR >> DEP-IR >> || predicts the Cəʔe- RED variant 

baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ > beebaat [bə. ʔə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

/RED, baat/ CONTIG-BR DEP-IR 

a. b1ə.t3ə.~b1a.ʔ2at3 *!  

☞ b. b1ə.ʔ2ə.~b1a.ʔ2at3  * 

 

The last variation to be discussed is the variation between CəC(ə)- RED and Cə- RED. As 

mentioned, CəC(ə)- RED tends co-occur with smaller roots while Cə- RED is normally attached 

to longer roots or after prefixes. But there are some exceptions to this general tendency (cf. 

62), as illustrated below.  

 

(3) Cə- RED attaching to disyllabic roots 

a.  bownay [bo.naj] ‘stinkbug’ bbownay [bə.~bo.naj] ‘stinkbugs’  

b.  babuy [ba.buj] ‘pig’ bbabuy [bə.~ba.buj] ‘pigs’  

c.  qrat [qə.ɾat] 

‘the sound of mouse biting wood’ 

qqrat [qə.~qə.ɾat] 

‘the sounds of mouse biting wood’  

 

(4) CəC(ə)- RED attaching to longer roots  

a. hmaut [ħəm.a.ʔut] 

‘bind something’ 

hmhmaut [ħəm.~ħəm.a.ʔut] 

‘bind something (pl.)’ 

b. hmlakuk [ħəm.ɮa.kuk] 

‘cover something’ 

hmhmlakuk [ħəm.~ħəm.ɮa.kuk] 

‘cover something (pl.)’  

c. brayaw [bə.ɾa.jaw] 

‘night-scented lily’ 

brbrayaw [bə.ɾə.~bə.ɾa.jaw] 

‘night-scented lilies’ 
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(5) CəC(ə)- RED after prefixes 

a.  xiluy [xi.ɮuj] 

‘iron’ 

tmxlxiluy [tə.mə.-xə.ɮə.~xi.ɮuj] 

‘busy with producing several types of metal product’ 

b.  ciyu [tɕi.ju] 

‘point’ 

mcyciyu [mə.-tɕi.ji.~tɕi.ju] 

‘point to each other’ 

c.  sura [su.ɾa] 

‘want’ 

msrsura [mə.-sə.ɾə.~su.ɾa] 

‘some people want each other’s stuff’  

 

For the majority cases, it has been shown that the reason shorter roots prefer CəC(ə)- RED is 

due to RED=µµ, which requires the reduplicant to be bimoraic in size, even though the Cə- 

RED satisfies IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]. It has also been shown that the reason longer roots and 

REDs occurring after prefixes prefer to surface as Cə- is that the attachment of CəC(ə)- RED to 

them will result in more than two unstressed moras in a row, violating LAPSE-M. Therefore, 

the general co-occurrence of CəC(ə)- RED with smaller Base and Cə- RED with longer root or 

after prefix is predicted by the domination of RED=µµ over IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] for the 

former and the domination of LAPSE-M over RED=µµ for the latter, as illustrated above in (56) 

and (64), (65), respectively. On the other hand, the uncommon occurrence of Cə- RED with 

shorter root can be predicted by re-ranking RED=µµ and IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] (i.e., IDENT-

BR[V-PLACE] >> RED=µµ), as illustrated in (6) since a Cə- RED, which violates RED=µµ, 

better satisfies IDENT-BR[V-PLACE]. And the uncommon occurrence of CəC(ə)- RED with 

longer root and after another prefix can be predicted by the re-ranking of LAPSE-M and 

RED=µµ (i.e., RED=µµ >> LAPSE-M), as illustrated in (7), since a CəC(ə)- RED, though 

satisfies RED=µµ, would produce more than one unstressed moras when attaching to a longer 

root or after a prefix, which already contains an unstressed mora. Such variation shows that 

IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] and RED=µµ are freely ranked, as well as RED=µµ and LAPSE-M. 

 

(6) ||IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] >> RED=µµ || yields Cə- RED even for smaller roots 

/RED, bonaj/ 

‘stinkbugs’ 

IDENT-BR[V-PLACE] RED=µµ 

a. bəµ1nəµ.~bo1.na2j *!  

☞b. bəµ.~bo1.na2j  * 
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(7) ||RED=µµ  >> *LAPSE-M|| predicts CəC(ə) - RED for longer roots or after prefixes 

/RED, qħoni/ ‘trees’ RED=µµ *LAPSE-M 

a. qəµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ  *!  

☞b. qəµ.ħµ.~qəµ.ħóµ.niµ  * 

/RED, pŋasuj/ ‘car’s sounds’ RED=µµ *LAPSE-M 

c. pəµ.~pəµ.ŋáµ.suµj  *!  

☞d. pəµŋµ.~pəµ.ŋáµ.suµj  * 

/t-, RED, biɾ/ ‘car’s sounds’ RED=µµ *LAPSE-M 

e. təµ.-bəµ.~bíµɾµ  *!  

☞f. təµ.-bµ.ɾµ.~bíµɾµ  * 
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附錄 2 

 

Variable Copying Sites in Truku Cə- Reduplication 

 

Hui-shan Lin 

National Taiwan Normal University 

 

This paper examines Cə- Reduplication in Truku, which is reported in Tsukida (2005, 2009) to vary 

between first root-consonant (C1ə-) and second root-consonant (C2ə-) copying. The variation has been 

ignored in previous studies except for Zeitoun & Wu (2006), which based on limited data from Tsukida 

(2005), propose that the variable copying sites are semantically governed: C2ə- reduplication denotes 

the meaning of RECIPROCITY and C1ə- reduplication denotes the meaning of PLURARITY and FUTURE. 

This paper argues that Zeitoun & Wu’s proposal is inconsistent with the data available in previous 

studies as well as the first-hand data collected in this study, in which both RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

are observed to exihbit both C1ə- and C1ə- reduplication. This paper proposes instead that the variable 

copying sites are governed by the phonological makeup of the initial and the second consonant of the 

root. While the reduplicant (RED) normally copies the first consonant of the root, the root-initial 

consonant may be skipped when it belongs to [ʔ], [ɣ], or [ħ], resulting in a mis-anchoring between the 

BASE and the RED. It is also shown that not every root-initial [ʔ, ɣ, ħ] is skipped. About half of the 

ʔ-initial roots whose second consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m] has the root-initial [ʔ] copied to prevent a 

RED with the marked sequences of [jə, wə, xə, mə]; and the minority of ɣV.C-ROOT and ħV.C-ROOT does 

not have the first segment copied in order to prevent a RED with the marked segments of [ɣ] and [ħ]. The 

variable copying sites are shown to be driven by the competition of difference forces, the force to 

prevent marked segments (i.e., ʔ, ɣ, ħ) in the RED, the force to prevent marked sequences (i.e., [jə, wə, 

xə, mə]) in the RED, and the force to encourage BASE-RED anchoring. 

Keywords: Truku, Cə- reduplication, variable copying sites, first-hand data, Optimality Theory 

 

1. Introduction 

Truku is a Formosan language spoken by people in Hualien and Nantou Counties.
1
 It belongs 

to the Atayalic group together with Atayal and Seediq. As in many Formosan languages, Truku also 

incorporates reduplication as a means of word formation. Reduplication in Truku is mentioned in 

Tsukida (2005, 2009), Zeitoun & Wu (2006), Hsu (2008), Lee (2010a), Lee & Hsu (2016), Oiwa 

(2017), and Lin (2019). Based on discussions in previous studies, Truku has two major types of 

                                                 
1
 The Truku tribe is officially-approved to become the 12

th
 aboriginal tribe in Taiwan by Executive Yuan of Taiwan in 

2004. Truku people mainly live in Hualien County and Nantou County. In Hualien County, they live in Hsiu-lin 
Township, Wan-jung Township, Chi-an Township, Cho-hsi Township. In Nantou County, they live in Jen-ai Township 
(Lee & Hsu 2016:1). 
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reduplication that typically mark certain plurality meanings, Cə- reduplication and CəCə- 

reduplication, whose reduplicant (RED) vowels always surface as schwas. (1) and (2) are examples 

of Cə- and CəCə- reduplication cited from previous studies.
2
 (Data cited are accompanied by their 

source. For instance, data from Lee & Hsu (2016) are cited as ‘L&H:x’, where ‘x’ refers to the page 

number, data from Hsu (2008) are cited as ‘H:x’, data from Lee (2010b) are cited as ‘Lb:x’, and 

data from Tsukida (2005) and Tsukida (2009) are cited as T5:x and T9:x, respectively.)
3
 Most 

authors in previous studies make use of a Romanized orthographic system. For purposes of this 

paper, data cited from the previous studies are provided with IPA transcriptions in square brackets.  

 

(1) Examples of Cə- reduplication from previous studies  

a.  qhuni [qəħoni] ‘tree’ qqhuni [qə~qəħoni] ‘trees’  [L&H:36; H:98; T5:294] 

b.  dgiyaq [dəɣijaq] ‘mountain’ ddgiyaq [də~dəɣijaq] ‘mountains’  [H:96] 

c.  qita [qita] ‘look’ pqqita [pə-qə~qita] ‘look at each other (e.o.)’  [L&H:37] 

d.  dmayaw [dəmajaw] ‘help’ mddayaw [mə-də~dajaw] ‘help e.o.’  [H:98] 

 

(2) Examples of CəCə- reduplication from previous studies  

a. . laqi [ɮaqe] ‘child’ lqlaqi [ɮəqə~ɮaqe] ‘children’  [L&H:36] 

b. . rudan [ɾudan] ‘old man’ rdrudan [ɾədə~ɾudan] ‘old men’  [L&H:36; T5:295] 

c. . sagas [saɣas] ‘watermelon’ sgsagas [səɣə~saɣas] ‘watermelons’  [L&H:36] 

d. . kuwi [kuwi] ‘worm’ kwkuwi [kəwə~kuwi] ‘worms’  [H:103] 

 

This paper is interested in the Cə- reduplication pattern, which is reported to vary between the 

copying of the first and the second consonant of the root according to Tsukida (2005, 2009). The 

two sub-patterns are referred to as C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, respectively hereafter. Most 

previous studies have ignored the C2ə- variant and have all described Cə- reduplication as involving 

root-initial syllable copying. Tsukida (2005, 2009) and Zeitoun & Wu (2006) are exceptions. 

Tsukida (2005, 2009) document four examples of reduplication forms involving C2ə- reduplication, 

in which the RED does not copy the root-intial consonant but the second consonant of the root, as 

                                                 
2
 Most previous studies consider the schwa vowels in the RED to come from vowel reduction (Tsukida 2005, 2009; 

Zeitoun & Wu 2006; Hsu 2008; Lee 2010a; Lee & Hsu 2016; Oiwa 2017). But Lin (2019) has a different opinion and 
argues that Cə- reduplication and CəCə- reduplication involve the copying of a C and a CVC string from the root, 
respectively and that the final schwa in the Cə-RED and the CəCə-RED come from vowel insertion to break up CC 
clusters. 
3
 In this paper, the RED is underlined and separated from the BASE by ‘~’, the non-reduplicative prefixes and suffixes 

are separated from the root by ‘-’. Other symbols and abbreviations used in the paper include AF, Agent Focus; NOM, 
nominalizatio; GEN, genitive; 1s, 1

st
 person singular; 2s, 2

nd
 person singular; 3s, 3

rd
 person singular.  
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illustrated in (3). Tsukida (2005, 2009) explicitly point out that C2ə- reduplication takes place on 

roots beginning with a glottal stop [ʔ]. The correlation between C2ə- reduplication and a ʔ-initial 

root seems to imply that the variable copying site is phonologically conditioned by the presence or 

absence of a root-initial [ʔ]. Nonetheless, there are ten pieces of data from Tsukida (2005, 2009) 

showing that a ʔ-initial root can also undergo C1ə- reduplication, as illustrated in (4). Tsukida (2005, 

2009) do not discuss what governs the distribution of the two sub-patterns when the root is ʔ-initial.  

 

(3) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication (4 examples in total) 

a.  ‘usa [ʔusa] ‘go’ mese‘usa [mə-sə~ʔusa] ‘go with e.o.’  [T5:294, T9:265] 

b.  ‘asug [ʔasuː] ‘share’ pese‘asug [pə-sə~ʔasuː]/ mese‘asug 

[mə-sə~ʔasuː] ‘share with e.o.’ 

 [T9: 265, 267] 

c.  ‘ekan [ʔəkan]/  

mekan [məkan] ‘eat’ 

peke‘kan [pə-kə~ʔəkan]/ meke‘kan 

[mə-kə~ʔəkan] ‘fight against e.o.’ 

 [T9:267] 

d.  ‘ayug [ʔajuː] ‘valley’  pekiyi‘ayug [pəki-ji~ʔajuː]/ mekiyi‘ayug 

[məki-ji~ʔajuː]/ miya‘ayug [mi-ja~ʔajuː] 

‘for papers or clothes’ to have wrinkles’ 

 [T5:294, T9:265, 268] 

 

(4) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication (10 examples in total) 

a.  me’uyas [mə-ʔujas] ‘sing’ te‘e‘uyas [tə-ʔə~ʔujas] ‘sing while doing something 

(sth.) else’ 

[T9:213] 

b.  mimah [mimaħ] ‘drink’ te‘e‘imah [tə-ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘drink while doing sth. else’ [T9:213] 

c.  ‘uqun [ʔuqun] ‘food’ te‘e‘uqun [tə-ʔə~ʔuqun] 

/ teme‘e‘uqun [təmə-ʔə~ʔuqun] 

‘always search for food’ 

[T9:268] 

d.  ‘uwa [ʔuwa] ‘young 

woman’ 

te‘e‘uwa [tə-ʔə~ʔuwa]/ teme‘e‘uwa 

[təmə-ʔə~ʔuwa] ‘always search for young woman’ 

[T9:268] 

e.  ‘iyah [ʔijaħ] ‘come’ ‘e‘iyah [ʔə~ʔijaħ] ‘will come’ [T5:294, 

T9:211] 

f.  ‘usa [ʔusa] ‘go’ ‘e‘usa [ʔə~ʔusa] ‘will go’ [T9:211] 

g.  ‘angal [ʔaŋaɮ] ‘take’ ‘e‘angal [ʔə~ʔaŋaɮ] ‘will take’ [T9:211] 

h.  ‘asug [ʔə~ʔasuː] ‘share’ ‘e‘asug [ʔə~ʔasuː] ‘will share’ [T9:265] 

i.  ‘uyas [ʔujas] ‘sing’ ‘e‘uyas [ʔə~ʔujas] ‘will sing’ [T9:265] 

j.  ‘apu [ʔapu] ‘percimon’ se‘e‘apu [sə-ʔə~ʔapu]/ seme‘e‘apu [səmə-ʔə~ʔapu]  

‘the smell of percimon’ 

[T9:268] 
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Zeitoun and Wu (2006) notice the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication mentioned in 

Tsukida (2005). Based on data documented in Tsukida (2005), Zeitoun and Wu propose that the 

distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED is semantically conditioned; C1ə-RED denotes the meaning of 

“PLURALITY” and “FUTURE” while C2ə-RED, which they believe to be Ca-RED in disguise, denotes 

the meaning of “RECIPROCITY”. Though Zeitoun and Wu’s proposal seem to be based on only three 

reduplication forms corresponind to ʔ-initial roots in Tsukida (2005) (cf. 3a, 3d, 4e), it is also 

supported by the majority of the reduplication data corresponding to ʔ-initial-root in Tsukida (2009). 

Tsukida (2009) has documented 14 reduplication forms corresponding to ʔ-initial roots in total, 

among which, four involve C2ə- reduplication (cf. 3) and ten involve C1ə- reduplication (cf. 4). Of 

the four examples involving C2ə- reduplication, three do convey the meaning of RECIPROCITY. 

Besides, none of the ten examples undergoing C1ə- reduplication denote the meaning of 

RECIPROCITY.  

Zeitoun & Wu’s proposal is plausible since semantically distinct morphemes may undergo 

different kinds of reduplication. Nonetheless, Zeitoun & Wu’s proposal has two limitations. First, 

the number of data supporting the proposal is too low. Although it is supported by the majority of 

reduplication data corresponding to ʔ-initial root in Tsukida (2005, 2009), there are only a total of 

14 such data documented in the two sources. Second, one out of the four ʔ-initial roots actually 

undergoes C2ə- reduplication to denote the meaning of PLURARITY in Tsukida (2009), (cf. 3d), 

which is in conflict with Zeitoun & Wu’s proposal that C2ə- RED only functions to denote the 

meaning of RECIPROCITY and that PLURARITY is denoted by C1ə- reduplication. More data 

corresponding to ʔ-initial roots are essential to clarity the distribution of C1ə- RED and C2ə- RED. 

Besides, Zeitoun & Wu’s proposal seems to be solely based on reduplication data corresponding to 

ʔ-initial roots since data from previous studies, as in (1c) and (1d), clearly show that RECIPROCITY 

can also be denoted by C1ə- reduplication when the root is non-ʔ-initial. Cə- reduplication targeting 

non-ʔ-initial roots should also be systematically examined to provide a complete picture of the 

distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED.  

Therefore, this paper has two goals, one is to document more reduplication data corresponding 

to ʔ-initial as well as non-ʔ-initial roots and the other is to pin down the factors governing the 

variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. Based on first-hand data involving Cə- reduplication, 

this paper argues that the distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED is not mainly semantically governed. 

It is true that the semantic function does play certain role in that different semantic functions may 

exhibit different C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED variations. But since the semantic functions of 

“RECIPROCITY” and “PLURARITY” both exhibit variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, the 
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distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED cannot be determined by whether RECIPROCITY or PLURARITY 

is denoted. It will be shown that the C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED variation is generally governed by the 

phonological makeup of the initial and the second consonant of the root. Normally, a root-initial 

consonant is copied, resulting in C1ə- reduplication. But when a root begins with [ʔ], [ɣ], or [ħ], the 

root-initial consonant may be skipped, resulting in a mis-anchoring between the BASE and the RED. 

But not every root-initial [ʔ, ɣ, ħ] is skipped. A root beginning with [ʔ] normally undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication to avoid copying a glottal stop, but when its second consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m], 

the root-initial [ʔ] may be copied to prevent a marked [jə, wə, xə] sequence in the RED, which are 

absent in the language (Tsukida 2009, Lee 2010b), or a [mə] sequence in the RED, which is 

homophomous to the productive prefix m-. Besides, a root-initial [ɣ, ħ] may be skipped to prevent a 

RED with the marked segments [ɣ, ħ]. But just as a root-initial [ʔ] is not always skipped, a 

root-initial [ɣ, ħ] may be copied to achieve faithful anchoring between the BASE and the RED at the 

left edge. Couched in Optimality Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1993, Prince & Smolensky 

1993/2004), it will be shown that the variations in the copying sites is the result of the competition 

among some contradictory forces (the force to prevent marked segments (i.e., [ʔ, ɣ, ħ]) in the RED, 

the force to prevent marked sequences (i.e., [jə, wə, xə, mə]) in the RED, and the force to encourage 

BASE-RED anchoring). An analysis based on Rank-Ordering Model of EVAL (ROE, Coetzee 2006), 

is proposed to account for the variations. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: §2 provides a brief introduction to Truku 

phonology. §3 examines Cə- reduplication based on first-hand data and provides descriptive 

generalization to the variable copying sites. §4 provides formal accounts to the descriptive 

generalizations based on Optimality Theory and §5 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Phonology of Truku 

Truku has 18 consonants and four vowels, as shown in (1) (Lee 2009b, 2010b).
 
(Romanized 

orthographic transcriptions which are different from the IPA symbols are provided next to the IPA 

symbols and placed in parentheses in 1.)  
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(5) Truku phonemic inventory  

Consonants  Vowels 

p  t  k q  ʔ (‘) i  u 

b  d       ə (e)  

  s  x  ħ (h)     

    ɣ (g)    a  

m  n  ŋ (ng)      

  ɮ (l)        

  ɾ (r)        

w   j (y)         

 

/ʔ/ and /ə/, which are both placeless segments, are phonemes in Truku as minimal pairs such as ku 

[ku] ‘1
st
 person singular nominative bound pronoun’ vs ‘u [ʔu] ‘topic marker’ as well as snaw 

[sə́naw] ‘man’ vs. sinaw [sínaw] ‘liquor’ are available (Tsukida 2009, Lee 2010b). Before /i/ and /j/, 

/s/, /d/, and /t/ are palatalized to [ʃ], [dʑ], [tɕ], respectively (e.g., /sibus/ [ʃibus] sibus ‘tree branch’, 

/ddima/ [də-dʑima] djima ‘bamboo’), /tiju/ [tɕiju] ciyu ‘point with finger’) and next to /q/, and /ħ/, /i/ 

and /u/ are lowered to [e] and [o] (e.g., /ɮaqi/ [ɮaqe] laqi ‘child’)(Romanized orthographic 

transcriptions for [dʑ] and [tɕ] are j and c, respectively) (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016). 

An important phonological feature that is directly related to the variation of C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication concerns the phonotactics between the onset and the nucleus. According to Tsukida 

(2009: 59), glides [w, j] are never found before a schwa [ə] (i.e., *[wə], *[jə]). In addition to the 

absence of [wə] and [jə], Lee (2010b) points out that a velar fricative [x] also does not occur before 

a schwa (i.e., *[xə]). 

A Truku syllable contains obligatorily an onset and a nucleus; codas are permitted 

word-finally but word-medial codas are rare and often come from nasal affixes (e.g., /k-m-bubu/ 

[kəm.bu.bu] ‘get along with mother’ [Lb:147]) (Tsukida 2005, 2009; Lee & Hsu 2016:18). Truku 

does not allow tauto-syllabic CC clusters (Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:18). Truku words are often 

transcribed with CC clusters at word-initial position in Truku literature (e.g., dnamux ‘roof’), but in 

reality, a schwa [ə] is often heard between the sounds transcribed as CC clusters (e.g., dnamux 

[də.na.mux] ‘roof’), except when the second consonant is a legitimate coda in the language (e.g., 

/k-m-bubu/ [kəm.bu.bu] ‘get along with mother’ [Lee 2010b:147]) (Tsukida 2005). Just as a 

placeless [ə] is often omitted between consonants in the transcription in previous studies, another 

placeless segment in the language, i.e., [ʔ], is often omitted in the transcription of previous studies 
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as well. As a matter of fact, given that ʔ is a phoneme in the language and that a Truku syllable must 

begin with an onset, it is not always clear whether a syllable initial [ʔ] is phonemic or is 

epenthesized to fulfill the onset requirement. In previous studies, the same word may be transcribed 

without a glottal stop in one study but with a glottal stop in another. For instance, the Truku word 

‘go’ is transcribed as usa in Hsu (2008) but as ‘usa in Tsukida (2009). The lack of the transcription 

of the glottal stop implies that the glottal stop is epenthesized and that phonemic transcription is 

adopted. The transcription of the glottal stop, on the other hand, can imply both; the glottal stop is 

underlying if phonemic transcription is adopted; the glottal stop can also come from derivation if 

phonetic transcription is adopted. For the purposes of this study, in addition to the Romanized 

orthographic transcription, IPA transcriptions will also be provided and placed in square brackets 

next to the Romanized orthographic transcription, where all glottal stops and schwas will be 

indicated.  

The most canonical root in Truku is disyllabic (Lee 2010b:138) in size and often begins with 

a consonant other than a glottal stop. The number of ʔ-initial roots is relatively low. Stress in Truku 

falls on the penultimate syllable (e.g., sinaw [sínaw] ‘liquor’). Truku has a rule of vowel reduction 

that changes all pre-tonic vowels to [ə] (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:19). Therefore, a 

root vowel will undergo reduction when shifted to the pre-penultimate position due to suffixation 

(e.g., /patas/ [pátas] patas ‘book’ > /patas, -an/ [pə-tásan] ptasan ‘school’). 

 

3. Cə- reduplication in Truku 

This section presents first-hand data collected in this study
4

 and provides descriptive 

generalizations to the variation of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. As semantic function in general and 

RECIPROCITY in particular is proposed to govern the variation of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication in 

Zeitoun and Wu (2006), this section starts by examining the role semantic functions play in the 

variation of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. 

A total of 420 data involving Cə- reduplication are collected in this study. The majority of the 

Cə- reduplication forms collected in this study denote PLURARITY (i.e., the increase of number in 

nouns or the increase of the subjects/ objects in verbs) and RECIPROCITY. Other than that, some 

examples of Cə- reduplication denoting the meanings of “PURPOSE”, “SIMULTANEOUS DOING X”, 

“FUTURE”, and THE SMELL OF X” have also been collected. Table (6) summarizes the number of data 

                                                 
4
 The first-hand data are from my Truku consultants, Iyuq Ciyang (金清山, male, born in 1943, Hsiu-lin Township, 

Hualien County), Jiru Haruq (吉洛‧哈簍克, male, born in 1955, Cho-hsi Township, Hualien County), and Tusi Yudaw 

(李季生, male, born in 1952, Hsiu-lin Township, Hualien County) and are collected between 2018 and 2019.  
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collected in this study with respect to the different semantic functions. 

 

(6) Summary of Cə- reduplication data collected in this study 

 Function Number 

 RECIPROCAL 83 

 PLURALITY 260 

 PURPOSE 26 

 SIMULTANEOUS DOING X 25 

 FUTURE 6 

 THE SMELL OF X 20 

Total  420 

 

3.1 The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in “RECIPROCITY” and “PLURARITY” 

3.1.1 The Data 

3.1.1.1 The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in “RECIPROCITY” 

As the function of RECIPROCITY is proposed to govern the distribution of C1ə-RED and 

C2ə-RED (Zeitoun & Wu 2006), Cə- reduplication denoting RECIPROCITY is examined first. A total of 

83 examples of Cə- reduplication denoting the meaning are collected. It is worth noting that in 26 

out of the 83 examples, RECIPROCITY is conveyed by the duplication of the prefixes rather than the 

root segments (e.g., ‘uqu [ʔu.qu] ‘be angry’ > mtte‘uqu [mə-tə~tə-ʔuqu] ‘be angry with each other 

(e.o.)’; hlakuk [hə.ɮa.kuk] ‘cover’ > empphlakuk [m̩-pə~pə-hə.ɮa.kuk] ‘cover each other’). Since 

the purpose of this study is to investigate the variation between the copying of the first and the 

second root-consonants (i.e., C1ə- vs. C2ə- reduplication), Cə- reduplication that involve prefix 

copying will not be considered in the discussions below. For the 57 examples of Cə- reduplication 

that involve root segment copying, 35 of them involve C1ə- reduplication and 22 of them involve 

C2ə- reduplication. Clearly, contrary to Zeitoun & Wu’s (2006) proposal, RECIPROCITY does not just 

undergo C2ə- reduplication; therefore, semantic function is unlikely to be the governing factor of 

the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution.  

How about the phonological makeup of the root? Do ʔ-initial roots (i.e., roots that begin with 

a glottal stop) and non-ʔ-initial roots (i.e., roots that begin with other consonants) undergo different 

sub-patterns of Cə- reduplication? The answer to the question is also negative. Of the 57 examples 

that involve root segment copying, 37 of them correspond to non-ʔ-initial roots and 20 of them 

correspond to ʔ-initial roots. Of the 37 non-ʔ-initial roots, 32 undergo C1ə- reduplication and 5 
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undergo C2ə- reduplication. On the other hand, of the 20 reduplicated forms corresponding to 

ʔ-initial roots, 3 undergo C1ə- reduplication and 17 undergo C2ə- reduplication. The distribution of 

C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED with respect to ʔ-initial and non-ʔ-initial roots is summarized in (7), with 

examples given in (8) - (11). Non-reduplicative prefixes are placed in parentheses for the sake of 

clarity. 

 

(7) Table summarizing the distribution of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication for the meaning of 

RECIPROCITY 

Root types Reduplication sub-pattern Number of examples Examples 

Non-ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 32  (32/37= 86%) cf. (8) 

 C2ə- reduplication 5    (5/37= 14%) cf. (9) 

 Prefix reduplication 6  

ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 3    (3/20= 15%) cf. (10) 

 C2ə- reduplication 17   (14/20= 85%) cf. (11) 

 Prefix reduplication 20  

Total:  83  

 

(8) Non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication to denote RECIPROCITY 

a.  bgay [bəɣaj] ‘give’ (em)bbgay [(m̩)-bə~bəɣaj] ‘give to e.o.’  

b.  qita [qita] ‘see’ (m)qqita [(mə-)qə~qita] ‘see e.o.’  

c.  taus [taʔus] ‘wave’ (m)ttaus [(mə-)tə~taʔus] ‘wave to e.o.’  

d.  kla [kəɮa] ‘know’ (m)kkla [(mə-)kə~kəɮa]  ‘know e.o.’  

e.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘find’ (m)hhlay [(mə-)ħə~ħəɮaj] ‘find e.o.’  

f.  (em)plaq [(m̩)-pəɮaq] ‘will sprinkle’ (em)pplaq [(m̩)-pə~pəɮaq] ‘splash water to e.o.’  

 

(9) Non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication to denote RECIPROCITY
5
 

a.  hrah [ħəɾaħ]/ hurah [ħoɾaħ]  

‘pull down a house’ 

(emp)rhrah [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ]/ (m)rhurah [(mə-)ɾə~ħoɾaħ] 

‘pull down e.o.’s houses’  

b.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (m)rgrig [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘dance with e.o.’  

c.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] take off (cloth)/ ‘untie’ (m)lhlah [(mə-)ɮə~ħəɮaħ]/(m)hhlah [(mə-)ħə~ħəɮaħ] 

‘take off e.o.’s clothes/ untie e.o.’s stuff’ 

d.  riqu [ɾiqo] ‘hate’ (m)qriqu [(mə-)qə~ɾiqo] ‘hate e.o.’  

                                                 
5
 hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘take off (cloth)/ untie’ (9c) varies between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication to denote RECIPROCITY. 
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(10) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication to denote RECIPROCITY 

a.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ (emp)‘e‘uyas [(m̩-pə-)ʔə~ʔujas] ‘will sing to e.o.’ 

b.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘blow’ (me)‘e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔijuk] ‘blow for e.o.’  

c.  ‘imah [ʔimaħ] ‘drink’ (me)‘e‘imah [(mə-)ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘give water to e.o.’  

 

(11) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication to denote RECIPROCITY 

a.  ‘asug [ʔasuː] ‘share’ (m)se‘asug [(mə-)sə~ʔasuː] ‘share with e.o.’  

b.  ‘eru [ʔəɾu] ‘infect’ (m)re‘eru [(mə-)ɾə~ʔəɾu] ‘spread disease to e.o.’ 

c.  ‘eduk [ʔəduk] ‘close the door’ (emp)de‘eduk [(m̩-pə-)də~ʔəduk] ‘close e.o.’s doors’ 

d.  ‘ulah [ʔuɮaħ] ‘accompany’ (ms)le‘ulah [(mə-sə-)ɮə~ʔuɮaħ] ‘accompany e.o.’  

e.  ‘utal [ʔutaɮ] ‘go first’ (emp)te‘utal [(m̩-pə-)tə~ʔutaɮ] ‘let e.o. go first’  

f.  ‘epix [ʔəpix] ‘press’ (em)pe‘epix [m̩-pə~ʔəpix] ‘press against e.o.’ 

g.  ‘urus [ʔuɾus] ‘spread’ (m)re‘urus [(mə-)ɾə~ʔuɾus] ‘splash water to e.o.’  

 

Though there is no one-to-one correlation between the root types and C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication, it is clear that the majority (86%) of non-ʔ-initial roots undergoes C1ə- reduplication 

while the majority (85%) of ʔ-initial roots undergoes C2ə- reduplication. It will become clear in 

§3.1.2 that the phonological makeup of the root plays a role in the distribution of C1ə-RED and 

C2ə-RED. The next section examines the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in the semantic function of 

PLURARITY. 

 

3.1.1.2 The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in “PLURALITY” 

This study has collected 260 examples of Cə- reduplication forms that denote the meaning of 

PLURALITY, among which, 44 examples involve prefix copying and 216 examples involve root 

segment copying. Of the 216 examples involving root segment copying, 170 undergo C1ə- 

reduplication and 46 undergo C2ə- reduplication. Therefore, just as RECIPROCITY is not always 

denoted by C2ə- reduplication, PLURARITY is also not always denoted by C1ə- reduplication. Besides, 

just as in RECIPROCITY, there is a similar correlation between the root types and C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED 

variation. Of the 216 examples that involves root segment copying, 169 examples correspond to 

non-ʔ-initial roots and 47 examples correspond to ʔ-initial roots. Among the non-ʔ-initial roots, the 

majority (96%) undergoes C1ə- reduplication and among the ʔ-initial roots, the majority (85%) 

undergoes C2ə- reduplication. The distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED with respect to root types is 

summarized in (12), with examples given in (13) - (16). 
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(12) Table summarizing the distribution of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication for the meaning of 

PLURARITY 

Root types Reduplication 

sub-pattern 

Number of examples Examples 

Non-ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 163  (163/169= 96%) cf. (13) 

 C2ə- reduplication 6    (6/169= 4%) cf. (14) 

 Prefix reduplication 8  

ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 7    (7/47= 15%) cf. (15) 

 C2ə- reduplication 40   (40/47= 85%) cf. (16) 

 Prefix reduplication 36  

Total:   260  

 

(13) Non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication to denote PLURARITY 

a.  xiluy [xiɮuj] ‘iron’ (tm)xxiluy [(təmə-)xə~xiɮuj] ‘deal with iron (pl. subj.)’  

b.  sura [suɾa] ‘want’  (m)ssura [(mə-)sə~suɾa] ‘want, appreciate (pl. subj.)’  

c.  bukit [bukit] ‘slouched’ (t)bbukit [(tə-)bə~bukit] ‘slouched (pl. subj.)’  

d.  hdur [ħəduɾ] ‘obstruct’ (m)hhdur [(mə-)ħə~ħəduɾ] ‘obstruct (pl. subj.)’  

e.  lbi [ɮəbi] ‘cling’ (s)llbi [(sə-)ɮə~ɮəbi] ‘cling (pl. subj.)’  

f.  rasi [ɾasi] ‘put leave on some place’ (m)rrasi [(mə-)ɾə~ɾasi] ‘put leaves on some place’  

 

(14) Non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication to denote PLURARITY
6
 

a.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘untie/ take off (clothes)’ lhlah [ɮə~ħəɮaħ] ‘untie something (pl. subj.)’  

b.  hrah [ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down a house’ (m)rhrah [(mə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down a house (pl. subj.)’  

c.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘find’ l(m)hlay [ɮə~(mə-)ħəɮaj] ‘find (pl. subj.)’  

d.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (emp)rgrig [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘will dance (pl. subj.)’  

e.  griq [ɣəɾeq] ‘turn, run’ (m)rgriq [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾeq] ‘drive cars (pl. subj.)’  

f.  (emp)hmut [(m̩-pə-)ħəmut]  

 ‘will misbehave’ 

(emp)mhmut [(m̩-pə-)mə~ħəmut]  

/(emp)hhmut [(m̩-pə-)hə~ħəmut]  

‘will misbehave (pl. subj.)’ 

                                                 
6
 (emp)hmut [(m̩-pə-)ħəmut] ‘will misbehave’ (14f) varies between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication to denote PLURARITY. 
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(15) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication to denote PLURARITY 

a.  (me)’iyaw [(mə-)ʔijaw] ‘wake up’ (me)‘e‘iyaw [(mə-)ʔe~ʔijaw] ‘wake up (pl. subj.)’,  

b.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘blow’ (me)‘e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔijuk] ‘blow the fire (pl. subj.)’  

c.  ‘umal [ʔumaɮ] ‘add’ (me)‘e‘umal [(mə-)ʔə~ʔumaɮ] ‘add (pl. subj.)’  

d.  ‘amih [ʔameħ] ‘going to cry’ (me)‘e‘amih [(mə-)ʔə~ʔameħ]  ‘going to cry (pl. subj.)’  

e.  ‘uwit [ʔuwit] ‘tired’ (me)‘e‘uwit [(mə-)ʔə~ʔuwit] ‘tired (pl. subj.)’  

f.  (tme)‘axir [(təm-)ʔaxiɾ] 

 ‘deal with common jasmine orange’ 

(tme)‘e‘axir [(təm-)ʔə~ʔaxiɾ] ‘deal with common jasmine 

orange (pl. subj.)’  

 

(16) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication to denote PLURARITY 

a.  ‘iraq [ʔiɾaq] ‘intestine’ (m)re‘iraq [(mə-)ɾə~ʔiɾaq] ‘deal with intestines’  

b.  ‘ubal [ʔubaɮ] ‘hair’ (gm)be‘ubal [(gə-m-)bə~ʔubaɮ] ‘pluck hairs’  

c.  ‘eduk [ʔəduk] ‘close the door’ (m)de‘eduk [(mə-)də~əduk] ‘close the doors (pl. subj.)’  

d.  ‘urat [ʔuɾat] ‘vein’ (m)re‘urat [(mə-)ɾə~ʔuɾat] ‘cramp (pl. subj.)’  

e.  ‘elu [ʔəɮu] ‘frugal’ (m)le‘elu [(mə-)ɮə~ʔəɮu] ‘frugal (pl. subj.)’  

f.  (me)‘ayus [(mə-)ʔajus] ‘will 

set boundary line’ 

(m)ye‘ayus [(mə-)jə~ʔajus] ‘set boundary lines (pl. subj.)’  

 

In sum, PLURARITY is quite similar to RECIPROCITY in that both RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

can be denoted by either C1ə- reduplication or C2ə- reduplication. Besides, they also exhibit the 

similar correlation between the root types and C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution (i.e., non-ʔ-initial 

roots tend to undergo C1ə- reduplication and ʔ-initial roots tend to undergo C2ə- reduplication). 

Therefore, the data collected in this study does not support the proposal made by Zeitoun & Wu 

(2006) that C2ə- reduplication is used to denote RECIPROCITY and C1ə- reduplication is used to 

denote PLURARITY.  

 

3.1.2 Descriptive generalization of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY 

3.1.2.1 The general pattern 

It has been shown that the meaning of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY can be denoted by either 

C1ə- or C2ə- reduplication. Since both of them exhibit variation between C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication, as far as these two functions are considered, semantics play no role in the selection of 

C1ə-RED or C2ə-RED. On the other hand, it has also been shown that the two functions exhibit 

similar correlation between the root types and C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation. Putting together 
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reduplication forms that target the roots to denoting the meaning of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, 

there are 206 forms corresponding to non-ʔ-initial roots and 67 forms corresponding to ʔ-initial 

roots. Of the 206 forms corresponding to non-ʔ-initial roots, 195 (95%) undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication and 11 (5%) undergoes C2ə- reduplication. Of the 67 forms corresponding to ʔ-initial 

roots, 57 (85%) undergoes C2ə- reduplication and ten (15%) undergoes C1ə- reduplication. Though 

a non-ʔ-initial root and a ʔ-initial root still vary between C1ə- and C2ə- copying, the fact 95% of 

non-ʔ-initial root undergoes C1ə- reduplication and 85% of ʔ-initial root undergoes C2ə- 

reduplication shows that there is a strong collrelation between a non-ʔ-initial root and a C1ə-RED as 

well as a ʔ-initial root and a C2ə-RED. 

C1ə- reduplication has perfect anchoring between the BASE and the RED at the left edge. So 

what causes the RED to copy the second root consonant instead? Since C2ə- reduplication mainly 

takes place on roots that begin with a [ʔ], the main reason for the skipping of the root-intial 

consonant should be to prevent copying a glottal stop. Though a glottal stop is unmarked with 

respect to the Place Markedness Hierarchy (17) for being placeless, having no place can also make 

it marked since a consonant prefers to be expressed by some articulators (Itô & Mester 1993, 

Padgett 1995, Parker 2001). Though glottal stop in Truku is chosen as an inserted consonant when 

no onset is present in the underlying representation, it tends to be avoided in the process of 

reduplication. Other than the avoidance of glottal stop copying in Cə- reduplication, the avoidance 

of glottal stop copying is also observed in CəCə- reduplication, which is another productive 

reduplication in Truku.  

 

(17) Place Markedness Hierarchy (de Lacy 2006:2) 

*PL/DOR >> *PL/LAB >> *PL/COR >> *PL/PHAR  

 

In Truku, CəCə- reduplication normally involves the copying of the first two root-consonants, 

as illustrated by the examples in (2). However, when the reduplication pattern targets roots whose 

second consonant is a [ʔ] (i.e., CV.ʔ-), the second consonant tends to be skipped and the third 

consonant is copied, as illustrated in (18).
7
 The skipping of the glottal stop in CəCə- reduplication 

and the skipping of the glottal stop in Cə- reduplication together suggest that glottal stop is not 

favored in reduplication.  

 

                                                 
7
 For more discussion about the skipping of the glottal stop in CəCə- reduplication, please refer to Lin (2019). 
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(18) ʔ tends to be skipped in CəCə- reduplication 

a.  haut [ħaʔut] ‘bind’ hthaut [ħətə~ħaʔut] ‘bind tree with ropes’  

b.  baat [baʔat] ‘obstruction’ btbaat [bətə~baʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

c.  maat [maʔat] ‘obstruct / interrupt’ mtmaat [mətə~maʔat] ‘interrupt (pl. subj.)’ 

d.  buut [buʔut] ‘bone’ btbuut [bətə~buʔut]/ be‘ebu‘ut [bəʔə~buʔut] ‘bones’ 

 

The generalization of the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication in RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY is summarized in (19). 

 

(19) The generalization of the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication in RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY 

a. The distribution of C1ə-RED or C2ə-RED is not semantically governed as a single semantic 

function can be denoted by either C1ə- or C2ə- reduplication. 

b. The distribution of C1ə- or C2ə- is generally phonologically governed by the 

presence/absence of a glottal stop. 

c. Unlike the majority of non-ʔ-initial roots that undergoes C1ə- reduplication to achieve 

perfect BASE-RED anchoring at the left edge, the majority of ʔ-initial roots undergoes C2ə- 

reduplication to avoid copying a glottal stop. 

 

3.1.2.2 The complete pattern 

Despite the fact that the majority of non-ʔ-initial roots undergoes C1ə- reduplication and the 

majority of ʔ-initial roots undergoes C2ə- reduplication, some of the non-ʔ-intial roots and some of 

the ʔ-initial roots actually undergo C2ə- reduplication and C1ə- reduplication, respectively. It has 

been shown that in general the distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED is phonologically governed by 

the presence of the glottal stop in the root-initial syllable; it is of interest to know if the C1ə-RED and 

C2ə-RED distribution within the different root types (i.e., ʔ-initial root and non-ʔ-initial root) is also 

phonologically conditioned.  

Careful examination of the ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplicationin (10) and (15) 

reveals that these ʔ-initial roots actually share some features--the second consonant of the roots 

belongs to one of the following segments [j], [w], [x] or [m], as repeated in (20) and (21). There are 

nine ʔ-initial roots that unexpectedly undergo C1ə- reduplication, among which, six of the examples 

correspond to roots whose second consonant is [j, w, x] (i.e., ʔV.j/w/x-ROOT) and three of the 

examples correspond to roots whose second root consonant is [m] (i.e., ʔV.m-ROOT). Therefore, 
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unlike other second consonant of a ʔ-initial root, which is always copied to avoid the duplication of 

a [ʔ], a [j, w, x, m] segment in the second root syllable may not be copied to prevent a [ʔ] in the RED. 

The reason a [j, w, x] is avoided in reduplication may be due to the coocurrence restrictions between 

the onset and the vowel in Truku mentioned in §2, where [j, w, x] consonants are not found before a 

[ə] (i.e., *[jə, wə, xə]) in the language. Since the RED vowel in Cə- reduplication is a [ə], the reason 

a [j, w, x] segment tends to be avoided in reduplication could be to prevent generating sequences 

that are absent in the language. On the other hand, the reason [m] is avoided in reduplication may 

be to prevent generating a [mə] sequence in the RED, which is homophomous to the productive 

agent focus prefix m- in the langauge. 

 

(20) ʔV.j/w/x-ROOTs that undergo C1ə- reduplication
8
 

a.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ (empe)’e‘uyas [(m̩-pə-)ʔə~ʔujas] ‘be going to sing to e.o.’ 

b.  ‘iyah [ʔijaħ] ‘come’ ‘e‘iyah [ʔə~ʔijaħ] ‘days (pl. subj.) to come 

c.  ‘iyaw [ʔijaw] ‘blink’ (me)e‘iyaw [(mə-)ʔe~ʔijaw] ‘wake up (pl. subj.)’  

d.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘blow’ (me)’e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔijuk] ‘blow for e.o./ blow the fire (pl. subj.)’  

e. ‘uwit [ʔuwit] ‘tired’ (me)‘e‘uwit [(mə-)ʔə~ʔuwit] ‘tired (pl. Subj.)’  

f. (tm)‘axir [(təm-)ʔaxiɾ]  

‘deal with common jasmine 

orange’ 

(tm)‘e‘axir [(təm-)ʔə~ʔaxiɾ] 

‘deal with common jasmine orange (pl. Subj.)’  

 

(21) ʔV.m-ROOTs that undergo C1ə- reduplication 

a. ‘umal [ʔumaɮ] ‘add’ (me)‘e‘umal [(mə-)ʔə~ʔumaɮ] ‘add (pl. subj.)’  

b. ‘amih [ʔameħ] ‘going to cry’ (me)‘e‘amih [(mə-)ʔə~ʔameħ] ‘going to to cry (pl. subj.)’  

c. ‘imah [ʔimaħ] ‘drink’ (me)‘e‘imah [(mə-)ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘give water to e.o.’  

 

The data above show that the presence/absence of [j, w, x, m] in the second syllable of the 

root should play certain role in determining the distribution of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED within the 

ʔ-initial root. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that not all ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs undergo C1ə- 

reduplication. Some of the ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs undergo C2ə- reduplication as well, as illustrated in 

(23)~(26). (22) summarizes the total number of ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs that undergoes Cə- reduplication 

and whether they correspond to C1ə-RED or C2ə-RED. It can be seen that ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs have 

                                                 
8
 The number of ʔ-initial roots with a second consonant as /w/ and /x/ (i.e., ʔV.w-ROOT and ʔV.x-ROOT) that undergo 

C1ə- reduplication may seem small, but this is because the number of ʔ-initial roots is low alreay. In total this study has 
only collected two examples corresponding to ʔV.w-ROOT and three examples corresponding to ʔV.x-ROOT. 
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about equal chance to undergo C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. Clearly, the C1ə-RED or C2ə-RED 

variation observed within the ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs should not be phonologically conditioned because 

different ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs of similar phonological makeup can undergo different pattern of 

reduplication (e.g., C1ə- reduplication: ‘iyuk [ʔi.juk] ‘blow’ > (me)e‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔə~ʔi.juk] ‘blow the 

fire (pl. subj.)’ vs. C2ə- reduplication: ‘iyux [ʔi.jux] ‘insist’ > (m)ye‘iyux [(mi-)jə~ʔi.jux] ‘insist (pl. 

subj.)’).
9
 

 

(22)  

The second root consonant as: j m w x Total 

C2ə- reduplication 5 2 1 2 10 (10/19= 53%) 

C1ə- reduplication 4 3 1 1 9 (9/19= 47%) 

 

(23) ʔV.j-ROOTs that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

a.  (mte)‘ayug [(mətə-)ʔajuː] 

‘walk along the valley’  

root: ‘ayug [ʔajuː] ‘valley’ 

(mte)ye‘ayug [(mətə-)jə~ʔajuː] ‘walk along the valley (pl. subj.)’ 

b.  (pe)‘iyax [(pə-)ʔijax] 
‘stand in the middle’ 
root: ‘iyax [ʔijax] ‘middle’ 

(p)ye‘iyax [(pə-)jə~ʔijax] ‘plant crops in several gaps of the field’  

c.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ (m)ye‘uyas [(mə-)jə~ʔujas] ‘sing (pl. subj.)’  

d.  (m)ijux [(m-)i.jux] ‘insist’ (m)ye‘iyux [(mi-)jə~ʔijux] ‘insist (pl. subj.)’  

e.  (me)‘ayus [(mə-)ʔajus] ‘will 

set boundary line’ 

(m)ye‘ayus [(mə-)jə~ʔajus] ‘set boundary line (pl. subj.)’  

 

(24) ʔV.m-ROOTs that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

a.  (ne)‘ama [(nə-)ʔama] ‘belong to son in law’ (ne)me‘ama [(nə-)mə~ʔama] ‘belong to sons in law’ 

b.  (emp)‘emur [(m̩-pə-)ʔəmuɾ] 

‘a couple will be intertwined while sleeping’ 

(empe)me‘emur [(m̩-pə-)mə~ʔəmuɾ] 

‘couples will be intertwined while sleeping’ 

 

                                                 
9
 It is not uncommon for reduplication to exhibit variation. For instance, reduplication in Hawaiian is well-known for 

its diversity of reduplication patterns. According to Alderete & MacMillian (2015), a two-mora CVCV Base can 
undergo at least three types of reduplication, total reduplication (e.g. helu > helu~helu ‘scratch’), CV- reduplication (e.g., 
haki > ha~haki ‘break’) and Double CV reduplication (e.g., lohe > lolo~lohe ‘hear (intensive)’). Take Kavalan 
reduplication as another example. In Kavalan, a CV.C- Base can yield three types of RED, CV- RED (e.g., 
ma-tamaz -ta~tamaz ‘very sharp’), CVC- RED (e.g., ʁa.maz ‘cook’ > mə-ʁam~ʁamaz  ‘keep cooking’), 
and CVCV- RED (e.g., tuɾ  ‘spotty’ > sa-tuɾi~ tuɾis ja qulus-su (Lee 2009a, Lin 2012). 
Outside the realm of reduplication, variation is also not uncommon. English flapping, French schwa deletion/ 
epenthesis, vowel harmony in Finnish, Hungarian, etc, all exhibit free variation. 
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(25) A ʔV.w-ROOT that undergoes C2ə- reduplication 

a.  (ma‘a)’uwa [(ma-ʔa-)ʔuwa] ‘become a young woman’ 

Root: ‘uwa [ʔuwa] ‘young woman’ 

(ma‘a)we‘uwa [(ma-ʔa-)wə~ʔuwa] 

 ‘become young women (pl. subj.)’  

 

(26) ʔV.x-ROOTs that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

a.  (me)‘uxul [(mə-)ʔuxuɮ] ‘warm’ (m)xe‘uxul [(mə-)xə~ʔuxuɮ] ‘warm e.o.’ 

b.  (tme)‘axa [(tə-mə-)ʔaxa] ‘deal with shell necklace’  

Root: ‘axa [ʔaxa] ‘shell necklace’ 

(tm)xe‘axa [(tə-mə-)xə~ʔaxa] ‘deal with shell 

necklaces (pl. subj.)’ 

 

It is worth noting that while a [j, w, x, m] segment may be skipped when it belongs to the 

second consonant of a ʔ-initial root, it is always copied when it occurs at the root-initial position, as 

summarized in (27), with examples given in (28)-(31). Therefore, a [j, w, x, m] segment may be 

skipped only when it occurs root-internally. 

  

(27)  

 j w x m 

Number of the segments occurring in the root-initial position: 3 11 1 5 

Number of the segments copied in reduplication: 3 11 1 5 

 

(28) A root-initial j is always copied 

a.  (p)yudun [(pə-)judun] ‘produce tube’ 

root: yudun [judun] ‘tube’ 

(p)yyudun [(pə-)jə~judun] ‘produce tubes’  

b.  (tm)yabas [(təm-)jabas] ‘deal with guava’  (tm)yyabas [(təm-)jə~jabas] ‘deal with guava (pl. subj.)’ 

c.  yut [jut] ‘ebb’ (t)yyut [(tə-)jə~jut] ‘much water ebbs’ 

 

(29) A root-initial w is always copied 

a.  (s)waru [(sə-)waɾu] ‘long neck’  (s)wwaru [(sə-)wə~waɾu] ‘long necks’  

b.  wawa [wawa] ‘cub’ (tm)wwawa [(təmə-)wə~wawa] / [(tə-m-)wə~wawa] 

‘give birth to cub (pl. subj.)’  

c.  (sm)wayay [(səmə-)wajaj] ‘say goodbye to 

others’  

(sm)wwayay [(səmə-)wə~wajaj]  

‘say goodbye to others (pl. subj.)’  

d.  wlian [wəɮiʔan] ‘the place of leech’ wwlian [wə~wəɮiʔan] ‘the places of leech’  

e.  we‘ela [wəʔəɮa] ‘go first’ wwe‘ela [wə~wəʔəɮa] ‘go first (pl. subj.)’  
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(30) A root-initial x is always copied 

a.  (mt)xiluy [(mətə-)xiɮuj] ‘deal with iron’ 

root: xiluy [xiɮuj] ‘iron’ 

(mt)xxiluy [(mətə-)xə~xiɮuj] ‘deal with iron (pl. subj.)’   

 

(31) A root-initial m is always copied 

a.  mraq [məɾaq] ‘prickly heat’ (t)mmraq [(tə-)mə~məɾaq] ‘prickly heat (pl. subj.)’ 

b.  mqmoq [məqəmoq] ‘stammer’ mmqmoq [mə~məqəmoq] ‘stammer (pl. subj.)’  

c.  mowng [moŋ] ‘explosion sound’ (t)mmowng [(tə-)mə~moŋ] ‘explosion sounds’ 

d.  maq [maq] ‘hiting sound’ (t)mmaq [(tə-)mə~maq] ‘hitting sounds’ 

e.  max [max] ‘hitting sound’ (t)mmax [(tə-)mə~max] ‘hitting sounds’ 

 

Just as the ʔ-initial roots, the non-ʔ-initial roots that have unexpectedly undergone C2ə- 

reduplication also share some features. Careful examination of the non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo 

C2ə- reduplication in (9) and (14) shows that the root-initial consonant, which fails to be copied, is 

either [ħ] or [ɣ].
10

 The relevant examples are repeated in (32) and (33).  

 

(32) ħV.C-ROOTs that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

a.  hrah [ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down a house’ (emp)rhrah [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down e.o.’s houses’  

b.  hrah [ħə.ɾaħ] ‘pull down a house’ (m)rhrah [(mə-)ɾə~ħə.ɾaħ] ‘pull down a house (pl. subj.) 

c.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘untie/ take off the cloth’ lhlah [ɮə~ħəɮaħ] ‘untie something (pl. subj.)’  

d.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘find’ l(m)hlay [ɮə~(mə-)ħəɮaj] ‘find (pl. subj.)’  

e.  hlah [ħəɮaħ] ‘take off the cloth/ untie’ (m)lhlah [(mə-)ɮə~ħəɮaħ]/  

(m)hhlah [(mə-)ħə~ħəɮaħ] 

‘take off e.o.’s clothes/ untie e.o.’s stuff’  

f.  (emp)hmut [(m̩-pə-)ħəmut]  

 ‘will misbehave’ 

(emp)mhmut [(m̩-pə-)mə~ħəmut] 

/(emp)hhmut [(m̩-pə-)hə~ħəmut]  

‘will misbehave (pl. subj.)’ 

 

                                                 
10

 There is one exception to the generalization. This study has collected an example where a non-ʔ-initial root whose 
first consonant is neither [ħ] nor [ɣ] undergoes C2ə- reduplication. That is, (9e) riqu [ɾiqo] ‘hate’ > (m)qriqu 
[(mə-)qə~ɾiqo] ‘hate e.o.’ As this study has only collected an example in which an initial [ɾ] is skipped, the example is 
considered as an exception. 
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(33) ɣV.C-ROOTs that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

a.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (m)rgrig [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘dance with e.o.’  

b.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (emp)rgrig [(m̩-pə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘will dance (pl. subj.)’  

c.  griq [ɣəɾeq] ‘turn, run’ (m)rgriq [(mə-)ɾə~ɣəɾeq] ‘drive cars (pl. subj.)’  

 

And just as a [j, w, x, m] segment that is internal to a ʔ-initial root is not always avoided in 

reduplication, a [ħ, ɣ] consonant is also not always skipped in reduplication. Unlike other 

consonants that begin a non-ʔ-initial root, which are always copied, a root-initial [ħ] or [ɣ] may or 

may not be copied. (34) summarizes the total number of [ħ] and [ɣ] that occur root-initially in our 

data and whether they undergo C1ə- or C2ə- reduplication and the examples are given in (35) and 

(36). The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation observed in ɣ/ħV.C-ROOT is also not phonologically 

conditioned because a single ɣ/ħV.C-ROOT may even vary between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication (e.g., 

32e/f). 

 

(34)  

Root-initial consonant as: ɣ ħ Total 

C1ə- reduplication 11 13 24 (24/33= 73%) 

C2ə- reduplication 3 6 9 (9/33= 27%) 

 

(35) ɣV.C-ROOTs that undergo C1ə- reduplication 

a.  gow [goː] ‘barking sounds’ ggow [ɣə~ɣoː]/ (t)ggow [(tə-)ɣə~ɣoː] ‘barking sounds’  

b.  guq [ɣoq] ‘sound made by sick chicken’ (t)gguq [(tə)-ɣə~ɣoq] ‘sounds made by sick chickens’  

c.  gaaw [ɣaʔaw] ‘choose’ (m)ggaaw [(mə-)ɣə~ɣaʔaw] ‘choose e.o.’s stuff’  

d.  gtgut [ɣətəɣut] ‘neighbor’ ggtgut [ɣə~ɣətəɣut] ‘neighbors’  

e.  ghguh [ɣəħəɣoħ] ‘feel itchy’ gghguh [ɣə~ɣəħəɣoħ] ‘feel itchy all over the body’  

 

(36) ħV.C-ROOTs that undergo C1ə- reduplication 

a.  hgut [ħəɣut] ‘suck’ (m)hhgut [(mə-)ħə~ħəɣut] ‘suck (pl. subj.)’  

b.  (tm)hupiq [(təm-)ħopeq]‘catch maggot’ (tm)hhupiq [(təm-)ħə~ħopeq] ‘catch maggots’  

c.  (tm)huling [(təm-)ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘take care of dog’ (tm)h-huling [(təm-)ħə~ħo.ɮiŋ] ‘take care of dogs’  

d.  hnuk [ħə.nuk] ‘soften’ (m)hhnuk [(mə-)ħə~ħənuk] ‘soften (pl. subj.)’  

e.  hdur [ħəduɾ] ‘obstruct’ (m)hhdur [(mə-)ħə~ħəduɾ] ‘obstruct (pl. subj.)’  

 

The reason [ħ], and [ɣ] are skipped could be due to to the marked status of the two segments. 
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Though [ħ], which is a pharyngeal consonant, should be unmarked based on the Place Markedness 

Hierarchy (cf. 17); pharyngeal consonants are rare cross-linguistically and may be avoided due to 

some constraints militate against [pharyngeal] consonants (Alderete et al. 1999, Lombardi 2001). 

[ɣ], on the other hand, should be marked for being a dorsal consonant. But since [ɣ] is not the only 

dorsal consonant in the language, the avoidance of [ɣ], as well as [ħ], in the RED should be due to a 

language specific, rather than general, markedness constraint that prohibits [ħ] and [ɣ] to appear in 

the RED. 

 

3.1.2.3 Interim summary 

In sum, for the semantic functions of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED 

distribution is generally conditioned by the presence/absence of a glottal stop in the root-initial 

position. A ʔ-initial root normally undergoes C2ə- reduplication unless when the second root 

consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m], in which case, the ʔ-initial root equally varies between C1ə- and 

C2ə- reduplication. On the other hand, a non-ʔ-initial root normally undergoes C1ə- reduplication 

unless when the root-initial consonant belongs to [ħ, ɣ], in which case, the non-ʔ-initial root varies 

between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, though C1ə- reduplication prevails over C2ə- reduplication. 

The generalization of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution in RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY is 

summarized in (37). 

 

(37) The correlation between the root types and the copying sites for RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

 

Root is ʔ-initial ? 

 

             C1= [ɣ/ħ] ?                C2= [j/w/x/m] ?    

 

 

RED = C1ə- ~ C2ə-     RED = C1ə-    RED = C2ə-         RED = C1ə- ~ C2ə- 

   (69%)  (31%)                                      (50%)  (50%) 

                         

3.2 The lack of C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in “PURPOSE” 

Here above it has been shown that the semantic functions of PLURARITY and RECIPROCITY both 

vary between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. However, not every function denoted by Cə- 

reduplication exhibits such variation. This study has collected some examples of Cə- reduplication 

that denote the meaning of “PURPOSE” (cf. Oiwa 2017), as illustrated by the example sentences in 

yes 

yes 

no 

no no yes 
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(38).  

 

(38) PURPOSE denoted by Cə- reduplication 

a. hlah [ħəlaħ] ‘take off (clothes)’ > hhlah [ħə~ħəlaħ] ‘the purpose of taking off (clothes)’ 

hhlah=mu           lukus     o     ‘usa=mu    tmalang 

ħə-ħəlaħ=mu         ɮukus    o     ʔusa=mu    təmalaŋ 

[RED~take off=1s.GEN  clothes   TOPIC  go=1s.GEN  run] 

‘The reason I take off the clothes is to go running.’ 

b. grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ > ggrig [ɣə~ɣəɾiː] ‘the purpose of dancing’ 

ggrig=na         o      ‘e’iying=na        dnu’uy 

ɣə~ɣəɾiː =na       o      ʔə~ʔijiŋ=na        dənuʔuj 

[RED~dance=3s.GEN  TOPIC  RED~find=3s.GEN    money]   

‘The reason he dances is to make money’ 

c.  ‘iyah [ʔijaħ] ‘come > ‘e‘iyah [ʔə~ʔijaħ] ‘the purpose of coming’ 

‘e‘iyah=na         hini  o      mijah    maŋal    ghak  trabus  

ʔə-ʔijaħ=na         ħeni  o      m-ijaħ   m-aŋal   ɣəħak  təɾabus  

[RED~come=3s.GEN  here  TOPIC  AF-come  AF-get  seed   penult] 

 ‘The reason he comes here is to get penults. 

d. ‘ekan [ʔəkan] ‘eat’ > ‘e‘ekan [ʔə~ʔəkan] ‘the purpose of eating’ 

ddakil  hiyi=na      ka   ‘e‘ekan=na 

ddakiɮ  ħeji=na      ka   ʔə-ʔəkan=na 

[grow   body=3s.GEN NOM  RED~eat=3s.GEN] 

‘The reason he eats is to make his body grow’ 

 

This study has collected 26 reduplicated forms that function to denote the meaning of 

PURPOSE, 14 of which correspond to non-ʔ-initial roots and 12 of which correspond to ʔ-initial root. 

Of the 14 examples corresponding to non-ʔ-initial roots, one undergoes prefix copying and of the 

12 examples corresponding to ʔ-initial roots, one undergoes prefix copying. Of the 13 examples of 

non-ʔ-initial roots and the 11 examples of ʔ-initial roots that undergo root copying, all involve C1ə- 

reduplication, as summarized in (39), with examples given in (40) and (41). For example, unlike the 

semantic functions of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, in which a ʔ-initial root undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication only when the second root consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m], when denoting the 

meaning of PURPOSE, a ʔ-initial root is observed to undergo C1ə- reduplication even if the second 

root consonant is not [j, w, m, x], as illustrated by the examples in (41c-f).  
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(39) Table summarizing the distribution of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication for the meaning of PURPOSE 

Root types Reduplication 

sub-pattern 

Number of examples Examples 

Non-ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 13 (13/13= 100%) cf. (40) 

 C2ə- reduplication 0 (0/13= 0%)  

 Prefix reduplication  1  

ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 11 (11/11= 100%) cf. (41) 

 C2ə- reduplication 0 (0/11= 0%)  

 Prefix reduplication 1  

Total   26  

 

(40) Non-ʔ-initial roots undergoing C1ə- reduplication to denote PURPOSE 

a.  hrah [ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down a house’ hhrah [ħə~ħəɾaħ] ‘the purpose of pulling down a house’  

b.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ ggrig [ɣə~ɣəɾiː] ‘the purpose of dancing’  

c.  griq [ɣəɾeq] ‘turn, run’ ggriq [ɣə~ɣəɾeq] ‘the purpose of driving the car’ 

d.  bkuy [bəkuj] ‘bind’ bbkuy [bə~bəkuj] ‘the purpose of binding’  

e.  plaq [pəɮaq] ‘sprinkle’ pplaq [pə~pəɮaq] ‘the purpose of sprinkling’  

f.  qita [qeta] ‘see’ qqita [qə~qeta] ‘the purpose of seeing’ 

 

(41) ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə- reduplication to denote PURPOSE 

a.  ‘iyah [ʔijaħ] ‘come ‘e‘iyah [ʔə~ʔijaħ] ‘the purpose of comming’ 

b.  ‘imah [ʔimaħ] ‘drink’ ‘e‘imah [ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘the purpose of drinking’  

c.  ‘alax [ʔaɮax] ‘give up’ ‘e‘alax [ʔə~ʔaɮax] ‘the purpose of giving up’ 

d.  ‘angal [ʔaŋaɮ] ‘take’ ‘e‘angal [ʔə~ʔaŋaɮ] ‘the purpose of taking’ 

e.  ‘ekan [ʔəkan] ‘eat / attack’ ‘e‘ekan [ʔə~ʔəkan] ‘the purpose of eating’  

f.  ‘usa [ʔusa] ‘go’ ‘e‘usa [ʔə~ʔusa] ‘the purpose of going’  

 

The lack of C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in PURPOSE shows that the semantic function does 

play a certain role in the variable copying sites in Cə- reduplication. At least, unlike the semantic 

functions of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, which vary between C1ə- or C2ə- reduplication, the 

semantic function of PURPOSE is always denoted by C1ə- reduplication. As functionally distinct 

morphemes can be governed by different grammars, the fact PURPOSE exhibits a different pattern 

from that of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY with respect to the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- 
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reduplication shows that PURPOSE is governed by a different grammar from RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY. (42) summarizes the generalization of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution in PURPOSE. 

 

(42) The correlation between the root types and the copying sites for PURPOSE 

 

Root is ʔ-initial ? 

 

             RED = C1ə-                RED = C1ə-    

 

3.3. The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation in “SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X” 

This study has also collected some reduplication forms that denote the meaning of 

SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X, as illustrated by the example sentences in (43). It can be a single subject 

simultaneously doing two things (e.g. 43a, b) (Tsukuda 2009), or plural subjects simultaneously 

doing one thing (43c, d) and the reduplicated forms is formed by the prefixation of t- and Cə- 

reduplication.  

 

(43) SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X denoted by Cə- reduplication 

a.  ‘uyas [ʔujas] ‘sing’ > te‘e‘uyas [tə-ʔə~ʔujas] ‘singing while doing something’ 

t‘e‘uyas          qmeepah   ka    ‘uwa 

tə-ʔə~ʔujas       qəmʔəpaħ  ka    ʔuwa 

[pref-RED~sing    work      NOM  young woman] 

‘The young woman is singing while working.’ 

b. grig [ɣəɾi] ‘dance’ > trgrig [tə-ɾə~ɣəɾi] ‘dancing while doing something’ 

trgrig             mksa        ka     se‘ejiq 

tə-ɾə~ɣəɾiː        mə-kəsa      ka     səʔədʒeq 

[pref-RED~dance   AF-walk     NOM   person] 

‘That person is dancing while walking.’ 

c. ‘imah [ʔimaħ] ‘drink’ > t‘e‘imah [tə-ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘drink simultaneously (pl. subj.)’ 

asi   kndka    t‘e‘imah          qsiya  kana  ka   dmhuaw 

ʔasi  kəndəka  tə-ʔə~ʔimaħ       qəsija  kana  ka   dəm-hoaw 

[all  together   pref-RED~drink   water   all   NOM  person.PL.-thirsty] 

‘All the thirsty people drink water simultaneously.’ 

d. jiras [dʒiɾas] ‘yell’ > tdjiras [tə-də~dʒiɾas] ‘yell simultaneously (pl. subj.)’ 

mkndka       tdjiras           mlawa    kana  ka    se‘ejiq 

mə-kəndəka   tə-də~dʒiɾas      məɮawa   kana  ka    səʔədʒeq 

yes no 
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[AF-together   pref-RED~yell     utter      all    NOM  person] 

‘All the people yell simultaneously.’ 

 

This study has collected 25 reduplicated forms that function to denote the meaning of 

SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X, 16 of which correspond to ʔ-initial roots and nine of which correspond 

to ʔ-initial root. Of the 16 examples corresponding to ʔ-initial roots, all undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication except for the one that involves prefix copying. As illustrated by the examples in (45), 

a ʔ-initial root is observed to undergo C1ə- reduplication even if the second root consonant is not [j, 

w, m, x]. This seems to suggest that the semantic function of SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X patterns 

more like PURPOSE. Nonetheless, unlike the semantic function of PURPOSE, a non-ʔ-initial root 

varies between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. Of the nine examples of non-ʔ-initial roots, six 

undergoes C1ə- reduplication (46) and three undergoes C2ə- reduplication (47). Just as the semantic 

function of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, the non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C2ə- reduplication 

begin with either [ɣ] or [ħ]. Though this study hasn’t been able to collect ɣV.C-ROOTs that 

undergoes C1ə- reduplication, the fact that ħV.C-ROOTs can also undergo C1ə- reduplication (cf. 46e, 

f) shows that it has high probability for ɣ/ħV.C-ROOTs to also vary between C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication, just as the semantic function of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY. Therefore, with respect 

to the variation of C1ə- ~ C2ə- reduplication, the semantic function of SIMULTANEOUS DOING X is a 

hybrid of PURPOSE and RECIPROCITY/PLURARITY. 

 

(44) Table summarizing the distribution of C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication for the meaning of 

SIMULTANEOUS DOING X 

Root types Reduplication 

sub-pattern 

Number of examples Examples 

Non-ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 6 (6/9= 67%) cf. (46) 

 C2ə- reduplication 3 (3/9= 33%) cf. (47) 

 Prefix reduplication  0  

ʔ-initial roots C1ə- reduplication 15 (15/15= 100%) cf. (45) 

 C2ə- reduplication 0 (0/11= 0%)  

 Prefix reduplication 1  

Total:   25  
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(45) ʔ-initial roots always undergo C1ə-reduplication to denote SIMULTANEOUS DOING X 

a.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ (te)‘e‘uyas [(tə-)ʔə~ʔujas] ‘singing while doing something’  

b.  ‘aduk [ʔaduk] ‘chase the prey’ (te)‘e‘aduk [(tə-)ʔə~ʔaduk] ‘simultaneously chase the prey (pl. subj.)’ 

c.  ‘alax [ʔaɮax] ‘give up’ (te)‘e‘alax [(tə-)ʔə~ʔaɮax] ‘simultaneously give up (pl. subj.)’ 

d.  ‘eduk [ʔəduk] ‘close the door’ (te)‘e‘eduk [(tə-)ʔə~ʔəduk] ‘simultaneously close the door (pl. subj.)’  

e.  ‘imah [ʔimaħ] ‘drink’ (te)‘e‘imah [(tə-)ʔə~ʔimaħ] ‘simultaneously drink (pl. subj.)’  

 

(46) Non-ʔ-initial roots that undergo C1ə-reduplication to denote SIMULTANEOUS DOING X 

a.  (m)sa‘ang [(mə-)saʔaŋ] ‘angry’ (t)ssa‘ang [(tə-)sə~saʔaŋ] ‘being angry while doing something’ 

b.  lingis [ɮiŋis] ‘cry’ (tng)llingis [(təŋ-)ɮə~ɮiŋis] ‘crying while doing something’  

c.  jiras [dʒiɾas] ‘yell’ (t)djiras [(tə-)də~dʒiɾas] ‘simultaneously yell (pl. subj.)’  

d.  jiyal [dʒijaɮ] ‘catch (beast)’ (t)djiyal [(tə-)də~dʒijaɮ] ‘simultaneously catch (beasts) (pl. subj.)’ 

e.  hulis [ħoɮis] ‘laugh’ (t)hhulis [(tə-)ħə~ħoɮis] ‘laughing while doing something’  

f.  hlay [ħəɮaj] ‘find’ (t)hhlay [(tə-)ħə~ħəɮaj] ‘simultaneously find something (pl. subj.)’  

 

(47) Non-ʔ-initial roots undergoing C2ə- reduplication to denote SIMULTANEOUS DOING X 

a.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (t)rgrig [(tə-)ɾə~ɣəɾiː] ‘dance while doing something’  

/‘simultaneously dance (pl. subj.)’ 

b.  griq [ɣəɾeq] ‘turn, run’ (t)rgriq [(tə-)ɾə~ɣəɾeq] ‘simultaneously drive cars (pl. subj.)’  

c.  hrah [ħəɾaħ] ‘pull down a house’ (t)rhrah [(tə-)ɾə~ħəɾaħ] ‘houses simultaneously collapse’  

 

The fact SIMULTANEOUS DOING X exhibits a different pattern with respect to the C1ə-RED ~ 

C2ə-RED variation also suggests that SIMULTANEOUS DOING X is governed by yet another different 

grammar. The generalization of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution in SIMULTANEOUS DOING X is 

summarized in (48). 

 

(48) The correlation between the root types and the copying sites for RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

 

Root is ʔ-initial ? 

 

             C1= [ɣ/ħ] ?                RED = C1ə-    

 

 

RED = C1ə- ~ C2ə-     RED = C1ə-     

                                         

yes no 

no yes 
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3.3 Other semantic functions 

Before ending this section, it is worth noting that this study has tried to collect reduplication 

data that denote the meanings of “ALWAYS SEARCH FOR X”, “FUTURE”, and “THE SMELL OF X”, which 

are documented in Tsukida to have undergone Cə- reduplication (cf. 4). However, in the data 

collected in this study, these semantic functions are either not denoted by Cə- reduplication, or are 

rarely denoted by Cə- reduplication targeting roots, as discussed in more detail below. Therefore, 

these semantic functions are not included in the discussion of the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication.  

The discrepancy between the data collected in Tsukida (2005, 2009) and that in the present 

study suggests that reduplication in Truku is probably changing through time. 

 

3.5.1 ALWAYS SEARCH FOR X 

For our consultants, “ALWAYS SEARCH FOR X” is formed simply by the affixation of the 

non-reduplicative prefix tm- to the root, as shown in (49).
11

 If the prefixation of tm- is coupled with 

Cə- reduplication, a PLURARITY meaning is denoted instead, as illustrated in (50), which shows that 

the function of the RED is to denote the meaning of PLURARITY rather than ALWAYS SEARCH FOR X.  

 

(49) ALWAYS SEARCH FOR X is denoted by tm- prefixation 

 Base tm- Prefixation 

a.  wauwa [waʔuwa] ‘young woman’  (tm)wauwa [(təmə-)waʔuwa] ‘always search for young woman’ 

b.  ‘uqun [ʔuqun] ‘food’ (tme)‘uqun [(təmə-)ʔuqun]/ [(təm-)ʔuqun] ‘always search for food’ 

c.  kuyuh [kujoħ] ‘female’ (tm)kuyuh [(təmə-)kujoħ] ‘always search for woman, to bully wife’ 

 

(50) Reduplication that accompanies tm- prefixation denote the meaning of PLURARITY 

 Base tm- Prefixation tm- Refixation & Reduplication 

a.  wauwa [waʔuwa] 

‘young woman’  

(tm)wauwa [(təmə-)waʔuwa] 

‘always search for young woman’ 

(t)m(m)wauwa [(tə-)mə~(mə-)waʔuwa] 

‘always search for young woman (pl. subj.)’ 

b.  ‘uqun [ʔuqun] 

‘food’ 

(tme)‘uqun [(təmə-)ʔuqun]/ 

[(tə-m-)ʔuqun] ‘always search for food’ 

(t)m(me)‘uqun [(tə)-mə~(mə-)ʔuqun] 

‘always search for food (pl. subj.)’ 

 

                                                 
11

 The addition of tm- can also convey the meaning of ‘specialized in something’ (e.g., wahir [waħeɾ] ‘vine’ > 
(tm)wahir [(təmə-)waħeɾ] / [(təm-)waħeɾ] ‘specialized in picking vine’) or ‘deal with something’ (e.g., xiluy [xiɮuj]  
‘iron’ > (tm)xiluy [(təm-)xiɮuj] ‘deal with iron’). 
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3.5.2 FUTURE 

Unlike Tsukida, this study does not collect reduplication data in which FUTURE is denoted by 

Cə- reduplication that targets roots. Hsu (2008:97) reports similar result: Hsu mentions he also fails 

to collect reduplication forms that denote the meaning of (emphasizing) future. For the meaning of 

FUTURE, our consultants tend to express it through the addition of non-reduplicative prefixes such as 

m- or mp-, as illustrated in (51). Though FUTURE may also be expressed by reduplication in our data, 

the reduplicated forms involve the copying of the prefix, rather than root, as illustrated by the six 

examples in (52) collected in this study. 

 

(51) FUTURE is expressed by the prefixation of m- or mp- 

a.  ‘adas [ʔadas] ‘bring’ (me)‘adas [(mə-)ʔadas] ‘will bring’ 

b.  ‘ayus [ʔajus] ‘boundary’ (me)‘ayus [(mə-)ʔajus] ‘will mark boundary’ 

c.  ‘iyuk [ʔijuk] ‘blow’ (me)‘iyuk [(mə-)ʔijuk] ‘will blow’ 

d.  bkuy [bəkuj] ‘bind’ (em)bkuy [(m̩-)bəkuj] ‘will bind’ 

e.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ (empe)‘uyas [(m̩-pə-)ʔujas] ‘will sing’ 

f.  grig [ɣəɾiː] ‘dance’ (emp)grig [(m̩-pə-)ɣəɾiː] ‘will dance’ 

g.  (m)hmut [(mə-)ħəmut] ‘do something at will’ (emp)hmut [(m̩-pə-)ħəmut] ‘will do something at will’ 

h.  pluh [pəɮoħ] ‘pierce cattle’s nose’ (empe)‘eluh [(m̩-pə-)ʔəɮoħ] ‘will pierce cattle’s nose’ 

 

(52) FUTURE is denoted by prefix copying  

a.  ‘ekan [ʔəkan] ‘eat’  m(me)‘ekan [mə~(mə-)ʔəkan] ‘will eat’ 

b.  ‘elih [ʔəɮeħ] ‘ebb’ m(me)‘elih [mə~(mə-)ʔəɮeħ] ‘will ebb’ 

c.  ‘isux [ʔisux] ‘boat paddle’ m(me)‘isux [mə~(mə-)ʔisux] ‘will row the boat’ 

d.  (m)uyas [(m-)ujas] ‘sing’ m(me)‘uyas [mə~(mə-)ʔujas] ‘will sing’ 

e.  haut [ħaʔut] ‘bind’ m(m)haut [mə~(mə-)ħaʔut] ‘will bind’  

f.  lbux [ɮəbux] ‘whistle a song’ m(m)lbux [mə~(mə-)ɮəbux] ‘will whistle a song’  

 

3.5.3 THE SMELL OF X 

According to data from Tukida (2009), the semantic function of “THE SMELL OF X” is denoted 

by C1ə- reduplication (e.g., mami [mami] ‘orange’ > smmami [sə-mə~mami] ‘the smell of orange’,  

‘apu [ʔapu] ‘percimon’ > se‘e‘apu [sə-ʔə~ʔapu] ‘the smell of percimon’ [T9:268]). Lee (2010a) has 

similar observation. Given that non-ʔ-initial roots normally undergoes C1ə- reduplication in the 

language, reduplication data corresponding to ʔ-initial roots are crucial to the judgement of whether 

the semantic function ever undergoes C2ə- reduplication. Though Tsukida (2009) and Lee (2010a)  
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do provide reduplication data that correspond to ʔ-initial roots, both study only provide one such 

example (i.e., ‘apu [ʔapu] ‘percimon’ > se‘e‘apu [sə-ʔə~ʔapu] ‘the smell of percimon’ [T9:268], 

‘idaw [ʔidaw] ‘cooded rice’ > se‘e‘idaw [sə-ʔə~ʔidaw] ‘the smell of cooked rice’ [La:110]).  

This study has collected 20 reduplicated forms that denote the meaing of THE SMELL OF X, ten 

correspond to ʔ-initial roots and ten correspond to non-ʔ-initial roots. Unfortunately, our data shows 

that though the majority of non-ʔ-initial roots undergo C1ə- reduplication, the majority of ʔ-initial 

roots actually undergo prefix copying to denote the meaning. As illustrated below, six out of the ten 

non-ʔ-initial roots undergo C1ə- reduplication (53) while the rest undergo prefix copying (54). For 

recuplicated forms that correspond to ʔ-initial roots, nine out of the ten examples undergo prefix 

copying (55). The only one example collected in this study that involves root copying actually 

undergoes C2ə- reduplication, as illustrated in (56).  

 

(53) 70% of the non-ʔ-initial roots express THE SMELL OF X by C1ə- reduplication 

a.  huling [ħoɮiŋ] ‘dog’ (s)hhuling [(sə-)ħə~ħoɮiŋ] ‘the smell of the dog’  

b.  qowlit [qoɮit] ‘rat’ (s)qqowlit [(sə-)qə~qoɮit] ‘the smell of the rat’  

c.  qibu [qebu] ‘small rat’ (s)qqibu [(sə-)qə~qebu] ‘the smell of the small rat’ 

d.  barit [baɾit] ‘skunk’ (s)bbarit [(sə-)bə~baɾit] ‘the smell of the skunk’  

e.  pixil [pixiɮ] ‘scallion’ (s)ppixil [(sə-)pə~pixiɮ] ‘the smell of the scallion’  

f.  bru [bəɾo] ‘little pig’ (s)bbru [(sə-)bə~bəɾo] ‘the smell of the little pig’  

g.  mring [məɾiŋ] ‘sweat’ (s)mmring [(sə-)mə~məɾiŋ] ‘the smell of the sweat’  

 

(54) 30% of the non-ʔ-initial roots express THE SMELL OF X by prefix copying 

a.  hupiq [ħopeq] ‘maggot’ s(s)hupiq [sə~(sə-)ħopeq] ‘the smell of the maggot’ 

b.  hluk [ħəɮuk] ‘strawberry’ s(s)hluk [sə~(sə-)ħəɮuk] ‘the smell of the strawberry’ 

c.  xiluy [xiɮuj] ‘iron’ s(s)xiluy [sə~(sə-)xiɮuj] ‘the smell of the iron’  
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(55) 90% of the ʔ-initial roots express THE SMELL OF X by prefix copying 

a.  ‘idaw [ʔidaw] ‘rice’ s(se)‘idaw [sə~(sə-)ʔidaw] ‘the smell of the rice’  

b.  ‘apu [ʔapu] ‘persimmon’ s(se)‘apu [sə~(sə-)ʔapu] ‘the smell of the persimmon’  

c.  ‘axir [ʔaxiɾ] ‘common jasmine orange’ s(se)‘axir [sə~(sə-)ʔaxiɾ] ‘the smell of the common 

jasmine orange’  

d.  ‘arung [ʔaɾoŋ] ‘pangolin’ s(se)‘arung [sə~(sə-)ʔaɾoŋ] ‘the smell of the pangolin’  

e.  ‘iraq [ʔiɾaq] ‘intestine’ s(se)‘iraq [sə~(sə-)ʔiɾaq] ‘the smell of the intestine’  

f.  ‘ulay [ʔuɮaj] ‘hot spring’ s(se)‘ulay [sə~(sə-) ʔuɮaj] ‘the smell of the hot spring’  

g.  ‘usik [ʔusik] ‘chili’ s(se)‘usik [sə~(sə-)ʔusik] ‘the smell of the chili’
12

  

h.  ‘ayang [ʔajaŋ] ‘coal oil’ s(se)‘ayang [sə~(sə-)ʔajaŋ] ‘the smell of the coal oil’  

i.  ‘emu [ʔəmu] ‘candy’ s(se)‘emu [sə~(sə-)ʔəmu] ‘the smell of the candy’  

 

(56) A ʔ-initial root that expresses THE SMELL OF X by C2ə- reduplication 

a.  ‘ubal [ʔubaɮ] ‘hair’ (s)be‘ubal [(sə-)bə~ʔubaɮ] ‘the smell of the hair’  

 

The examples collected in this study all together seem to suggest the semantic function patterns 

more like the semantic function of RECIPROCITY and PLULARITY since a ʔ-initial root undergoes C2ə- 

reduplication. However, due to the fact that there is only one ʔ-initial root that undergoes root 

reduplication, the semantic function is not included in the discussion of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED 

variation. 

 

4. Formal accounts  

This section provides formal accounts of the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution observed in the 

semantic functions of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, the semantic function of PURPOSE, and the 

semantic function of SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X based on Optimality Theory. 

 

4.1. Formal account for RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

This section provides an OT analysis to RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY. The generalization for 

the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation of the two functions is summarized in (57). 

 

                                                 
12

 This example is ambiguous and could also have come from C2ə- reduplication. 
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(57) Generalization for the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED distribution in RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY 

a. The general pattern 

i. The C1ə ~ C2ə distribution is generally conditioned by the presence/absence of a 

glottal stop in the root-initial position.  

ii. A non-ʔ-initial root generally undergoes C1ə- reduplication and a ʔ-initial root 

generally undergoes C2ə- reduplication. 

b. The complete pattern (with variation within different root types) 

i.    A non-ʔ-initial root generally undergoes C1ə- reduplication unless when the 

root-initial consonant belongs to [ħ, ɣ], in which case, the non-ʔ-initial root varies 

between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, with the former more frequently observed than 

the latter.  

ii.    A ʔ-initial root generally undergoes C2ə- reduplication, unless when the second 

root-consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m], in which case, the ʔ-initial root equally varies 

between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication.  

 

4.1.1 The general pattern 

Given that the variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication is generally conditioned by the 

presence/absence of a glottal stop in the root-initial position, with C2ə- reduplication taking place 

on ʔ-intial roots to avoid copying a glottal stop, the general pattern summarized in (57a) can be 

easily accounted for by the domination of the constraint prohibiting glottal stop copying over the 

constraint that encourages C1ə- reduplication.  

C1ə- reduplication is obviously triggered by ANCHOR-BR-L (58) since undergoing C1ə- 

reduplication results in perfect BASE-RED anchoring at the left edge, which C2ə- reduplication fails 

to achieve, as illustrated in (59). 

 

(58) ANCHOR-BR-L: The left edge of the BASE must correspond to the left edge of the RED. 

(59) ANCHOR-BR-L 

/RED, bətunux/  [bə~bətunux] ‘stones’  

bə~bətunux > tə~bətunux 

 

As C2ə- reduplication violates ANCHOR-BR-L to avoid [ʔ] copying, it should be triggered by 

the domination of the constraint prohibiting glottal stop copying over ANCHOR-BR-L. As mentioned 

in §2, it is not always clear whether a syllable initial [ʔ] is phonemic or is epenthesized to fulfill the 
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onset requirement. Assuming that the glottal stop is inserted to fulfill the ONSET requirement (60), 

predicted by the domination of ONSET over DEP-IO-C, the skipping of the glottal stop could be to 

prohibit the RED from copying a segment that lacks an input correspondent. Therefore, C2ə- 

reduplication can be predicted by the domination of DEP-IR-C (61), which prohibits RED from 

containing segments that lack an input correspondent, over ANCHOR-BR-L, as illustrated in (62). 

 

(60) ONSET: A syllable must have an onset. 

(61) DEP-IR-C: Consonants in the RED must have input correspondents. 

(62) ‘ubal [ʔubaɮ] ‘hair’ > (gm)be‘ubal [ɣəm-bə~ʔubaɮ] ‘pluck hairs’ 

/ɣm, RED, ubaɮ / ONSET DEP-IO-C DEP-IR-C ANCHOR-BR-L 

a. ɣəm-b2ə~ub2aɮ/ *!   * 

b. ɣəm-ʔ1ə~ʔ1ub2aɮ  * *!  

☞c. ɣəm-b2ə~ʔ1ub2aɮ  *  * 

 

On the other hand, assuming that the glottal stop is underlying, the skipping of the glottal stop 

in reduplication could be to avoid generating a placeless onset in the RED, regulated by the 

domination of HAVEPLACE(ONSET) (63; Parker 2001:371; cf. also Itô & Mester 1993, Padgett 1995), 

which bans placeless segments in the onset position, over ANCHOR-BR-L. Under this assumption, 

the occurrence of a glottal onset in the BASE but not in the RED is predicted by the domination of the 

IDENT-IO-C constraint (64) over HAVEPLACE(ONSET). As illustrated in (65).  

 

(63) HAVEPLACE(ONSET) (Parker 2001:371): Every onset segment in the output must have some 

place specification. 

(64) IDENT-IO-C: Corresponding consonants in the input and the output have identical features. 

(65) ‘ubal [ʔubaɮ] ‘hair’ > (gm)be‘ubal [ɣəm-bə~ʔubaɮ] ‘pluck hairs’ 

/ɣm, RED, ʔubaɮ / IDENT-IO-C HAVEPLACE(ONSET) ANCHOR-BR-L 

a. ɣəm-t1ə~t1ub2aɮ/ *!   

b. ɣəm-ʔ1ə~ʔ1ub2aɮ  **!  

☞c. ɣəm-b2ə~ʔ1ub2aɮ  * * 

 

This paper does not intend to make any theoretical assumption with respect to whether the 

glottal stop is underlying or derived. Therefore, the constraint DEP-IR-C and HAVEPLACE(ONSET), 
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which have the effect of prohibiting a glottal stop in the RED, are substituted by *ʔ-RED (66) and [ʔ] 

in the underlying representation is placed in parentheses in the tableaux here after.
13

 The 

domination of *ʔ-RED over ANCHOR-BR-L does not influence the prediction of C1ə- reduplication 

for non-ʔ-initial root since the *ʔ-RED constraint is not violated by the non-ʔ-initial roots, as 

illustrated in (67). 

 

(66) *ʔ-RED: No glottal stop in the RED. 

(67) btunux [bətunux] ‘stone’> bbtunux [bə~bətunux] ‘stones’  

/RED, bətunux/ *ʔ-RED ANCHOR-BR-L 

a. t2ə~b1ət2unux  *! 

☞b. b1ə~b1ət2unux   

 

4.1.2 The complete pattern 

The analysis proposed above can only account for the general pattern summarized in (57a). 

This section provides an analysis that accounts for the complete pattern, including the variations 

within non-ʔ-initial and within ʔ-initial roots. 

 

4.1.2.1 The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation within the non-ʔ-initial roots 

Consider first non-ʔ-initial roots. Recall that a non-ʔ-initial root generally undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication unless when the root-initial consonant belongs to [ħ, ɣ], in which case, the 

non-ʔ-initial root varies between C1ə- ~ C2ə- reduplication. Given that a non-ʔ-initial root undergo 

C2ə- reduplication only when the root-initial syllable belongs to [ħ] and [ɣ], the language specific 

markedness constraint *ħ/ɣ (68) is proposed. The skipping of the root-initial [ħ, ɣ] segments in 

reduplication can thus be predicted by ranking *ħ/ɣ above ANCHOR-BR-L, as illustrated in (69). 

Notice that since [ħ] and [ɣ] segments are only prohibited from surfacing in the RED but not 

elsewhere, *ħ/ɣ must be dominated by the IO-faithfulness constraint, IDENT-IO-C (compare 69a 

with 69b/c). 

 

(68) *ħ/ɣ: No /g/ and /h/ segments. 

                                                 
13

 Please refer to footnote 14 for how DEP-IR-C and HAVEPLACE(ONSET) and the relevant constraints work to account 
for the data under different assumptions. 
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(69) A ħV.C-ROOT undergoing C2ə- reduplication 

/RED, ħV.C-ROOT/ IDENT-IO-C *ħ/ɣ ANCHOR-BR-L 

a. t1ə~t1V.C2-ROOT *!   

b. ħ1ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT  **!  

☞c. C2ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT  * * 

 

Though the domination of *ħ/ɣ over ANCHOR-BR-L helps to predict C2ə- reduplication for the 

ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT, C2ə-RED is not the only variant yielded by a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT; a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT can also 

yield a C1ə-RED. In a constraint-reranking approach, the alternation between C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED 

can be attributed to the ranking differences between *ħ/ɣ and ANCHOR-BR-L; ||*ħ/ɣ >> 

ANCHOR-BR-L|| predicts the C2ə-RED variant, while the reverse ranking predicts the C1ə-RED 

variant, as illustrated in (70) and (71), respectively. However, the constraint-reranking approach 

fails to capture the fact that though the C2ə-RED is a possible variant for a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT, it is not as 

common as the C1ə-RED. For the relative frequency of the different variants, please refer to (34). 

 

(70) ||*ħ/ɣ >> ANCHOR-BR-L|| predicts the C2ə-RED variant for a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT 

/RED, ħV.C-root/ *ħ/ɣ ANCHOR-BR-L 

a. ħ1ə~ħ1V.C2-root **!  

☞b. C2ə~ħ1V.C2-root * * 

 

(71) ||ANCHOR-BR-L >> *ħ/ɣ|| predicts the C1ə-RED variant for a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT 

/RED, ħV.C-ROOT/ ANCHOR-BR-L *ħ/ɣ 

☞a. ħ1ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT  ** 

b. C2ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT *! * 

 

Coetzee (2006) proposes a Rank-Ordering Model of EVAL (ROE) which both accounts for 

variations as well as the relative frequency of the variants. In ROE, variation does not result from 

variation in grammar (i.e., ranking) but depends on how EVAL imposes a well-formedness ranking 

order on the candidates. In the model, which allows only one constraint ranking, a ‘critical cut-off’ 

separates the constraints into two strata: those that ranked above and those that ranked below the 

cut-off. While constraint violations above the cut-off are fatal, as in classic OT (where non-optimal 

candidates do not surface), constraint violations below the cut-off are not severe enough to rule out 
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candidates. All candidates that survive upon reaching the cut-off are grammatical output variants. 

The relative degrees of well-formedness of the candidates that pass through the cut-off indicate the 

relative frequency of the variants. The illustrative tableau from Coetzee is given in (72).  

 

(72) The Ranking-Ordering Model of EVAL (Coetzee 2006:343)  

                                              cut-off 

 1 2 3 4 

☞1  a. Cand1    * 

☞2  b. Cand2   *  

c. Cand3   *!   

d. Cand4 *!    

 

In (72), candidates (c) and (d) are ruled out for having fatal violations above the cut-off. Both 

candidates (a) and (b) are grammatical because they only incur violations of the constraints below 

the cut-off (indicated by a thick vertical line), which are non-fatal. Candidate (a) is predicted to be 

observed more frequently than candidate (b) because it is more well-formed than (b) for violating a 

lower-ranked constraint. (In the tableau, the pointing hand indexed with subscript 1 points to the 

most commonly observed variant and the pointing hand indexed with subscript 2 points to the 

second most commonly observed variant, etc.)  

In Truku, the variants of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED yielded by ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT violate at least one of 

the two constraints in (73). 

 

(73) Constraints violated by C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED corresponding to ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT 

 ANCHOR-BR-L *ħ/ɣ 

C1ə~ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT  ** 

C2ə~ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT * * 

 

Because C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED violate at least one of the constraints in (73), these constraints 

should be ranked below the cut-off. Furthermore, since C2ə-RED is less common, the constraint that 

least favors it (i.e., ANCHOR-BR-L) must be ranked higher below the cut-off. (74) illustrates that the 

ranking of ||ANCHOR-BR-L >> *ħ/ɣ|| below the cut-off successfully predicts the reduplicant variants 

(i.e., C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED) for a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT and the relevant frequency of the variants.  
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(74) ROE predicts the frequency of occurrence for the ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT 

ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT C1 ANCHOR-BR-L *ħ/ɣ 

☞1  a. C1ə~ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT   ** 

☞2  b. C2ə~ħ/ɣV.C2-ROOT  * * 

 

However, since ANCHOR-BR-L is ranked below the cut-off and thus its violations non-fatal, it 

will wrongly predict the C2ə-RED to be a possible RED variant for all non-ʔ-initial roots, which is 

counterfactual. Since only root-initial [ħ] and [ɣ], as well as [ʔ], are skipped in reduplication while 

other root-initial consonants are faithfully copied, a specific ANCHOR-BR-L constraint that requires 

faithful copying of the root-initial consonants that do not belong to [ħ, ɣ, ʔ] is necessary (cf. 75) and 

should be ranked above the cut-off to ensure the coying of the non-ħ/ɣ/ʔ segments in root-initial 

position, as illustrated in (76). The ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ constraint does not influence the 

prediction for the C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation for the ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT since the constraint, which 

targets non-ħ/ɣ/ʔ segments, is not violated by the ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT. 

 

(75) ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ (ANC-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ): The left segment of the BASE which does 

not belong to [ħ, ɣ, ʔ] must correspond to the left edge of the RED. 

 

(76) ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ above the cut-off ensures that a non-ħ/ɣV.C-root undergoes C1ə- 

reduplication 

tV.C-ROOT ANC-BR-L- 

NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ 

ANCHOR-BR-L *ħ/ɣ 

☞  a. t1ə~t1V.C2-ROOT    

b. C2ə ~t1V.C2-ROOT *! *  

 

As will become clear, the ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ constraint, which ranks above the cut-off, also 

has the advantage of explaining why a root-initial [j, w, x, m] segment is always copied even though 

a root-internal [j, w, x, m] segment may be skipped.  

 

4.1.2.2 The C1ə-RED ~ C2ə-RED variation within the ʔ-initial roots 

Consider now reduplication that targets ʔ-initial roots. Recall that a ʔ-initial root generally 

undergoes C2ə- reduplication to avoid copying a glottal stop. However, for a ʔ-initial root whose 

second root consonant is [j, w, x, m] (i.e., ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOTs), it may vary between C1ə- and 
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C2ə-reduplication. As mentioned, the reason a [ʔ], which is generally skipped in reduplication, is 

copied in this root type is to prevent generating [jə, wə, xə, mə] sequences in the RED, the former 

three sequences are absent in the language and the last sequence is homophonous to the productive 

prefix m-. Therefore, C1ə- reduplication that takes place in this root type should be triggered by a 

language specific constraint which prohibits these specific sequences from surfacing, i.e., 

*jə/wə/xə/mə (77).  

 

(77) *jə/wə/xə/mə: No [jə, wə, xə, mə] sequences. 

 

(78) lists all of the constraints proposed so far and the violations incurred by the C1ə-RED 

and C2ə-RED yielded by a ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT. Since a ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT may equally undergo C1ə- 

and C2ə- reduplication, the constraints violated by the C1ə-RED and by the C2ə-RED must be equally 

ranked and be violated equally. As shown in (78), the C1ə-RED and the C2ə-RED incur a violation in 

*ʔ-RED and in ANCHOR-BR-L, respectively; since ANCHOR-BR-L is ranked below the cut-off, 

*ʔ-RED should be equally ranked with ANCHOR-BR-L below the cut-off as well. Based on the 

current constraints, the C2ə-RED will be less likely to be observed since it incurs an additional 

violation in *jə/wə/xə/mə. As the chances of observing either variants (i.e., C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED) 

are equal, the C1ə-RED must violate an additional constraint that the C2ə-RED does not violate and 

the constraint must be equally ranked with *jə/wə/xə/mə.  

 

(78) Constraints violated by C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED corresponding to ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT 

 IDENT 

-IO-C 

ANC-BR-L- 

NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ 

*jə/wə/xə/mə *ʔ-RED ANCHOR-BR-L *ħ/ɣ 

C1ə~ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT    *   

C2ə~ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT   *  *  

 

C1ə- reduplication that takes place on a ʔ-initial ROOT result in a reduplicated form (i.e., 

ʔ1ə~ʔV.C-ROOT) that not only contains a [ʔ] in the RED, violating *ʔ-RED, but also a [ʔ] in the BASE; 

therefore, it contains two glottal stops and can be ruled out by the conjoint constraint [*ʔ-RED & 

*ʔ]PWD in (79). 

 

(79) [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD: A prosodic word must not contain a ʔ other than the one in the RED. 

 

Not only does the [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD constraint need to be equally ranked with *jə/wə/xə/mə, it also 
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needs to be ranked above the cut-off to ensure that ʔ-initial roots whose second consonant does not 

belong to [j, w, x, m] will always undergo C2ə- reduplication. It needs to be ranked above the 

cut-off because the general *ʔ-RED constraint, which has to be ranked below the cut-off with 

ANCHOR-BR-L, can no longer gurangee C2ə- reduplication for ʔ-initial roots. (80) and (81) illustrate 

how the constraint ranking proposed so far predicts the equal variation between C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication for the ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT and predict all and only C2ə- reduplication for other ʔ-initial 

roots.
 14

  

 

(80) Equal frequency of C1ə-RED ~ C1ə-RED predicted for theʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT 

/RED, (ʔ)V.j-ROOT/ *jə/wə/xə/mə [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L *ʔ-RED *ħ/ɣ 

☞1  a.  ʔ1ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT  *  *  

☞1   b.  j2ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT *  *   

 

                                                 
14

Assuming the glottal stop is underlying (cf. 65), the [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD constraint can be replaced by 
[HAVEPLACE(ONSET)

2
]PWD which requires a prosodic word to have no more than one glottal stop in the onset position, as 

illustrated below: 
(1) Equal frequency of C1ə-RED ~ C1ə-RED predicted for theʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT 

/RED, ʔV.j-ROOT/ *jə/wə/xə/mə [HAVEPL(ONS)
2
]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L HAVEPL(ONS) *ħ/ɣ 

☞1  a.  ʔ1ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT  *  **  

☞1   b.  j2ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT *  * *  

(2) Only C2ə- reduplication is predicted for other ʔ-initial roots 

/RED, ʔV.t-root / *jə/wə/xə/mə [HAVEPL(ONS)
2
]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L HAVEPL(ONS) *ħ/ɣ 

a.  ʔ1ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT  *!  **  

☞b.  t2ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT   * *  

On the other hand, assuming the glottal stop is epthenthesized (cf. 62), the [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD constraint can also be 
replaced by [DEP-IR-C & DEP-IO-C]PWD, which prohibits a prosodic word from having an inserted consonant in the RED 
and in the BASE at the same time, as illustrated below: 
(3) Equal frequency of C1ə-RED ~ C1ə-RED predicted for theʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT 

/RED, V.j-ROOT/ *jə/wə/xə/mə [DEP-IR-C & DEP-IO-C]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L DEP-IR-C *ħ/ɣ 

☞1  a.  ʔ1ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT  *  *  

☞1   b.  j2ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT *  *   

(4) Only C2ə- reduplication is predicted for other ʔ-initial roots 

/RED, V.t-root / *jə/wə/xə/mə [DEP-IR-C & DEP-IO-C]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L DEP-IR-C *ħ/ɣ 

a.  ʔ1ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT  *!  *  

☞b.  t2ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT   *   
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(81) Only C2ə- reduplication is predicted for other ʔ-initial roots 

/RED, (ʔ)V.t-root / *jə/wə/xə/mə [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD ANCHOR-BR-L *ʔ-RED *ħ/ɣ 

a.  ʔ1ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT  *!  *  

☞b.  t2ə.~ʔ1V.t2-ROOT   *   

 

Finally, to account for the fact that though a root-internal [j, w, x, m] segment may not be 

copied, a root-initial [j, w, x, m] segment is always copied despite the fact that the marked [jə, wə, 

xə, mə] sequences will be generated in the RED, the ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ constraint, which 

encourages C1ə- reduplication to take place on roots begining with segments other than [ħ, ɣ, ʔ], 

must outrank the *jə/wə/xə/mə constraint, as illustrated in (82).  

 

(82) ||ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ >> *jə/wə/xə/mə|| predicts C1ə- reduplication for j/w/x/mV.C-ROOT 

/RED, jV.C-ROOT/ ANC-BR-L- 

NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ 

*jə/wə/xə/mə [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD ANCHOR- 

BR-L 

*ʔ-RED *ħ/ɣ 

☞ a.  j1ə~j1V.C2-ROOT  *     

b.  C2ə~j1V.C2-ROOT *!   *   

 

The final constraint ranking for PLURARITY and RECIPROCITY is summarized below: 

 

(83) Full constraint hierarchy for PLURARITY and RECIPROCITY 

ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ, IDENT-IO-C, ONSET 

            >> *jə/wə/xə/mə, [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, DEP-IO-C, DEP-IR-C 

----------------------------------cut-off----------------------------------------- 

ANCHOR-BR-L, *ʔ-RED  

>>  *ħ/ɣ 

 

4.2. Formal account for PURPOSE 

This section proposes an OT analysis for the semantic function of PURPOSE, which exhibits a 

different reduplication pattern from RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY with respect to C1ə- and C2ə- 

reduplication. Since PURPOSE exhibits a different pattern from that of RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY, 

it should be governed by a different constraint ranking in OT.  

As the semantic function of PURPOSE is always denoted by C1ə- reduplication irrespective of 

whether the root is ʔ-initial or non-ʔ-initial and irrespective of whether the second consonant of a 
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ʔ-initial root belongs [j, w, x, m] or other consonants or whether a non-ʔ-initial root begins with [ħ, 

ɣ] or with other consonants, the two anchoring constraints, ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ and 

ANCHOR-BR-L, which triggers C1ə- reduplication, must dominate constraints that encourage C2ə- 

reduplication, i.e., *ħ/ɣ, [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, and *ʔ-RED, or constraints that may trigger C2ə- 

reduplication, i.e., *jə/wə/xə/mə, as illustrated in (84) and (85). 

 

(84) The domination of the two anchoring constraints predicts C1ə- reduplication for non-ʔ-initial roots 
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/RED, tV.C-ROOT/          

☞  a. t1ə~t1V.C2-ROOT          

b. C2ə~t1V.C2-ROOT *! *        

/RED, ħV.C-ROOT/          

☞  a. ħ1ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT        **  

 b. C2ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT  *!      *  

/RED, jV.C-ROOT/          

☞  a. j1ə~j1V.C2-ROOT     *     

b. C2ə~j1V.C2-ROOT *! *        
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(85) The domination of the two anchoring constraints predicts C1ə- reduplication for ʔ-initial roots 
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/RED, (ʔ)V.C-ROOT/          

☞ a. ʔ1ə.~ʔ1V.C2-ROOT      * *   

b. C2ə.~ʔ1V.C2-ROOT  *!        

/RED, (ʔ)V.j-ROOT/          

☞  a. ʔ1ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT      * *   

      b. j2ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT  *!   *     

 

The final constraint ranking for PURPOSE is summarized in (86): 

 

(86) Full constraint hierarchy for PURPOSE 

ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ, ANCHOR-BR-L, IDENT-IO-C, ONSET 

        >> *jə/wə/xə/mə, [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, *ʔ-RED, *ħ/ɣ, DEP-IO-C 

 

4.3. Formal account for SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X 

This section proposes an OT analysis for the semantic function of SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X, 

which exhibits yet another different pattern with respect to the C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication.  

Since just as the semantic function of PLURARITY and RECIPROCITY, a non-ʔ-initial ROOT 

whose initial consonant is [ħ, ɣ] varies between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication when denoting the 

meaning of SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X, ANCHOR-BR-L and *ħ/ɣ should be ranked below the cut-off 

to predict the variation, as illustrated in (87). Due to the fact there is not enough data to ascertain if 

a ħ/ɣV.C-ROOT is more likely to undergo C1ə- or C2ə- reduplication, the two constraints are left 

equally ranked under the cut-off.  

Unlike PLURARITY and RECIPROCITY, a ʔ-initial root always undergoes C1ə- reduplication to 

denote SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X; therefore, constraints that encourage C2ə- reduplication in the 

ʔ-initial roots, i.e., [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, and *ʔ-RED, and constraints that may trigger C2ə- 

reduplication, i.e., *jə/wə/xə/mə, must be dominated. Besides, since unlike PLURARITY and 
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RECIPROCITY, only ħ/ɣV.C-ROOTs may vary between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication, the 

ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ constraint, which has excluded a [ʔ] segment (as well as [ħ, ɣ]) from the 

evaluation of the anchoring constraint and therefore cannot ensure a ʔ-initial root to have perfect 

BR anchoring, must be modified. One way of modifiying the constraint is to require it to target 

non-ħ and non-ɣ segments only; i.e., ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ. The modified constraint can now 

have effects on ʔ-initial roots. As illustrated in (88), the domination of ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ over 

[*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, *ʔ-RED, and *jə/wə/xə/mə ensure a ʔ-initial root always has perfect BR anchoring 

at the left edge, no matter whether it contains a [j, w, x, m] segment in the second syllable or not. 

 

(87) C1ə-RED ~ C1ə-RED variation predicted for the non-ʔ-initial roots 

 ANC-BR-L- 

NON-ħ/ɣ 

*jə/wə/xə/mə *ʔ-RED [*ʔ-RED & 

*ʔ]PWD 

ANCHOR- 

BR-L 

*ħ/ɣ 

/RED, ħV.C-ROOT/       

☞  a. ħ1ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT      ** 

☞ b. C2ə~ħ1V.C2-ROOT     * * 

/RED, tV.C-ROOT/       

☞  a. t1ə~t1V.C2-ROOT       

b. C2ə~t1V.C2-ROOT *!    *  

/RED, jV.C-ROOT/       

☞  a. j1ə~j1V.C2-ROOT  *     

b. C2ə~j1V.C2-ROOT *!    *  

 

(88) Only C1ə-RED is predicted for theʔ-initial root 

 ANC-BR-L- 

NON-ħ/ɣ 

*jə/wə/xə/mə *ʔ-RED [*ʔ-RED & 

*ʔ]PWD 

ANCHOR- 

BR-L 

*ħ/ɣ 

/RED, (ʔ)V.C-ROOT/       

☞ a. ʔ1ə.~ʔ1V.C2-ROOT   * *   

b. C2ə.~ʔ1V.C2-ROOT *!    *  

/RED, (ʔ)V.j-ROOT/       

☞  a. ʔ1ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT   * *   

      b. j2ə~ʔ1V.j2-ROOT *! *   *  
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The final constraint ranking for SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X is summarized in (89): 

 

(89) Full constraint hierarchy for SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X 

ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ, IDENT-IO-C, ONSET 

            >> *jə/wə/xə/mə, [*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD, *ʔ-RED, DEP-IO-C, DEP-IR-C 

----------------------------------cut-off----------------------------------------- 

ANCHOR-BR-L,  *ħ/ɣ 

 

5.  Conclusion 

This paper examines Cə- reduplication in Truku, which exhibits variable copying sites. 

Normally, the RED copies the root-initial consonant. But in certain examples, the RED copies the 

second root-consonant instead. This phenomenon is documented in Tsukida (2005, 2009) but is 

generally ignored in other studies except for Zeitoun & Wu (2006). Based on limited data from 

Tsukida (2005), Zeitoun & Wu propose that the variable copying sites are governed by the semantic 

function denoted in reduplication. A root undergoes C2ə- reduplication to denote the meaning of 

RECIPROCITY and undergoes C1ə- reduplication to denote the meaning of PLURARITY and FUTURE. 

Nonetheless, the proposal is inconsistent with neither the data reported in previous studies nor the 

data collected in this study: RECIPROCITY is not always denoted by C2ə- reduplication and 

PLURARITY is not always denoted by C1ə- reduplication. 

Based on first-hand data, this paper argues that though the semantic functions of PURPOSE and 

SIMULTANEOUSLY DOING X do pattern differently from the semantic functions of RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY with respect to the C1ə-RED ~ C1ə-RED variation, RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY both 

exhibit variation between C1ə- and C2ə- reduplication. This paper argues that the variable copying 

sites observed in RECIPROCITY and PLURARITY are governed by the phonological makeup of the 

initial and the second consonant of the root. It is shown that the RED generally copies the first 

consonant of the root. But the initial consonant of a root can be skipped when it is [ʔ], [ɣ], or [ħ], 

resulting in mis-anchoring between the BASE and the RED. But not every root-initial [ʔ, ɣ, ħ] is 

skipped. A ʔ-initial root normally undergoes C2ə- reduplication to avoid a [ʔ] in the RED. However, 

when its second consonant belongs to [j, w, x, m], the root-initial [ʔ] may be copied to prevent a 

RED with a marked [jə, wə, xə, mə] sequence. A root-initial [ɣ, ħ] may be skipped as well to prevent 

a RED with the marked segments [ɣ, ħ]. But just as a root-initial [ʔ] is not always skipped, a 

root-initial [ɣ, ħ] may be copied to achieve faithful anchoring between the BASE and the RED at the 

left edge.  
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Obviously, several forces are competing in Cə- reduplication that denotes RECIPROCITY and 

PLURARITY: the force to prevent marked segments (i.e., [ʔ, ɣ, ħ]) in the RED, the force to prevent 

marked sequences (i.e., [jə, wə, xə, mə]) in the RED, and the force to encourage BASE-RED anchoring 

at the left edge. The outcome of the conflicting forces is accounted for by the proper ranking of OT 

constraints based on the ROE model. The dominant status of ANCHOR-BR-L-NON-ħ/ɣ/ʔ ensures that 

roots begining with segments other than [ħ, ɣ, ʔ] always undergo C1ə- reduplication. The equal 

occurrence of C1ə-RED and C2ə-RED in the ʔV.j/w/x/m-ROOT is predicted by the equal ranking of 

[*ʔ-RED & *ʔ]PWD and *jə/wə/xə/mə above the cut-off as well as the equal ranking of ANCHOR-BR-L 

and *ʔ-RED below the cut-off. Finally, the higher frequency of C1ə- reduplication observed in 

ɣ/ħV.C-ROOTS is predicted by the domination of ANCHOR-BR-L over *ħ/ɣ below the cut-off. 
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「言語科學會第 20回年次國際大會」今年在文京學院大學．富士見野校區

（日本，埼玉市）舉辦，會議為期二天（2018 年 8 月 2 日－8 月 3 日）。此次會

議總共有六個特邀演講（invited speech），並收錄了三十三篇口頭發表論文以及

二十五篇海報論文；文章的內容囊跨了不同的語言相關的議題。會中有許多來自

日本、美國、韓國以及臺灣等的學者專家。會議語言為英語和日語。會議在八月

三日順利的落幕。 

我的論文報告是安排在八月二日上午，屬於第一個時段。我所發表的論文

題目為：「Tonal Reduplication in Kunming: The Emergence and the Preservation of 

the Marked」，主要是討論昆明話重疊詞的音韻表現。我的論文有兩個主要發現：

（一）在 AA重疊式中，當詞基聲調為無標（unmarked）的 31和 11 調時，其聲

調不會被複製到複製詞（reduplicant）上，複製詞反而出現一個有標（marked）

的 44調，顯示昆明話重疊詞之複製詞聲調不符合無標浮現（the Emergence of the 

Unmarked），反而是有標浮現（the Emergence of the Marked）。（二）在 AA重疊

式中，當詞基聲調為有標的 53和 44調時，其聲調會被複製到複製詞，當詞基聲

調為無標的 31和 11 調時，聲調反而不被複製，說明了昆明話重疊詞擁有保存有

標之特點（the Preservation of the Marked）。我在宣讀論文後，獲得不少與會學者

的寶貴意見。學者們尤其對於昆明話重疊詞之音韻表現和北京話重疊詞音韻表現

之間的差異深感興趣。 

會議中，我參與了不同領域，包含語音／音韻、句法、以及語意方面的論

文發表；其中，有關音韻學的論文對我的幫助最大。來自臺灣高雄師範大學的葉

詩綺教授研究排灣語重音和聲學線索（即：音高、音長、及音強）之關聯。其研

究指出，排灣語重音大多伴隨較長的音長、較高的音高、以及較強的音強。排灣
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語重音大多落在倒數第二音節，但當倒數第二音節之元音為央元音時，則牡丹方

言（Sinvaudjan）和佳義方言（Kazangiljan）之表現不同。當倒數第二音節之元

音為央元音時，最後音節的時長較長；此時，牡丹方言的重音仍落在倒數第二音

節，佳義方言之重音則落在最後音節，說明了牡丹方言偏好重音落在固定位置，

而佳義方言則偏好重音落在時長較長的音節。韓國基督大學（Korean Christian 

University）的 Youngran AN 教授探討韓語語者傾向將音節劃分為韻體（body）

（即：韻首 onset＋韻核 nucleus）和韻尾（coda），而非韻首和韻腹（rime）（即：

韻核＋韻尾）的現象。Youngran AN以完全重疊的例子驗證上述的結構。她指出，

元音為首的詞根在重疊時，會在複製詞前方加上一個輔音，以滿足音節有韻首的

要求（如：osun-tosun ‘on good terms’），而輔音的加插則受到其後方元音的影響。

在 VC1VC2-CVC1VC2 的例子中，當複製詞（底線標示處）的兩個元音相同時，

則 C 和 C1就會相同，說明了元音（即：韻核）會影響韻首之選用，也證明了韓

語語者傾向將韻首和韻核視為較緊密的結構。在仔細聆聽他們的論文後，我得到

十分寶貴的收穫。 

此次是我第四次參加日本所舉辦的研討會，日本人不管是在舉辦會議時的

嚴謹態度或對學術的熱誠都讓我留下十分深刻的印象。再次感謝科技部給予我補

助。此次能夠順利出席國際會議，實際參與發表論文，並和與會學者互動交流，

對於我繼續進修及日後研究，都帶來了相當大之裨益。 
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附錄一：論文全文 

 

Tonal Reduplication in Kunming: 

The Emergence and the Preservation of the Marked 

 
Hui-shan LIN (National Taiwan Normal University) 

 
Abstract 

 This paper examines tonal reduplication in Kunming, which is shown to be interesting in two respects: (1) 

the R-B (Reduplicant-Base) mismatch represents a case of “the Emergence of the Marked” because the R-B 

mismatch does not result in a less marked Reduplicant tone but a tone that is more marked than that of the Base; (2) 

the R-B match, on the other hand, represents a case of “the preservation of the marked” because a Base tone is 

copied only when it is marked. Based on Optimality Theory, I show that the two phenomena are accounted for by 

the floating tone realization constraints and by the encoding of the markedness constraints in faithfulness. 

 

1 Introduction 

Reduplication refers to a word-formation process in which a new word is formed by 

attaching a morpheme to a base, from which it copies a melody. The process itself entails that 

the phonological content of the reduplicative morpheme (RED) should be identical to that of 

the Base. Nonetheless, mismatches between the RED and its Base occur frequently. One of 

the most common sources of the RED-Base (R-B) mismatch is to prevent copying marked 

contents from the Base; the RED thus surfaces with an unmarked element that has no Base 

correspondent. This is the so-called the Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU; McCarthy & 

Prince 1995, Aldereret et al. 1999, Downing 2003). This paper examines tonal reduplication 

in Kunming, a southwestern Mandarin dialect, which exhibits both R-B mismatch and R-B 

match. Kunming tonal reduplication is interesting in two respects: (1) R-B mismatch does not 

result in a less marked RED tone but a tone that is more marked than that of the Base; thus, 

the R-B mismatch represents a case of the Emergence of the Marked; (2) in the case of the 

R-B match, a Base tone in Kunming is transferred only when it is marked. Thus, the R-B 

match in Kunming represents a case of “the preservation of the marked” in the sense of de 

Lacy (2002).  

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Prior to the discussion of 

reduplication, a brief introduction to general tone sandhi is given in section 2. Section 3 

presents data and generalizations of tonal reduplication in Kunming. Section 4 proposes an 

analyses based on Optimality Theory (OT; McCarthy & Prince 1993, Prince & Smolensky 

1993/2004), and section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

2 General tone sandhi in Kunming 

Kunming is a Mandarin dialect spoken by people in Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan 

province, in Southwestern China. It has four lexical tones, yinping 陰平 44, yangping 陽平 

31, shangsheng 上聲 53, and qusheng 去聲 11. Just as many Chinese dialects, Kunming 

exhibits tone sandhi. Tone sandhi takes place in both yinping 44 and shangsheng 53, changing 

yinping into a rising tone 35’ before a non-yinping tone and shangsheng into a high level tone 

55’ before another tone (Gui 2000, 2001; Pinson & Pinson 2008; Lin 2017). Examples of tone 

sandhi are given in (1).  
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(1) Kunming general tone sandhi (TS)  (sandhi tones = T’) 

 Input Output Example 

a. Yinping TS        i. 44-31   35’
<44

-31 ti tʰəw 低頭 ‘to lower the head’ 

ii. 44-53   35’
<44

-53 tsã tswi 張嘴 ‘to open one’s mouth’  

iii. 44-11   35’
<44

-11 fə̃ fu 吩咐 ‘to command’  

b. Shangsheng TS    i. 53-44   55’
<53

-44 ɕi xwã 喜歡 ‘like’  

ii. 53-31   55’
<53

-31 ti tʰəw 點頭 ‘to nod’  

iii. 53-53   55’
<53

-53 pʰaw tʰwi 跑腿 ‘to run an errand’ 

iv. 53-11   55’
<53

-11 kã ɕjɛ 感謝 ‘to thank’  

 

3 Kunming reduplication 

This section presents data and generalizations of tonal reduplication in Kunming. Though 

Kunming reduplication has been mentioned in Zhang (1987), and Gui (1999, 2001), among 

others, the discussions are descriptive or semantic in nature. The variation between 

tonal-transfer and non-transfer in Kunming reduplication has not been explicitly addressed 

nor are there formal accounts proposed in previous studies. Based on first-hand data, I have 

observed seven reduplication patterns in Kunming: AA (e.g., pei pei 杯杯‘cup’), ABB (e.g., 

lɔ ma ma 老媽媽‘wife’), AAB (e.g., tʂʰuei tʂʰuei niəw 吹吹牛‘to brag’), AABB (e.g., tʰiɔ tʰiɔ 

tɕi tɕi 挑挑揀揀‘to pick’), ABAB (e.g., xã tʂʰu xã tʂʰu憨粗憨粗‘stupid’), ABAC (e.g., xã 

mi xã i  憨眉憨眼‘silly’), and ABCB (e.g., lɔ tʂoŋ pa tʂoŋ老重八重‘heavy’).
1
 Due to 

space limit, the following discussion is based on AA reduplication. Examples of AA 

reduplication are given in (2).  

 

(2) AA Pattern  (UR = underlying representation, SR = surface representation; the RED is 

underlined T, and the RED tone that is not transferred from the Base is placed in square 

T)
2
  

UR of the Base Examples UR of AA Reduplication SR of AA reduplication 

a. yinping 44 pei pei 杯杯‘cup’ /44A+REDA/ [44A+44A] 

b. yangping 31 lã lã 籃籃‘basket’ /31A+REDA/ [31A+44A] 

c. shangsheng 53 tsʰɔ tsʰɔ 草草 ‘weeds’ /53A+REDA/ [55’
<53

A+53A] 

d. qusheng 11 toŋ toŋ 洞洞 ‘cave’ /11A+REDA/ [11A+44A] 

 

It is clear from (2) that in AA reduplication, the tone of the Base is transferred to the 

RED together with its segmental content when it is yinping 44 or shangsheng 53. Notice that 

though the tones on the Base and the RED are not identical when the Base carries a 

shangsheng tone (i.e., [55’
<53

A+53A]), tonal transfer has obviously taken place given that the 

tones on the Base and on the RED are allotones of a toneme. The allotonic status of the RED 

and the Base shows that the RED tone is a copy of the Base tone, which undergoes tone 

sandhi because it is in the context to be the target of shangsheng tone sandhi (cf. 1biii). 

Unlike a Base tone that is yinping or shangsheng, a Base tone is not transferred to the RED 

when it is yangping 31 or qusheng 11. Rahter, the RED surfaces with an invariant yinping 

tone 44, which does not match the Base tone.  
 

4 Formal account 

 The properties of tonal (non-)transfer in Kunming present a curious puzzle. Why does 

yinping [44] emerged on the RED given the inventory of six tones (four lexical tones, 44, 31, 

53, 11, and two sandhi tones 35’ and 55’), and what prevents them from emerging when the 

Base tone is yinping /44/ or shangsheng /53/?  

                                                 
1 I would like to thank my Kunming consultants, Liang-Zhu Huang 黃良珠, Yao-Hua Li 李耀華, Ju, Kong 孔菊, 

and Xiao-Mei Wu 武笑梅 for their help with the language data. 
2 The RED is considered as a suffix based on the consensus that Bases are more faithful to the input than their 

RED counterparts because the Base is regulated by IO faithfulness constraint. 
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4.1 The emergence of the marked 

When it comes to tonal markedness, a traditional view is that high tones are universally 

marked and low tones unmarked (Yip 2002, Pulleyblank 1986, 2006:415). Among the six 

tones in Kunming, 44, 53, 35’ and 55’ are high register (Hr) tones and 31 and 11 are low 

register (Lr) tones. Since a Hr tone is higher in pitch, it is expected to be more marked than Lr 

tones. Thus, in Kunming, yangping [31] and qusheng [11] are less marked than yinping 

[44~35’] and shangsheng [53~55’].
3
 Recall that in Kunming reduplication, tonal-non-transfer 

occurs when the Base tones are yangping [31] or qusheng [11], and the non-copied tone 

emerged on the RED is yinping [44]. In other words, the RED surfaces with a marked Hr tone 

when the Base tones are the less marked Lr tones; therefore, the non-copied tone on the RED 

cannot be the result of TETU. Following Yip (1980) and Lin (2011, 2015), among others, the 

non-copied tone in reduplication is assumed to be the affixation of a floating high tone, which 

accompanies reduplication and docks on the RED. The constraints in (3) are crucial to the 

realization of the floating tone on the RED. The two constraints *FLOAT and MAXFLOAT 

adopted from Wolf (2007) respectively punish an underlying floating tone which remains 

floating or finds no correspondence in the output. Therefore, an unrealized input floating tone 

would violate either *FLOAT or MAXFLOAT. ALIGN-T-L, MAX-T, and MAX-A, on the other 

hand, are due to Carleton and Myers (1994). When ALIGN-T-L, which requires a tone to be 

associated to the left edge of a RED, is dominated by MAX-T and MAX-A, which respectively 

require input tones and association lines to be parsed, ALIGN-T-L will only have effect on 

floating tones since for tones that are underlyingly associated, any movement or deletion of 

tones to improve ALIGN-T-L will violate either MAX-T or MAX-A. On the other hand, since a 

floating tone is not associated to any tone bearer in the underlying representation, it is free to 

move without violating the two anti-deletion constraints. In (4), candidate (a) is ruled out 

because the input tone /31/ fails to be realized in the output; (b) is ruled out because though 

/33/ is realized in the output, it is not associated to the Base but to the RED; (c) is ruled out 

because the floating tone is deleted, and (d) is ruled out because the floating tone remains 

floating in the output. Candidate (e), which has the floating tone realized on the RED, is 

predicted as optimal.  

 

(3)   a. *FLOAT: No floating tones. 

b. MAXFLOAT: All autosegments that are floating in the input have output 

correspondents. 

c. ALIGN-T-L: A tone must be associated with the left edge of a RED. 

d. MAX-T: All input tones have output correspondents. 

e. MAX-A: All input association lines have output correspondents. 

(4) The floating tone is realized on the left of RED   (○T  refers to the floating tone in the 

output.) 

/31i+RED, ○44ii/ MAX-T MAX-A *FLOAT, MAXFLOAT ALIGN-T-L 

 a. 11+44ii *!    

b. 44ii+31i  *!  * 

c. 31i+31   *! (MAXFLOAT)  

d. 31i+31 ○44ii   *! (*FLOAT)  

☞ e. 31i+44ii     

 

4.2 The preservation of the marked 

Another question to be answered is why the Base tone is transferred to the RED when it 

is /44/ or /53/ but not when it is /31/ or /11/. To put it differently, why is a /44/ or a /53/ Base 

tone realized on the RED but a /31/ or a /11/ Base tone is not? Recall that 44 and 53 are 

marked for being Hr tones and 31 and 11 are less marked for being low register tones. Thus, 

                                                 
3 Tone sandhi in Kunming may serve as another support that Hr tones are more marked than Lr tones since tone 

sandhi takes place on Hr tones (i.e., /44/ and /53/) but not on Lr tones (i.e., /31/ and /11) in Kunming. 
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the generalization for tonal transfer in Kunming reduplication is that a marked Base tone is 

transferred to the RED but a less marked Base tone is not. The generalization for tonal 

(non-)transfer actually matches the proposals advanced in de Lacy (2002, 2006) and 

Pulleyblank (2004) that universally marked elements are subject to greater preservation than 

less marked elements. Within OT, such markedness is encoded into faithfulness (de Lacy 

2002, 2006; Pullyblank 2004). Thus, the ranked set of MAX(T) (which requires every (T) in 

the input to have a correspondent (T) in the output) in (5) suggests that a H tone is more 

marked and its loss is more strongly penalized and that a L tone is less marked and its loss 

less strongly penalized.  

In Kunming reduplication, the fact a marked Hr tone on the Base is preserved on the 

RED but a less marked Lr tone is not is thus a case of “preservation of the marked” and can 

be captured by the ranked set of the MAX-BR(T) constraints in (6). Since when the Base 

carries a Lr tone, the RED does not surface with a copy of the Base tone but with the 

realization of the floating tone, the constraints requiring the realization of the floating tone on 

the RED (i.e., MAXFLOAT and *FLOAT) must dominate the MAX-BR-Lr constraint, which 

requires the Lr Base tone to be preserved on the RED. On the other hand, since a Base tone 

that is high in register is always transferred to the RED, MAX-BR-Hr must dominate 

MAXFLOAT and *FLOAT. Therefore, the fact a universally marked Hr tone on the Base is 

copied while a less marked Lr tone is not is predicted by the ranking ||MAX-BR-Hr >> 

*FLOAT, MAX-FLOAT >> MAX-BR-Lr||, as illustrated in (7) and (8). 

 

(5) MAX(H) >> MAX(L) (Hyman 2010) 

(6) MAX-BR-Hr >> MAX-BR-Lr 

(7) A Lr Base tone is not copied 

/31+RED, ○44/ MAX-BR-Hr *FLOAT, MAX-FLOAT MAX-BR-Lr 

a. 31i+31i  *! (MAXFLOAT)  

☞  b. 31i+44j   * 

(8) A Hr Base tone is preserved on the RED 

/53+RED, ○44/ MAX-BR-Hr *FLOAT, MAX-FLOAT MAX-BR-Lr 

☞ a. 55’
<53

i+53i  * (MAXFLOAT)  

   b. 55’
<53

i+44j *!   

 

5 Conclusion 
 This paper has examined tonal reduplication in Kunming, which has not received 

attention in the formal literature. A Kunming Base tone is not always transferred along with 

the segmental contents to the RED. While a Hr Base tone is transferred to the RED, a Lr Base 

tone is not. It has been shown that tonal transferring is governed by the markedness of the 

Base tone and is a case of the preservation of the marked in the sense of de Lacy (2002), 

predicted by the faithfulness constraint that targets the marked Hr tone (i.e., MAX-BR-Hr >> 

MAX-BR-Lr). Tonal non-transfer in Kunming results in non-corresponding marked tone on 

the RED, which is out of the prediction of TETU. It has been argued that the 

non-corresponding marked tone on the RED is due to the realization of a floating tone that 

accompanies reduplication and is predicted by the constraints that require the realization of 

the floating tone (i.e., *FLOAT, MAXFLOAT). The tonal transfer of a Hr Base tone and the 

non-transfer of a Lr Base tone are predicted by the sandwich of the floating tone realization 

constraints between the MAX-BR-T constraints that target Hr and Lr tones, respectively. That 

is, MAX-BR-Hr >> *FLOAT, MAXFLOAT >> MAX-BR-Lr.  
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 「第十屆歐洲漢語語言學學會國際研討會」今年由 University of Milano 及

University of Milano-Bicocca 合辦（米蘭-義大利），會議為期三天（2018 年 9

月 27 日–9 月 29 日）。會議第一天為註冊和會前招待會。正式的分科論文發表

及圓桌論壇安排在會議第二及第三天。此次會議總共收錄四十三篇論文，文章

的內容囊跨了不同的語言學議題。會中有來自世界各地（包括歐洲、美國、日

本、中國以及臺灣）的語言學專家。分科論文發表同一個時段分三個場次進

行，會議語言為英語。會議在九月二十九日順利的落幕。 

我的論文報告是安排在九月二十九日下午，我所發表的論文題目為：

「Special Tone-Prominence Interaction in Kunming」，主要是討論昆明話連讀變

調現象和重讀（prominence）之互動關係。普遍而言，重讀位置（prominent 

position）偏好較高的聲調，而非重讀位置偏好低的聲調。本文發現，昆明話

中，重讀位置和聲調之搭配雖然不直接導致連讀變調，卻間接決定連讀變調是

否產生。下降調（falling tone）、相同調形的聲調相鄰（adjacent tones with 

identical contours）、及相鄰聲調間調素不ㄧ致（ intersyllabic tone segent 

disagreement）為昆明話有標的（marked）聲調結構，但這些結構僅在重讀位置

有不好的低調域聲調（low register tone），以及非重讀位置有不好的高調域聲

調（high register tone）時，才會產生連讀變調。説明昆明話重讀位置和聲調之

搭配雖然不直接導致連讀變調，卻間接決定連讀變調是否產生。我在宣讀論文

後，獲得不少與會學者的寶貴意見。學者們尤其對於其他漢語方言是否也有類

似於昆明話的現象感到非常有興趣。 

會議中，我聆聽了不同領域的論文；其中，我對於和聲調有關之論文印象

最深。Palacky University 的 David Uher 教授探討北京話的對話中，聲調的同化
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現象。其研究結果發現，北京話的對話中，有接近半數的聲調失去原本的調

值，使得北京話逐漸失去聲調語言的特點。在仔細聆聽與會學者的論文後，我

得到十分寶貴的收穫。 

感謝科技部給予我補助；此次能夠順利出席國際會議，實際參與發表論

文，並和與會學者互動交流，對於我繼續進修及日後研究，都帶來了相當大之

裨益。 
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附錄一：論文全文 

Indirect Tone-Prominence Interaction 

in Kunming Tone Sandhi* 

Hui-shan Lin 

National Taiwan Normal University 

 

Abstract 

Kunming exhibits a special kind of interaction between tone and prominence 

whereby the prosodic headedness is shown to play an indirect role in tone sandhi. Due 

to higher-ranked tonal faithfulness constraints, lower tones, which are universally 

unfavored in the head position, do not change to higher tones, and higher tones, which 

are universally unfavored in the non-head position, do not change to lower tones. 

Nonetheless, though the unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation does not directly trigger 

tone sandhi, it indirectly decides whether tone sandhi will take place. Falling tones, 

inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement, and tonal combinations with identical 

contours are marked tonal structures in the language. But not all these structures result 

in tone sandhi. The penalization of these structures is tied to an unfavored tone-(non-

)head correlation; only when an undesired tone-(non-)head correlation is involved are 

the marked tonal structures penalized. The indirect tone-(non-)head interaction 

observed in Kunming is special but not unique to the language as a similar correlation 

is found in the Chinese dialects of Dongshi Hakka and Beijing Mandarin. 

Key words: Kunming tone sandhi, prosodic head, tone-(non-)head correlation, Optimality 

Theory 

 

1. Introduction 

Several tone languages exhibit a similar interaction between tone and 

prominence—prosodic heads prefer higher tones over lower ones, and prosodic non-

heads prefer lower tones over higher ones (de Lacy 1999, 2002, Yip 2001, 2002, 

Goldsmith 1987, Bickmore 1995, among others). Typologically, prosodic headedness 

may (i) play the primary role in determining tone distribution (i.e., attracting high 

tones to heads, low tones to non-heads, or changing non-high tones to high ones in the 

head position and those in the non-head position to low tones), (ii) play a secondary 

                                                           
*
 I would also like to thank my Kunming consultants, Yuan-Zhen Zhang 張元珍, Ruo-Yu Kang 康若

玉, Liang-Zhu Huang 黃良珠, and Yao-Hua Li 李耀華, for their help with the language data. This 

paper could not appear without their help. I am also grateful to the anonymous reviewers for their 

helpful comments. All possible errors are my own responsibility. This study was supported by the 

Ministry of Science and Technology, with the project number MOST 103-2410-H-003 -053 - 
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role, subordinating to other requirements, or (iii) play no role at all (de Lacy 2002). 

The attraction of foot-heads to higher tones in Aytla Mixtec, the movement of high 

tones to foot-heads in Lamba, and the surface of high tones in the heads and low tones 

in the non-heads regardless of input tonal specifications in Ngoboobo are examples of 

the first system; the attraction of the prosodic headedness to high tones in Tibetan, 

subordinating to the primary factor of syllable weight, is an example of the second 

system; and the lack of interaction between tone and foot-head in Angaatiha is an 

example of the third system. Please refer to de Lacy (2002) for detail. 

The correlation between tone and stress is less well known in Chinese dialects 

because, as several studies have pointed out, of the elusive nature of stress in Chinese 

both acoustically and perceptually (Selkirk & Shen 1990, Duanmu 1995, Chen 2000, 

Hsu 2006). Stress in Chinese dialects, if any, is not obvious due to the fact that every 

syllable (except for neutral-toned syllables) is bimoraic and carries a lexical tone. 

(Duanmu 2007, Wee 2015, among others). Due to the lack of overt manifestations of 

stress, resistance to tonal alternation has commonly been used as the primary 

diagnostic of metrical prominence; the position in which the full set of tonal contrast 

is retained is assumed to be the prosodic head and the edge of prominence (Duanmu 

1993, Chen 2000, Yip 2002:174, Hyman & VanBik 2004, Lin 2004, 2008, 2011, Wee 

2015). For instance, as Yip (2002:174) points out, prosodic heads “are positions of 

prominence, and in stress systems this prominence is manifested as stress. In tone 

languages it may be manifested in other ways, particularly by retention of the full set 

of tonal contrasts, even though these may be lost in non-head positions.” Thus, it is of 

interest to know whether there is an interaction between tone and the position of full 

tonal contrast (referred to as prominent edge/ prosodic head henceforth) in Chinese 

dialects.  

This paper aims to explore this topic by examining tone sandhi in Kunming, a 

Chinese dialect spoken in Yunnan. Based on first-hand data, this paper shows that 

tone sandhi in Kunming represents an interesting case to study with respect to the 

tone-prominence interaction because the tone-prominence interaction is different from 

any of the three typological systems mentioned above. In Kunming, prosodic 

headedness plays neither a primary role nor a secondary role in tone sandhi as no 

tonal changes ever take place to achieve the unmarked tone-(non-)head correlation; 

that is, a lower tone in the head positon does not change to a higher tone and a higher 

tone in the non-head position does not change to a lower tone. Interestingly, it would 
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be wrong to conclude that prosodic headedness plays no role in the language. As will 

be shown, though the tone-(non-)head constraints do not directly trigger tonal 

alternation they do indirectly decide whether tone sandhi will take place when certain 

marked tonal structures are involved. Falling tones, inter-syllabic tone segment 

disagreement, and tonal combinations with identical contours are marked tonal 

structures in Kunming. But not all these structures result in tone sandhi. It is only 

when an undesired tone-(non-)head correlation is involved (i.e., higher tones in the 

non-head position and lower tones in the head position) that these marked tonal 

structures are penalized. The conditional penalization of the marked structures that is 

tied to an undesired tone-(non-)head correlation indicates that tone and prominence do 

interact in the language, though indirectly. As will also be shown, the indirect tone-

(non-)head interaction observed in Kunming tone sandhi, though special, is not unique 

to the language since similar interactions can be found in Chinese dialects such as 

Dongshi Hakka and Beijing Mandarin. In the framework of Optimality Theory (OT, 

Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993), this paper shows that the 

indirect role of the tone-(non-)head correlation is captured by (i) the domination of the 

relevant tone-faithfulness constraint over the tone-(non-)head constraint and (ii) the 

conjunction of the tone-(non-)head constraint with tonal markedness constraints.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the tonal facts of 

Kunming and reviews previous studies on Kunming tone sandhi. Section 3 provides 

generalizations to Kunming tone sandhi and offers an OT account to the 

generalizations observed. The indirect role the tone-(non-)head correlation plays in 

Kunming as well as in other Chinese dialects is also addressed in this section. Section 

4 closes this paper.
 
The present paper focuses on non-reduplicative and disyllabic tone 

sandhi. Tone sandhi phenomena in reduplication are usually very different from non-

reduplicative tone sandhi, and tone sandhi phenomena in longer strings are usually 

affected by morpho-syntactic structures. Discussions of reduplicative tone sandhi and 

longer strings of tone sandhi are out of the scope of the present paper. 

 

2. Tonal facts and previous studies 

2.1 Tonal facts 

Kunming is a Mandarin dialect spoken by people in Kunming, the capital city of 

Yunnan province, in Southwestern China. It has four lexical tones, yinping 陰平 44, 
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yangping 陽平 31, shangsheng 上聲 53, and qusheng 去聲 11.
1
 Just as in many 

Chinese dialects, Kunming exhibits tone sandhi. Previous studies on Kunming tone 

sandhi are scarce. According to Gui (2000, 2001), when a yinping tone precedes a 

non-yinping tone, tone sandhi takes place, changing the yinping tone to a rising tone 

(e.g., tuŋ
44>35’

 miɛ̃
31

 冬眠 ‘hibernation’ vs. tuŋ
44

 fã
44

 東方 ‘east’; sandhi tones are 

marked as T’).
2
 Pinson & Pinson (2008), on the other hand, point out that in addition 

to yinping tones, shangsheng also has two variants, 53, and 55, the former occurs in 

isolation or in a pre-pausal/ utterance-final position while the latter occurs elsewhere 

(e.g., tɕʰĩ
55

 tɕju
53

 請酒 ‘Please drink some wine.’).
3
   

Based on first-hand data, the present paper makes a similar observation to that 

reported in Pinson & Pinson (2008). Tone sandhi takes place in both yinping and 

shangsheng, changing yinping to a rising tone before a non-yinping tone and 

shangsheng to a high level tone before another tone. Examples of yinping and 

shangsheng tone sandhi collected first-hand are given in (1).  

 

  

                                                           
1
 Qusheng has often been transcribed as a dipping tone (e.g., 212) in previous studies but according to 

Ding (2005:7), it is pronounced as 21 in connected speech. Based on first-hand data from my Kunming 

consultants, qusheng is simply a low level tone; the tone is rarely pronounced as a dipping tone, which 

if present, is limited to the pre-pausal /utterance final position. Therefore, qusheng in Kunming is 

similar to the Beijing Mandarin 3
rd

 tone, which is often realized as 21 before non-3
rd

 tones and as 213 

only in pre-pausal/utterance final position (e.g., paj
35

 ma
21(3)

 白馬 ‘white horse’ vs. ma
21

 lu
51

 馬路 

‘road’). In the phonological study of Beijing Mandarin 3
rd

 tone sandhi, the initial falling and final rising 

of the tone, which are often considered as production effects that appear when producing a very low 

tone (Yip 2002:22), is often ignored and the 3
rd

 tone simply considered as a phonologically low tone by 

scholars (Shih 1986, Chen 2000:26, Yip 2002:98, Lin 2004, among others). Therefore, the present 

paper considers qusheng as phonologically a low level tone and regards the initial slight fall and the 

final rising, if any, as production effects.  
2
 Gui (2000, 2001) distinguishes between two varieties of Kunming, Old Kunming (OKM) and 

Contemporary Kunming (CKM). The distinction between the two varieties does not concern the 

present study since according to Gui (2001:100), the two varieties exhibit the same tone sandhi 

phenomenon despite the fact that they differ in the tonal values of yangping and qusheng.  
3
 For the two variants of shangsheng, Pinson & Pinson (2008) consider 55 as the underlying tone and 

53 as the derived tone, which is contrary to the common assumption in the literature that the tone 

pronounced in isolation (i.e., the citation tone) is the underlying form. Though the citation tone is not 

necessarily the underlying tone, there must be convincing reasons against it. Pinson & Pinson do not 

provide such reasons. They do not consider the citation tone as the underlying form simply because 

they think “a word in isolation is both utterance initial and final, which is an unnatural environment and 

that a word said in the middle of an utterance to be more natural and thus the more basic form.” (Pinson 

& Pinson 2008:22). This claim is odd given that Pinson & Pinson consider the 44 variant of yinping, 

which is pronounced in isolation (or in pre-pausal/utterance final position), as the underlying form of 

yinping. This paper considers 53 as the underlying form of shangsheng because there is no evidence to 

suggest otherwise. Besides, considering 53 as the underlying form also better conforms to the 

generalization that Kunming is a right-headed language. Assuming 55 tone as the underlying form is 

inconsistent with the fact that a right tone does not change in the language (i.e., */55-55/  [55-53’]) 
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(1) Tonal combinations that undergo tone sandhi 

a. Yinping tone sandhi 

 Input Output Example 

i. 44-31   35’-31 ti-tʰəw low-head 低頭 ‘to lower the head’ 

ii. 44-53   35’-53 tsã-tswi open-mouth 張嘴 ‘to open one’s mouth’  

iii. 44-11   35’-11 fə̃-fu instruct 吩咐 ‘to instruct’  

 

b. Shanɡsheng tone sandhi 

i. 53-44   55’-44 ɕi-xwã like 喜歡 ‘to like’  

ii. 53-31   55’-31 tiæ ̃-tʰəw nod點頭 ‘to nod’  

iii. 53-53   55’-53 pʰaw-tʰwi run-leg 跑腿 ‘to run an errand’ 

iv. 53-11   55’-11 kã-ɕjɛ thank感謝 ‘to thank’  

 

2.2 Previous analysis of Kunming tone sandhi 

What triggers tone sandhi in Kunming has not been well studied. Gui (2001) 

provides an autosegmental analysis to yinping tone sandhi, whereby a low tone is 

inserted at the lower left edge of the tone, changing yinping to a rising tone. (2) is 

cited from Gui (2001:105).  

 

(2) Yinping tone sandhi /44-31/ [35’-31]  (Gui 2001:105) 

σ       + 

| 

H 

| 

H 

σ         

| 

       L 

 

H      L 

 

 

 

σ      +  

| 

        L 

  

○L     H 

σ         

| 

        L 

  

H      L 

 

Nonetheless, Gui’s analysis does not explain why the low tone is inserted only when a 

yinping tone precedes a non-yinping tone nor does it explain why a low tone is 

inserted to the left edge of a yinping tone but not to the left edge of other tones such as 

yangping. No theoretical analysis is provided for the shangsheng tone sandhi in 

previous studies.  
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3. Generalizations and OT analysis 

This section provides generalizations to Kunming tone sandhi and offers an OT 

account to the generalizations observed.  

 

3.1. The internal structure of tone  

To get a clearer picture of what motivates tonal alternations in Kunming, this 

paper follows Bao (1999) and assumes that each tone has an internal structure such as 

that in (3), in which the tone segments are dominated by a node called contour, which 

is a sister of the register node; both contour and register are dominated by a tonal 

node. 

 

(3) Tonal geometry proposed in Bao (1999) 

T     tonal node 

            

register     contour     

t               t   

 

It is worth noting that Bao’s model is not the only model of tonal geometry that has 

been proposed. Other proposals can be found in Yip (1980, 1989), Clement (1981), 

Snider (1990), Duanmu (1990, 1994), and Hyman (1993). However, Bao’s model 

differs from the other models in that it is the only one to predict that registers are free 

to spread alone, the whole tone is able to spread as a unit, contours are able to spread 

independently of registers, and that features dominated by the contour can spread 

alone. Bao’s model is proved to be necessary because all the patterns predicted occur 

in natural languages (cf. Bao 1999, Chen 2000, Yip 2002 for detailed 

discussion/comparison of the different models of tonal geometry). Thus, Bao’s model 

is adopted in the present study, with some labeling differences, as illustrated in (4). 

 

(4)  

T          Tonal level 

                            r                c      Contour level     

t        t   Tone segment level 

 

Register 

level 
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In this study, the tones, 44, 31, and 11, etc., belong to the tonal level. Each tone 

can be either high or low in register, represented as Hr and Lr, respectively. They 

belong to the register level. The features dominated by contour can be high or low, 

represented as h and l, respectively. They are referred to as tone segments and belong 

to the tone segment level. The four lexical tones and the two derived tones in 

Kunming thus have internal structures as represented in (8). As (5) illustrates, 

Kunming has three level tones (i.e., 55’, 44, and 11), two falling tones (i.e., 31 and 

53), and a rising tone (i.e., 35’), among which, four are high register tones (i.e., 55’, 

53, 44, and 35’) and two are low register tones (i.e., 31, and 11). Notice that since 55’ 

and 44 are both high register tones that have the same contour (i.e., level contour), 

they are distinguished by their tone segment features. As 55’ is a noticeably higher 

tone than 44, it is assumed to carry a h tone segment while 44 carries a l tone 

segment.
4
  

 

(5) The internal structure of Kunming tones 

                                        44  

a.       Hr c

                                                   | 

 l

                                     31  

b.      Lr c

                             

                                            h l 

                                      53  

c.       Hr                  c 

                       

                                              h           l 

                                       11           

d.       Lr                 c 

                                                  | 

                                                  l 

                                    35’  

e.       Hr                 c 

                       

l           h                                     

                                     55’            

f.           Hr                c 

                                                  | 

                                                  h 

 

Based on the tonal geometry in (5), a schematic summary of the bi-tonal 

alternations in Kunming is given in (6). 

 

  

                                                           
4
 An anonymous reviewer asks whether 55’ and 44 are phonologically distinct from each other. The 

way the two tones behave in tone sandhi suggests that they are: while a 44 tone cannot precede a non-

44 tone without change (e.g., 44-11 > 35’-11), a 55’ tone derived from 53 can (e.g., 55’-11) (cf. 1). 
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(6) Bi-tonal combinations  

1 \ 2 44 

Hr, l 

31 

Lr, hl 

53 

Hr, hl 

11 

Lr, l 

44 

Hr, l 

44-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

35’-31 

Hr-Lr 

lh-hl 

35’-53 

Hr-Hr 

lh-hl 

35’-11 

Hr-Lr

lh-l 

31 

Lr, hl 

31-44 

Lr-Hr 

hl-l 

31-31 

Lr-Lr 

hl-hl 

31-53 

Lr-Hr 

hl-hl 

31-11 

Lr-Lr

hl-l

53 

Hr, hl 

55’-44 

Hr-Hr

h-l 

55’-31 

Hr-Lr 

h-hl 

55’-53 

Hr-Hr 

h-hl 

55’-11 

Hr-Lr 

h-l 

11 

Lr, l 

11-44 

Lr-Hr 

l-l 

11-31 

Lr-Lr 

l-hl 

11-53 

Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

11-11 

Lr-Lr 

l-l 

 

It is clear from (6) that when tone sandhi takes place, it is always the tone on the left 

that undergoes a change whilst the tone on the right always stays intact. Besides, the 

tones that undergo tone sandhi, i.e., 44 and 53, carry a Hr feature, as opposed to the 

tones that are sandhi-free, i.e., 31 and 11. 

 

3.2. Right-headedness of Kunming 

Several studies of Chinese phonology have either implicitly or explicitly 

assumed that tone retention is tied to metrical/prosodic headedness (Maddieson 1978, 

Yue-Hashimoto 1980, Shih 1986, Yip 1980, 2002, Duanmu 1993, 1995, Chen 2000, 

Hyman & VanBik 2004, Lin 2004, Wee 2015). For instance, Maddieson (1978:341) 

observes that tones in metrically strong positions generally remain unchanged while 

those in metrically weak positions tend to change in the process of assimilation. 

Likewise, in her survey of 83 Chinese dialects, Yue-Hashimoto (1987) classifies tone 

sandhi into “first-syllable dominant” and “last syllable dominant” (based on which 

syllable in the tone sandhi domains maintains its underlying tone) and points out that 

the preservation of the underlying tone is conditioned by stress. Similarly, Yip 

(2002:174) points out that while prosodic heads retain their underlying tones, non-
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heads lose or change theirs. Thus, in Kunming, the stability of the right tone in a bi-

tonal combination when tone sandhi takes place suggests that Kunming is right 

prominent and prosodically right headed.  

That Kunming is right prominent and prosodically right headed is further 

supported by independent evidence from tonal neutralization and reduplication in the 

language. In Kunming there is a lexically governed tonal neutralization phenomenon 

that neutralizes the final tone of some disyllabic strings, no matter what the original 

tones are, as illustrated in (7).
5
  

 

(7) Tonal neutralization  

a. /31-31/ tsʰa
31

-fu
31>44’

 tea-pot 茶壼 ‘tea pot’ 

b. /31-53/ ja
31

-tsʰɯ
53>44’

 tooth 牙齒 ‘tooth’ 

c. /53-31/ wã
53>55

-sə̃
31>44’

 evening 晚辰 ‘evening’ 

d. /11-11/ tsɯ
11

-tsæ
11>44’

 comfortable自在 ‘comfortable’ 

e. /44-31/ sɯ
44

-mu
31>44’

 teacher-mother師母 ‘witch’ 

 

Unlike in some Chinese dialects, the neutralized tone in Kunming does not 

accompany the shortening of the syllable length or the reduction of the rhyme (Lu 

1988, 1990, Gui 2001, X. Li 2004, Pinson & Pinson 2008) and always surfaces with a 

yinping tone which is high in pitch. Therefore, even an underlyingly low-toned 

syllable surfaces with the high tone of 44 when it occurs at the end of a disyllabic 

word (e.g., tsʰa
31 

fu
31>44’

 茶壼 ‘tea pot’).
6
 Given that cross-linguistically there is an 

                                                           
5
 In Kunming, the neutral tone most often occurs on suffixes such as tʰəw

31
 頭 ‘head’ or tsɯ

53
 子 ‘son’. 

For instance, sə
31

 tʰəw
31>44’

 舌頭  ‘tongue’, ko
53>55’

 tsɯ
53>44’

 果子  ‘fruit’. On lexical items, the 

occurrence of a neutral tone is sporadic and unpredictable, as shown in the examples below from Chen 

(2007:505). For instance, it is hard to explain why a neutral tone occurs on the second syllable of tsʰa
31 

fu
31>44’

 茶壼 ‘tea pot’ but not on tʰi
31

 mi
31

 題目 ‘question’, which has the same tonal combination in the 

underlying representation. Since it is hard to predict when tonal neutralization will occur on lexical 

items, tonal neutralization on lexical items should be morphologically/lexically governed and needs to 

be specified individually in the underlying representation.  

 Neutral tone sandhi Lack of neutral tone sandhi 

a. /31-31/ tsʰa
31

-fu
31>44’

 tea-pot 茶壼 ‘tea pot’ tʰi
31

-mi
31

 question 題目 ‘question’ 

b. /31-53/ ja
31

-tsʰɯ
53>44’

 tooth 牙齒 ‘tooth’ i
31

-tsʰə̃
53

 stupid 愚蠢 ‘stupid’ 

c. /53-31/ wã
53>55’

 -sə̃
31>44’

 evening 晚辰 ‘evening’ i
53>55

- fã
31

 prevent 預防 ‘to prevent’ 

d. /11-11/ tsɯ
11

-tsæ
11>44’

 comfortable 自在 ‘comfortable’ tsɯ
11

-tsæ
11 

free 自在 ‘free’ 

e. /44-31/ sɯ
44

-mu
31>44’

 teacher-mother 師母 ‘witch’ sɯ
44>35’

-mu
31

 teacher-mother 師母 

‘teacher’s wife’ 

 
6
 An anonymous reviewer questions whether the examples in (7) should be considered as involving 
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affinity between a higher tone and heads and between a lower tone and non-heads 

(Goldsmith 1987, Bickmore 1995, Selkirk 1995, de Lacy 1999, 2002, Yip 2001, 

2002), that the right tones of the disyllabic words in (7) are neutralized to high tones 

suggests that the Kunming is right prominent. 

Reduplication in Kunming serves as another support for Kunming as a right 

prominent language. Unlike in some Chinese dialects whereby the second syllable of 

noun reduplication is toneless (and, therefore, unstressed), e.g., [tɕjɛ
3
 tɕjɛ

0
] ‘elder 

sister’, the second syllable in disyllabic reduplication (i.e., the reduplicant) always 

surfaces with a high tone, as illustrated in (8). It surfaces with a 53 tone when the base 

tone is shangsheng (8c) and with a 44 tone when the base tone is yinping, yangping or 

qusheng (8a, b, d). The fact that the right syllable in disyllabic reduplication always 

surfaces with a high tone, even when the base tone is low (i.e., yangping or qusheng), 

suggests that the right edge of Kunming is metrically strong.  

 

(8) Disyllabic reduplication (UR = underlying form; SR = surface form; RED= 

reduplicant)  

UR of the Base   Example SR of the 

reduplicated form 

                                                                                                                                                                      

neutral tone sandhi since the neutralized tones in (7) are neither reduced/short nor are associated to 

grammatical morphemes. Nonetheless, tonal neutralization is a phenomenon referring to the loss of 

tonal contrast in a particular environment, such as in a metrically strong or a metrically weak position, 

without requiring the neutral tones to be short or associated with grammatical morphemes. Being short 

is not a mandatory quality of a neutral tone. Though the neutral tone in Beijing Mandarin is short, this 

quality is not shared by neutral tones in all Chinese dialects. For instance, Bailikun (Cao 1987), 

Dunhuang (Cao 1998), and some Shangdong dialects (Qian 2001) are all reported to have long neutral 

tones, and neutral tones in Nayong (M. Li 2004:25) and Zhenlong (Xiang 2000) are reported to be 

identical to the yinping tones in the respective dialects. Besides, neutral tones do not always occur on 

grammatical morphemes. They can also occur on lexical items, though tonal neutralization in lexical 

items is often rare and needs be lexically specified (Chao 1968, Cheng 1997a, 1997b, Lu & Wang 2005, 

Chen 2011, among others). Similar occurrence of neutral tones on lexical items can be found in other 

languages such as the Chinese dialects of Beijing Mandarin (Chao 1968, Lu & Wang 2005) and 

Southern Min (Cheng 1997a, Cheng b, Chen 2011). For instance, though a neutral tone in Beijing 

Mandarin commonly occurs on grammatical morphemes, such as zi 子 ‘son’ or le了 ‘aspectual marker’, 

it is also observed on some lexical words such as dong xi東西 ‘thing’, and xiao jie小姐 ‘young lady’ 

(Chao 1968, Lu & Wang 2005). Just as in Kunming, tonal neutralization in Beijing Mandarin also 

occurs sporadically in lexical words and is unpredictable. For instance, the neutral tone occurs on the 

second syllable of xiao jie小姐 ‘young lady’ but not on biao jie表姐 ‘cousin’, which has the same 

underlying tonal combination. For languages where the occurrence of tonal neutralization in lexical 

words is unpredictable, it needs to be specified underlyingly (i.e., lexically) whether the neutral tone 

will occur (Chao 1968, Lu & Wang 2005). The lexical items that are specified for neutral tones must 

thus undergo a different tone sandhi rule or evaluated by a constraint ranking that is different from that 

evaluating lexical items not specified for neutral tones. The analysis proposed in the paper is intended 

for regular tone sandhi (i.e., yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi). Providing such an analysis for 

neutral tone sandhi would be out of the scope of the paper. 
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a. yinping  44  
i. pei-pei cup-RED 杯杯‘cup’ 

[44+44] 
ii. ku-ku hop-RED 箍箍 ‘hoop; band’ 

b. yangping  31 
i. lã-lã basket-RED 籃籃‘basket’ 

[31+44] 
ii. kʰə-kʰə carve-RED 刻刻 ‘to carve’ 

c. shangsheng  53 

i.  tsʰɔ-tsʰɔ weed-RED 草草 ‘weeds’ 

[55’
<53

+53] ii. ku-ku estimate-RED 估 估  ‘to 

estimate’ 

d. qusheng  11 
i. toŋ-toŋ hole-RED 洞洞 ‘cave’ 

[11+44] 
ii. kæ -kæ  lid-RED 蓋蓋 ‘lid’ 

 

3.3. Triggers of yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi 

Returning to Kunming tone sandhi, recall that Kunming does not alter tones in 

the head position when tone sandhi takes place. This can be captured by the IDENT-IO-

T-HD constraint, as illustrated in (10). Here below, the tone in the prosodic head is 

underlined. 

(9) IDENT-IO-T-HD:  

Assign one violation mark to every output tone in the head position that differs 

from its input correspondent. (Lin 2011, Wee 2015, see also Alderete 1995, 

Beckman 1998) 

(10) Tones in the head position stay intact when tone sandhi takes place
7
 

IDENT-IO-T-HD  

/53-44/  

55’-44 > 53-35’ 

 

With respect to the fact that tones that are sandhi-free (i.e., 31 and 11) are low in 

register while those that undergo tone sandhi (i.e., 44, 53) carry a Hr feature, the 

correlation is unlikely to be accidental. As mentioned, there is a universal correlation 

between tone and prominence; prosodically prominent (i.e., head) positions prefer 

                                                           
7

 Obviously, IDENT-IO-T-HD is functionless in the phenomenon of lexically governed tonal 

neutralization since the head syllables always surface with Hr tones, suggesting the IO-faithfulness 

constraint is dominated by the tone-head markedness constraint that prevents Lr tones from the head 

position. On the other hand, the IDENT-IO-T-HD constraint has no effect on the second syllable in 

disyllabic reduplication because the second syllable is a reduplicant and not subject to IO-faithfulness 

constraints.  
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higher tones to lower tones while prosodically weak (i.e., non-head) positions have 

the opposite preference, with lower tones preferred over higher tones. The tone-(non-

)head correlation can serve to explain why Hr tones are more likely to undergo tone 

sandhi than Lr tones. Since Kunming is right headed and prohibits tonal alternations 

in the head position tones that undergo tone sandhi are always in the non-head 

position. The reason why (in the non-head position) high register tones undergo tone 

sandhi while low register tones do not should be that high register tones, which have a 

higher pitch than low register tones, are not favored in the non-head position and 

subject to change. 

In de Lacy (2002), the following two fixed constraint rankings are proposed to 

predict the tone-(non-)head correlation. The dominant status of *HD/L and the lack of 

a constraint against a H tone in the head position in (11) reveal that L is the least 

preferred tone and H the most preferred tone in the head position. The dominant status 

of *NONHD/H and the lack of a constraint against a L tone in the non-head position in 

(12) reveal H is the least preferred tone and L the most preferred tone in the non-head 

position. Notice that there is no constraint against the least marked tone-(non-)head 

combinations (i.e., *HD/H, *NONHD/L) in the fixed ranking since, as de Lacy (2002) 

points out, such constraints would predict non-existing systems—a system in which 

foot heads cannot bear tone, while non-heads can, as predicted by the constraint 

ranking ||*HD/H >> FAITH(TONE) >> *NON-HD/H|| (cf. also Clement 1997 for a 

similar proposal for sonority syllable constraints). 

 

(11) Tonal preference in the head position                de Lacy (2002:2) 

*HD/L » *HD/M  
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(12) Tonal preference in the non-head position 

*NONHD/H » *NONHD/M 

 

The constraints in (11) and (12) are regulated in terms of H, M, and L. Since this 

study has adopted Bao’s (1999) theory and has decomposed a tone into tonal level, 

contour level, and register level, the preference for a Lr tone in the non-head position 

in Kunming can be captured by the tone-non-head constraint *NONHD/Hr in (13). As 

there should not be constraints against the least marked tone-(non-)head combinations, 

a fixed constraint ranking such *NONHD/Hr » *NONHD/Lr is not proposed. 

 

 

(13) *NONHD/Hr:  

Assign one violation mark to every tone in the non-head position that is high in 

register. 

 

It is worth noting, however, that although Hr tones are not favored in the non-

head position and undergo tone sandhi, they do not change to Lr tones to achieve the 

desired tone-non-head correlation in Kunming. Rather, they retain their register values. 

This suggests that the register feature of a tone in Kunming has to stay intact when 

tone sandhi takes place, even though the result of tone sandhi still has an undesired Hr 

tone in the non-head position. This suggests the domination of IDENT-IO-REG (14) 

over *NON-HD/Hr, as illustrated in (15). 

 

(14) IDENT-IO-REG:  

Assign one violation mark to every output tone that differs from its input 

correspondent for register. 
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(15) Tone sandhi never repairs undesired tone-non-head correlation 

IDENT-IO-REG >> *NONHD/Hr  

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

IDENT-IO-REG *NONHD/Hr 

a. 13’-11 

Lr-Lr 

lh-l 

*!  

 b. 35’-11 

Hr-Lr  

1h-1 

 * 

 

The fact that the sandhi tone in the non-head position remains high in register 

may seem to suggest that tone is independent of prominence in Kunming. Nonetheless, 

the tone-prominence correlation is simply obscured by the domination of the tonal 

faithfulness constraint (i.e., IDENT-IO-REG) over the tone-non-head constraint (i.e., 

*NONHD/Hr). A Hr tone in the non-head position has to remain high in register 

because of the tonal faithfulness constraint that is higher ranked. However, the fact 

that Hr tones in the non-head position undergo change while Lr tones in the same 

position do not clearly suggests that Hr tones are less preferred than Lr tones at the 

non-head position and are, therefore, prone to change. 

Several IO-faithfulness constraints targeting different layers of tone play 

dominant roles in Kunming tone sandhi. Just as the register feature never alters when 

tone sandhi takes place, the left tone segment of a tone also never changes. As 

mentioned, Kunming tones do not change their register feature when tone sandhi takes 

place. Without changing the registers, 53 and 44, which are high register tones, could 

surface as any of the four Hr tones in the language (i.e., 53, 55’, 44, 35’). Nonetheless, 

/53/ only surfaces as [53] and [55’], not as *[44] or *[35’], and /44/ only surfaces as 

[44] and [35’], not as *[53] or *[55’]. The mappings between an input tone and its 

corresponding allotones are summarized in (16). 
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(16) Allotone mapping relationships  

a. /44/: [44{Hr, l}~35’{Hr, lh}]  

b. /31/: [31] 

c. /53/: [53{Hr, hl}~55’{Hr, h}] 

b. /11/: [11] 

 

Careful examination of the allotone mapping relationship reveals that the allotones of 

a tone share the same tone segment on the left edge. Therefore, the fact that 53{Hr, hl} 

alternates with 55’ {Hr, h}, but not with *44{Hr, l} or *35’{Hr, lh}, and that 44{Hr, l} 

alternates with 35’{Hr, lh}, but not with *53{Hr, hl} or *55’{Hr, h} shows that a 

Kunming tone does not change its left tone segment when tone sandhi takes place. 

The preservation of the left tone segment is natural since universally it is common for 

elements at the left edge to stay intact (Beckman 1998, Nelson 1998, 2003). The 

allotone mappings show that in addition to IDENT-IO-REG, IDENT-IO-t-L (17), which 

prohibits the change of a left tone segment, is also dominant in the language. Tableau 

(18) illustrates how the two faithfulness constraints predict the allotone mappings of 

44~35’ and 53~55’. 

 

 

(17) IDENT-IO-t-L:  

Assign one violation mark to every left tone segment that differs from its input 

correspondent. 
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(18) ||IDENT-IO-REG, IDENT-IO-t-L||  

44 

Hr  

l 

IDENT-IO-REG IDENT-IO-t-L 53 

Hr, hl 

IDENT-IO-REG IDENT-IO-t-L 

a. 31 

Lr 

hl  

*! * a. 31 

Lr 

hl  

*!  

b. 11 

Lr 

l 

*!  b. 11 

Lr 

l 

*! * 

c. 22 

Lr 

h  

*! * c. 22 

Lr 

h  

*!  

d. 13 

Lr 

lh 

*!  d. 13 

Lr 

lh 

*! * 

 e. 35 

Hr 

lh 

  e. 35 

Hr 

lh 

 *! 

 f. 44 

Hr 

l 

  f. 44 

Hr 

l 

 *! 

      g. 53 

Hr 

hl 

 *!  g. 53 

Hr 

hl 

  

h. 55 

Hr 

h 

 *!  h. 55 

Hr 

h 

  

 

In addition to faithfulness requirements, several markedness constraints play 

crucial roles in the regulation of yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi. Tone sandhi 

that takes place in yinping and shangsheng has different characteristics. Yinping tone 

sandhi involves mutual tone sandhi since the sandhi form is conditioned by the pitch 

value of both the sandhi tone and the neighboring tone. 44 surfaces as 35’ before 31, 

53, and 11, and as 44 before 44. On the other hand, shangsheng tone sandhi belongs to 

independent tone sandhi since the sandhi form is conditioned solely by the sandhi tone 

itself regardless of the pitch value of the adjacent tone, though the presence of the 

adjacent tone is crucial. 53 surfaces as 55’ before any tone. Tonal alternations are 

usually motivated by the markedness status of a tonal sequence or of an individual 

tone. Since shangsheng tone sandhi involves individual tone sandhi, the tonal change 

is motivated by a tonal markedness constraint. 53 is a falling tone while 55’ a level 

tone. Universally, falling tones are more marked than level tones; therefore, the 
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change of /53/ to [55’] is to repair a marked falling tone, captured by the *FALL 

constraint (19), which crucially dominates IDENT-IO-T (20), as illustrated in (21). 

 

(19) *FALL:  

Assign one violation mark to every falling tone.
8
 

(20) IDENT-IO-T:  

Assign one violation mark to every output tone that differs from its input 

correspondent.  

(21) *FALL >> IDENT-IO-T 

/53-44/  [55’-44] 

/53-44/ * FALL IDENT-IO-T 

a. 53-44 *!  

 b.  55’-44  * 

 

Notice that *FALL will not cause yangping 31 to change because, as will be 

shown in §3.4, the constraint is dominated by IDENT-IO-Lr, which prohibits Lr tones 

from changing. *FALL, in turn, is crucially dominated by IDENT-IO-T-HD to ensure 

that a falling tone in the head position never changes, as illustrated in (22). 

 

(22) Falling tones in the head position never change  

IDENT-IO-T-HD >> *FALL 

Input  IDENT-IO-T-HD *FALL 

/11-53/ a. 11-55’ *!  

     b. 11-53  * 

/53/ a. 55’ *!  

     b. 53  * 

 

Yinping tone sandhi, on the other hand, belongs to mutual tone sandhi and hence 
                                                           
8
 That a falling tone is banned by *FALL but a rising tone 35’ is allowed to be derived from /44/ may 

seem strange at first glance since a rising tone is universally more marked than a falling tone. This 

paper proposes that this is due to the domination of IDENT-IO-t-L over *RISE, as shown below: 

 

IDENT-IO-t-L >> * RISE >> *FALL 

/44-53/  

  l-hl      

35’-53  >  53’-53 

lh-hl      hl-hl 
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is triggered by a sequential markedness constraint. A tonal sequence may be marked 

for being alike or for being not alike; the former banned by the universal constraint of 

OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle), resulting in dissimilation, the latter by the 

principle of Agreement, resulting in assimilation. Interestingly, Yinping tone sandhi is 

triggered by both assimilation and dissimilation. As will be shown shortly, this is due 

to the fact that assimilation and dissimilation occur at different levels of a tone in 

Kunming, the former on the tone segment level and the latter on the contour level. 

Consider first the change of /44/ to [35’] before the two falling tones 53 and 31. 

/44/ ends with a low tone segment (i.e., 44{Hr, l}) while [35’] a high tone segment 

(i.e., 35’{Hr, lh}). Since both falling tones that follow start with a high tone segment 

(i.e., 53{Hr, hl}, 31{Lr, hl}), the change of /44/ to [35’] before a falling tone 

improves tone segment agreement at the inter-syllabic position (i.e., 44{l-hl}53  

35’{lh-hl}53, 44{l-hl}31  35’{lh-hl}31). Therefore, the change is assimilatory in 

nature and is predicted by the domination of AGREE-t (23) over IDENT-IO-T, as 

illustrated in (24): 

 

(23) AGREE-t:  

Assign one violation mark to every pair of tones that has a different inter-syllabic 

tone segment value. (cf. Hyman & VanBik 2004, Lin 2011) 

                       * T  

          r             c 

                                 t       α t 

           T  

     c                r 

-α t       t 

 

(24) AGREE-t >> IDENT-IO 

Input  AGREE-t IDENT-IO-T 

/44-31/ 

1-hl 

a. 44-31 

l-hl 

*!  

  b.  35’-31 

lh-hl 

 * 

/44-53/ 

l-hl 

a. 44-53 

l-hl 

*!  

  b.  35’-53 

lh-hl 

 * 
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The change of /44/ to [35’] before 11, on the other hand, is not triggered by 

assimilation. At the tone segment level, both 44 and 11 carry a l tone segment. Thus, a 

44-11 sequence already has a perfect tone segment agreement at the inter-syllabic 

position (i.e., 44{l-l}11). The derived sequence, [35’-11], on the other hand, contains 

inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement (i.e., 35’{lh-l}11). Apart from being 

identical at the tone segment level, 44 and 11 also have an identical contour (i.e., 

level). Thus, a plausible reason for the change of /44-11/ to [35’-11] is dissimilation—

/44-11/ is penalized for having an identical contour, violating OCP-CON (25). This can 

be captured by the domination of OCP-CON over IDENT-IO-T, as illustrated in (26). 

 

(25) OCP-CON:  

Assign one violation mark to every pair of tones that has identical contours. 

That is, falling-falling (hl-hl), rising-rising (lh-lh), and level-level (h-h, l-l, l-h, 

h-l). 

(26) OCP-CON >> IDENT-IO-T 

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ OCP-CON IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-11 

l-l 

*!  

  b.  35’-11 

1h-1 

 * 

 

The fact that /44-11/ undergoes tone sandhi to repair the OCP-CON violation at the 

cost of generating inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement shows that it is more 

important to avoid identical contours in adjacent positions than to achieve inter-

syllabic tone segment agreement. This is captured by the ranking ||OCP-CON >> 

AGREE-t||, as illustrated in (27). 
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(27) It is more important to prevent adjacent tones with identical contours than to 

avoid tone segment disagreement at the inter-syllabic position 

OCP-CON >> AGREE-t 

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ OCP-CON AGREE-t 

a. 44-11 

l-l 

*!  

 b.  35’-11 

1h-1 

 * 

 

OCP-CON is also in conflict with *FALL because a /53/ tone always changes to 

[55’] before another tone even if the change may result in the violation of OCP-CON. 

For example, /53{hl-l}11/  [55’{h-l}11]. This shows *FALL must dominate OCP-

CON, as illustrated in (28). 

 

(28) It is more important to avoid falling tones than to prevent adjacent tones with 

identical contours 

*FALL >> OCP-CON  

/53-11/  [55’-11] 

/53-11/ *FALL OCP-CON 

a. 53-11 

hl-l 

*!  

 b.  55’-11 

h-1 

 * 

 

*FALL, in addition to dominating OCP-CON, also crucially outranks AGREE-t 

because the change of a shangsheng tone from /53/ to [55’] to repair the violation of 

*FALL could result in AGREE-t violation when the shangsheng tone occurs before a 

tone beginning with a l tone segment. For example, 53{hl-l}11  55’{h-l}11. Since 

shangsheng tone sandhi takes place at the cost of violating AGREE-t, *FALL must 

dominate AGREE-t to make the correct prediction, as illustrated in (29). 
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(29) It is more important to avoid falling tones than to achieve inter-syllabic tone 

segment agreement 

*FALL >> AGREE-t 

/53-44/  [55’-44] 

/53-44/  *FALL AGREE-t 

a. 53-44 

hl-l 

*!  

 b.  55’-44 

h-1 

 * 

 

In sum, falling tones, inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement, and adjacent 

identical contours are marked tonal structures and trigger tonal alternations in 

shangsheng, in the combination of /44-falling tone/, and in /44-11/, respectively. The 

ranking of the constraints that account for yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi is 

summarized below. 

 

(30) Hasse diagram 

IDENT-IO-T-HD, IDENT-IO-t-L, IDENT-IO-REG 

 

*FALL                                             *NONHD/Hr 

      

OCP-CON  

        

AGREE-t 

       

IDENT-IO-T 

 

3.4. Indirect tone-(non-)head interaction in yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi 

A generalization reached in the previous section is that falling tones, inter-

syllabic tone segment disagreement, and adjacent identical contours are marked tonal 

structures and cause yinping and shangsheng tone sandhi. Nonetheless, these marked 

tonal structures are not always penalized in the language. As will be shown below, the 

penalization of these marked structures is related to whether there is an undesired 
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tone-(non-)head correlation.  

 

3.4.1 Indirect tone-non-head interaction 

Recall that 53 undergoes tone sandhi because it is a falling tone, violating *FALL; 

but 31, which also violates *FALL, does not change. 53 and 31 differ only in the 

register feature. Therefore, a plausible reason for why 53 changes but 31 does not 

would be that the former, but not the latter, is a Hr tone, which is unfavored in the 

position in which they occur (i.e., the non-head position). In other words, falling tones 

are penalized only when there is an undesired tone-non-head correlation. Likewise, it 

has also been shown that tone sandhi takes place in /44-falling/ combinations because 

they contain inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement, violating AGREE-t. Nonetheless, 

no tonal alternation takes place in /11-falling/ combinations, despite the fact they also 

violate AGREE-t (i.e., /11{l-hl}53/  [11{l-hl}53], *[13{lh-hl}53], /11{l-hl}31/  

[11{l-hl}31], *[13{lh-hl}31]). Similarly, tone sandhi takes place in the /44-11/ 

combination because it contains adjacent identical contours, violating OCP-CON; but 

/11-11/ does not undergo tone sandhi although it also contains adjacent identical 

contours (i.e., level-level). The two pairs of bi-tonal combinations, /44-falling/ vs. /11-

falling/ and /44-11/ vs. /11-11/ differ only in the register feature of the tone in the non-

head position. The former of each pair has a Hr tone in the non-head position (i.e., 44 

Hr) and the latter of each pair has a Lr tone in the same position (i.e., 11 Lr). Since Hr 

tones are not favored in the non-head position, the reason why tone sandhi takes place 

in /44-falling/ but not in /11-falling/ and in /44-11/ but not in /11-11/ would be 

because the former of each pair has an undesired tone-non-head correlation. Again, 

inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement and adjacent identical contours are penalized 

only when an undesired tone-non-head correlation exists. 
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(31) Marked structures penalized when there is an undesired Hr tone in the non-head 

position 

UR Marked structure Undesired Hr tone  

in non-heads  

Tone sandhi 

/53-T/ 
falling tones 

  

/31-T/   

/44-falling/ inter-syllabic tone 

segment disagreement 

  

/11-falling/   

/44-11/ adjacent identical 

contours 

  

/11-11/   

 

Thus, though the undesired tone-non-head correlation (Hr in the non-head 

position) does not directly result in tone sandhi because of the domination of the tonal 

faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO-REG over the tone-non-head constraint *NONHD/Hr, 

it indirectly conditions whether tone sandhi will occur when marked tonal structures 

are involved. Falling tones, inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement, and adjacent 

identical contours are marked structures in Kunming. But whether or not these marked 

tonal structures will result in tone sandhi is conditioned by the tone-non-head 

correlation; only when an unfavored tone-non-head correlation exists are the marked 

tonal structures penalized. That the penalization of the marked structures is tied to an 

unfavored tone-non-head correlation indicates that tone does have some kind of 

interaction with prominence in the language.  

 

3.4.2 Indirect tone-head interaction 

Not only is a Hr tone in the non-head position not preferred and indirectly 

triggers tone sandhi, a Lr tone in the head position is also unfavored and contributes 

to tone sandhi. Recall that tone sandhi takes place in /44-11/ because it contains 

adjacent identical contours, violating OCP-CON. Yet, tone sandhi does not take place 

in /44-44/ even though it also contains adjacent identical contours. /44-11/ and /44-44/ 

both begin with a Hr tone; therefore, the reason tone sandhi takes place in the former, 

but not the latter, cannot be due to the tone in the non-head position. The two bi-tonal 

combinations differ only in the register of the ending tone; while the former ends with 

a Lr tone, the latter ends with a Hr tone. The right edge is the edge of prominence. 
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Thus, the fact /44-11/ has to change while /44-44/ does not suggests that just as low 

tones are not preferred in stressed syllables, Lr tones are not favored in the prosodic 

head and thus are unstable in that position. This tone-head correlation is captured by 

the tone-head constraint in (32). 

 

(32) *HD/Lr:  

Assign one violation mark to every tone in the head position that is low in 

register. 

 

(33) Marked structures penalized when there is an undesired Lr tone in the head 

position 

UR Marked structure Undesired Lr tone 

in heads 

Tone sandhi 

/44-11/ 
adjacent identical contours 

  

/44-44/   

 

Just as an unfavored Hr tone in the non-head position does not change to a Lr 

tone to achieve the desired tone-non-head correlation due to the undominated IDENT-

IO-REG, an unfavored Lr tone in the head position also does not alter its register. This 

suggests that IDENT-IO-REG also crucially dominates *HD/Lr. Nonetheless, though the 

undesired tone-head correlation does not directly result in tone sandhi, it also exerts 

an influence in deciding upon whether certain tonal markedness structures will be 

penalized. That OCP-CON is penalized in /44-11/ but tolerated in /44-44/ shows that 

for OCP-CON to trigger tone sandhi there must be an unfavored Lr tone in the head 

position. 

 

3.4.3 Interim summary 

In sum, Kunming exhibits a special kind of tone-(non-)head correlation. That is, 

whereby though Hr tones are not favored in the non-head position and Lr tones are not 

favored in the head position, unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation does not directly 

result in tone sandhi, changing a Hr tone in the non-head position into a Lr tone and a 

Lr tone in the head position into a Hr one.
9
 This is because of the domination of the 

                                                           
9
 Hsu (2006) observes a similar correlation between tone and prominence (i.e., the preference of high 
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tonal faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO-REG over the tone-(non-)head constraints. 

Nonetheless, though the tone-(non-)head correlation does not directly trigger tone 

sandhi, it indirectly decides whether tone sandhi will take place when marked tonal 

structures are involved. As shown, falling tones, inter-syllabic tone segment 

disagreement, and adjacent identical contours are marked structures in Kunming, but 

they do not always trigger tone sandhi. The penalization of the markedness structures 

is tied to an unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation; only when an unfavored tone-

(non-)head correlation exists are the marked tonal structures penalized.  

Though the indirect tone-(non-)head interaction observed in Kunming is 

different from the three typological systems mentioned in §1, it is not unique to 

Kunming. As will be shown in §3.5, similar tone-(non-)head correlation is observed in 

the Chinese dialects of Dongshi Hakka and Beijing Mandarin. 

 

3.4.4 OT analyses to the indirect tone-(non-)head interaction 

This section provides an analysis of the indirect tone-(non-)head interaction 

based on Optimality Theory. In OT, the indirect role the tone-non-head correlation 

plays may be captured by the conjunction of the tone-non-head constraint 

*NONHD/Hr with the tonal markedness constraints. Local conjunction is a mechanism 

by which two (or more) constraints are conjoined and act as a single constraint; the 

conjoined constraint is violated iff every individual constraint conjoined is violated in 

a local domain (Smolensky 1993, 1995, 1997). The locality of Local Conjunction has 

been subject to a lot of discussion (Ito & Mester 2003, Łubowicz 2005, Smolensky 

2006, among others). This paper follows the Minimal Domain Principle proposed in 

Ito & Mester (2003) to govern the locality of Local Conjunction. The principle 

requires the local domain to be the smallest one shared by the conjoined constraints. 

Take the conjunction of *NONHD/Hr and AGREE-t for example. Assuming a bi-tonal 

sequence in Kunming forms a Minimal Rhythmic Unit (MRU, Chen 2000),
10

 AGREE-t 

would refer to MRU while *NONHD/Hr would refer to both MRU and tone. Based on 

the Minimal Domain Principle, the local domain for the conjoined constraint should 

                                                                                                                                                                      

registered tones in the prominent position and low registered tones in the less prominent position) 

through examining a wide array of tonal phenomena such as triplication, diminutive tone sandhi, and 

naming, in various Chinese dialects.  
10

 Alternatively, the disyllabic tones can be considered as forming a foot (Chen 1979, 1984; Shih 1986). 

Whether disyllabic tones form a MRU, a foot or other prosodic units does not influence the analysis 

proposed here. Given it is the tone on the right edge that remains unchanged when tone sandhi takes 

place, Kunming is prosodically right-headed, no matter whether the domain is a foot or a MRU. 
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be a MRU.
11

 [*NONHD/Hr & AGREE-t]MRU (34) is violated by any bi-tonal 

combination which contains inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement and has a Hr 

tone in the non-head position. The constraint correctly predicts it is only when the 

non-head tone is Hr will inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement be penalized. 

Compare the two tableaux in (35). 

 

(34) [*NONHD/Hr & AGREE-t]MRU:  

Assign one violation mark to every tonal pair that violates both *NONHD/Hr and 

AGREE-t. Local domain: MRU. 

(35) Only when the non-head tone is Hr will inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement 

be penalized 

 [*NONHD/Hr & AGREE-t]MRU >> IDENT-IO-T 

Non-head tone is Hr: Tone sandhi occurs 

/44-53/  [35’-53] 

/44-53/ 

 Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

[*NONHD/Hr & AGREE-t]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

a. [44-53]  

Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

*!  

 b.  [35’-53]  

Hr-Hr 

1h-h1 

 * 

 

  

                                                           
11

 Alternatively, it is possible to interpret a sequential markedness constraint as a constraint targeting an 

individual element. For example, Ito & Mester (2003:181) interprets the sequential markedness 

constraint AGREE-[VOICE] as being violated “by a segment that disagrees with its predecessor in 

voicing” and sets the domain of conjunction for AGREE-[VOICE] and IDENT[VOI] as segment. That is, 

AGREE-[VOICE]SEG& IDENT[VOI]. Thus, AGREE-t in Kunming can be interpreted as being violated by a 

tone that disagrees with its following tone segment in the inter-syllabic position. Accordingly, the 

domain of conjunction for AGREE-t & *HD/Lr can be a tone rather than a MRU and the conjoined 

constraint will be violated by any head tone which is Lr and whose tone segment is different from its 

following tone at the inter-syllabic position.  
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Non-head tone is Lr: No tone sandhi  

/11-53/  [11-53] 

/11-53/ 

 Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

[*NONHD/Hr & AGREE-t]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

 a. 11-53  

Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

  

b. 13’-53 

Lr-Hr 

1h-h1 

 *! 

 

Despite the fact that the above analysis works, an alternative and more promising 

analysis to the indirect role the tone-non-head correlation plays in tone sandhi is to 

interpret it as an effect of the Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU). The reason the 

relevant tonal markedness constraints are active when the non-head tone is Hr and 

inactive when the non-head tone that is Lr can be attributed to a high ranked 

faithfulness requirement which prevents Lr tones from changing when in the non-head 

position. By sandwiching the relevant tonal markedness constraints between IDENT-

IO-Lr (36) (which prevents a Lr tone from changing) and the general faithfulness 

constraint IDENT-IO, the effect of the relevant tonal markedness constraints (which 

have no effect on Lr tones because they are lower ranked than the IDENT-IO-Lr 

constraint) emerges when the target tone is Hr because IDENT-IO-Lr is not relevant to 

Hr tones, as illustrated in (38)-(40). Notice that the general faithfulness constraint 

IDENT-IO-Lr is proposed instead of a positional faithfulness constraint such as IDENT-

IO-NONHD/Lr, which preserves a Lr tone in the non-head position because positional 

faithfulness constraints do not target non-prominent positions (Beckman 1998, Nelson 

1998, 2003). IDENT-IO-Lr is sufficient due to the fact that no Lr tones ever undergo 

tone sandhi in Kunming, no matter whether in the head or the no-head position. A Lr 

tone does not change in the head position because due to IDENT-IO-T-HD, no tone ever 

changes in that position. It does not change in the non-head position because Lr tones 

are favored (compared to Hr tones) in the non-head position. As no Lr tone ever 

undergoes tone sandhi, IDENT-IO-Lr is also top-ranked in the language. 
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(36) IDENT-IO-Lr:  

Assign one violation mark to every Lr tone that differs from its input correspondent. 

(37) The Emergence of the Unmarked  

IDENT-IO-Lr >> Tonal Markedness Constraints >> IDENT-IO-T 

(38) Only when the non-head tone is Hr will AGREE-t be penalized 

IDENT-IO-Lr >> AGREE-t >> IDENT-IO-T 

Non-head tone is Hr: Tone sandhi occurs 

/44-53/  [35’-53] 

/44-53/ 

 Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

IDENT-IO-Lr AGREE-t 

 

IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-53 

Hr-Hr 

    l-hl 

 *!  

 b.  35’-53 

Hr-Hr 

lh-hl 

  * 

 

Non-head tone is Lr: No tone sandhi  

/11-53/  [11-53] 

/11-53/ 

 Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

IDENT-IO-Lr AGREE-t 

 

IDENT-IO-T 

 a.  11-53 

Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

 *  

b. 13’-53 

Lr-Hr 

lh-hl 

*!  * 
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(39) Only when the non-head tone is Hr will *FALL be penalized 

IDENT-IO-Lr >> *FALL >> IDENT-IO-T 

Non-head tone is Hr: Tone sandhi occurs 

/53-44/  [55’-44] 

/53-44/  

Hr-Hr 

IDENT-IO-Lr *FALL 

 

IDENT-IO-T 

a. 53-44  

Hr-Hr 

 *!  

 b.  55’-44  

Hr-Hr 

  * 

 

Non-head tone is Lr: No tone sandhi 

/31-44/  [31-44] 

/31-44/  

Lr-Hr 

IDENT-IO-Lr *FALL 

 

IDENT-IO-T 

 a.  31-44  

Lr-Hr 

 *  

b. 22’-44 

Lr-Hr 

*!  * 

 

(40) Only when the non-head tone is Hr will OCP-CON be penalized 

IDENT-IO-Lr >> OCP-CON >> IDENT-IO-T 

Non-head tone is Hr: Tone sandhi occurs 

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ 

  Hr, l-l, Lr 

IDENT-IO-Lr OCP-CON IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-11 

Hr-Lr 

 l-l 

 *!  

 b. 35’-11 

Hr-Lr 

1h-1 

  * 
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Non-head tone is Lr: No tone sandhi  

/11-11/  [11-11] 

/11-11/ 

 Lr, l-l, Lr 

IDENT-IO-Lr OCP-CON IDENT-IO-T 

 a. 11-11 

Lr-Lr 

l-l 

 *  

b. 13’-11 

Lr-Lr 

lh-l 

*!  * 

 

Consider now the indirect role the tone-head correlation plays in Kunming tone 

sandhi. The fact that only when there is an unfavored Lr tone in the head position will 

OCP-CON be penalized cannot be considered as an effect of TETU as in the case of 

the tone-non-head correlation. Recall that in the tone-non-head interaction, the reason 

the relevant tonal markedness constraints are active only when the non-head tone is a 

Hr tone (i.e., not a Lr tone) can be explained by a higher demand of a faithfulness 

constraint that prevents a Lr tone from changing in the non-head position. But the 

reason OCP-CON is active when the head tone is not a Hr tone cannot be attributed to 

a higher faithfulness requirement that prevents a Hr tone from changing in the head 

position because due to IDENT-IO-T-HD, no tone ever changes in the head position, be 

it a Hr or Lr tone. Thus, the indirect role the tone-head correlation plays can only be 

accounted for by the local conjunction of OCP-CON and *HD/Lr in the domain of 

MRU. [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU is violated by any bi-tonal combination whose 

contours are identical and whose head tone is Lr. The conjoined constraint predicts 

that only when the head tone is Lr will tonal combinations with identical contours be 

penalized. Compare the two tableaux in (42).  
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(41) [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU:  

Assign one violation mark to every tonal pair that violates both OCP-CON and 

*HD/Lr. Local domain: MRU. 

(42) Only when the head tone is an undesired Lr tone will tonal combination with 

identical contours be penalized 

[OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU >> IDENT-IO-T 

Head tone is Lr: Tone sandhi occurs 

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-11 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

*!  

 b.  35’-11 

Hr-Lr 

1h-1 

 * 

 

Head tone is Hr: No tone sandhi 

/44-44/  [44-44] 

/44-44/ [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

 a.  44-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

  

b. 35’-44 

Hr-Hr 

lh-l 

 *! 

 

Without the conjunction of OCP-CON with the tone-head constraint *HD/Lr, it 

would be hard to explain why an OCP-CON violation is penalized in /44-11/ but 

tolerated in /44-44/. It is of course possible to propose a sequence-specific constraint 

such as *Hr,l-l,Lr, which prohibits a Hr-Lr bi-tonal sequence from having identical 

contours; nonetheless, such analysis overlooks the indirect role the tone-head 

correlation plays in tone sandhi, which as will be shown in the next section, is not 

limited to Kunming tone sandhi. 
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3.5 Indirect tone-head interactions in other Chinese dialects 

3.5.1 Dongshi Hakka tone sandhi 

Similar tone-head interaction is observed in Dongshi Hakka tone sandhi (Lin 

2011). Dongshi Hakka is a right headed language just like Kunming. In the language, 

adjacent tones with low contours as well as inter-syllabic tone segments disagreement 

are considered marked, respectively violating OCP-C(l), which prohibits adjacent low 

contours, and NOJUMP-t, which prohibits intersyllabic tone segment disagreement, 

and would trigger tone sandhi. Nonetheless, these marked tonal structures do not 

always result in tone sandhi. Only when the tonal sequence contains a Lr tone in the 

head position will these marked tonal structures be penalized. Consider the bi-tonal 

combinations in column A and column B of (43).  

 

(43) Only when there is a Lr tone in the head position will NOJUMP-t and OCP-C(l) be 

penalized 

 A B 

Constraint 

violated in the UR 

Head tone is Lr  

Violation repaired by  

tone sandhi  

Head tone is Hr  

Violation tolerated in the 

output; No tone sandhi 

OCP-C(l) /44-11/  [35’-11] 

Hr-Lr     Hr-Lr 

l-l       lh-l 

/44-44/  [44-44] 

Hr-Hr    Hr-Hr 

l-l       l-l 

NOJUMP-t /44-31/  [35’-31] 

Hr-Lr     Hr-Lr 

l-hl      lh-hl 

/44-53/  [44-53] 

Hr-Hr     Hr-Hr 

l-hl      l-hl 

 

In Dongshi Hakka tone sandhi, the unfavored tone-head correlation does not 

directly trigger tone sandhi since an unfavored Lr tone in the head position remains a 

Lr tone in the output. Yet, just as in Kunming, the tone-head correlation indirectly 

decides whether tone sandhi will take place when certain marked tonal structures are 

involved. Only when there is an unfavored tone-head correlation will the marked tonal 

structures be penalized. The indirect role of the tone-head correlation is also properly 

accounted for by the constraints conjoining the tone-head constraint, *HD/Lr, and the 
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markedness constraints, OCP-C(l) and NOJUMP-t, (i.e., [OCP-C(l) & *HD/Lr]ADJ and 

[NOJUMP-t & *HD/Lr]ADJ), as illustrated in (44) and (45) (see Lin 2011 for detail). 

 

(44) Only when the tonal sequence contains a Lr tone in the head position will 

adjacent l contours be penalized 

[OCP-C(l) & *HD/Lr]ADJ >> IDENT-IO-T 

Head tone is Lr: Tone sandhi occurs  

/44-11/  [35’-11] 

/44-11/ 

 Hr-Lr 

l-l 

[OCP-C(l) & *HD/Lr]ADJ IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-11 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

*!  

 b.  35’-11 

Hr-Lr 

1h-1 

 * 
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Head tone is Hr: No tone sandhi 

/44-44/  [44-44] 

/44-44/ 

 Hr-Hr 

l-l 

[OCP-C(l) & *HD/Lr]ADJ IDENT-IO-T 

 a. 44-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

  

b. 35’-44 

Hr-Hr 

1h-1 

 *! 

 

(45) Only when the tonal sequence contains a Lr tone in the head position will inter-

syllabic tone segment disagreement be penalized  

[NOJUMP-t & *HD/Lr]ADJ >> IDENT-IO-T 

Head tone is Lr: Tone sandhi occurs  

/44-31/  [35’-31] 

/44-31/ 

 Hr-Lr 

l-hl 

[NOJUMP-t & *HD/Lr]ADJ IDENT-IO-T 

a. 44-31 

Hr-Lr 

l-hl 

*!  

 b. 35’-31 

Hr-Lr 

1h-h1 

 * 
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Head tone is Hr: No tone sandhi 

/44-53/  [44-53] 

/44-53/ 

 Hr-Hr 

 l-hl 

[NOJUMP-t & *HD/Lr]ADJ IDENT-IO-T 

 a. 44-53 

Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

  

b. 35’-53  

Hr-Hr 

1h-h1 

 *! 

 

3.5.2 Beijing Mandarin third tone sandhi 

Beijing Mandarin third tone sandhi serves as another example for the indirect 

role of the tone-head correlation in tone sandhi. Beijing Mandarin has four lexical 

tones H{Hr, h}, LH{Hr, lh}, L{Lr, l} and HL{Hr, hl}. In Beijing Mandarin, when two 

third (L) tones are adjacent, the first one changes to a second tone (LH). The stability 

of the right tone in tone sandhi suggests that Beijing Mandarin is also right headed. 

Third tone sandhi in Beijing Mandarin is obviously triggered by OCP-T, which 

prohibits adjacent identical tones. But OCP-T is penalized only in the L-L sequence. 

Bi-tonal sequences of H-H, LH-LH, and HL-HL also violate OCP-T but do not 

undergo tone sandhi. To account for this phenomenon, Beijing Mandarin third tone 

sandhi is often analyzed by restricting the OCP constraint to L tones (e.g., OCP-L) in 

previous studies (Zhang 1997, Yip 2002:181, Lin 2004, Kuo, Xu & Yip 2007). 

Though such constraint works, it does not explain why the OCP constraint targets 

only L tones. Following the proposal of the present paper, why OCP triggers tone 

sandhi in an L-L sequence but not in other identical bi-tonal sequences is that only the 

L-L sequence has an unfavored tone-head correlation (i.e., a Lr tone in the head 

position). Therefore, just as in Kunming and in Dongshi Hakka, the markedness 

constraint (i.e., OCP-T) is penalized only when an unfavored tone-head correlation 

exists. The two tableaux in (46) illustrate how the conjunction of *HD/Lr with OCP-T; 

i.e., [*HD/Lr & OCP-T]MRU, correctly predicts Beijing Mandarin third tone sandhi. 
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(46) Only when the tonal sequence contains a Lr tone in the head position will OCP-T 

be penalized  

[*HD/Lr & OCP-T]MRU >> IDENT-IO-T 

 

Head tone is Lr: Tone sandhi occurs  

/L-L/  [LH’-L] 

/L-L/ 

  Lr-Lr 

 

[*HD/Lr & OCP-T]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

a. L-L 

Lr-Lr 

*!  

 b.  LH’-L 

Hr-Lr 

 * 

 

Head tone is Hr: No tone sandhi 

/LH-LH/  [LH-LH] 

/LH-LH/ 

  Hr-Hr 

[*HD/Lr & OCP-T]MRU IDENT-IO-T 

 a. LH-LH 

Hr-Hr 

  

b. L’-LH  

Lr-Hr 

 *! 

 

In sum, the indirect tone-(non-)head interaction in Kunming tone sandhi is also 

observed in other Chinese dialects such as Dongshi Hakka and Beijing Mandarin. The 

conjunction of the tone-head constraint with the relevant tonal markedness constraints 

allows a tone-head constraint (i.e., *HD/Lr), which is functionless by itself, to play an 

indirect role in conditioning tone sandhi when certain marked tonal structures are 

involved.  
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3.6. Final constraint ranking 

The constraint rankings for Kunming tone sandhi as argued above can be 

summarized in (47), with an accompanying Hasse diagram given in (48). For how the 

constraints work to account for bi-tonal sandhi in Kunming, please refer to the 

tableaux in the APPENDIX. 

 

(47) The final constraint ranking 

IDENT-IO-T-HD, IDENTIO-REG, IDENT-IO-t-L, IDENT-IO-Lr >> *NON-HD/Hr, *HD/Lr 

>> *FALL >> [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU >> AGREE-t >> IDENT-IO-T 

 

(48) Hasse diagram 

IDENT-IO-T-HD, IDENT-IO-t-L, IDENT-IO-Lr,                         IDENT-IO-REG, 

 

*FALL                                       

                         

                                     [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU       

                                                                                               *HD/Lr          *NONHD/Hr 

AGREE-t 

       

IDENT-IO-T 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper has shown that Kunming exhibits a special kind of tone-prominence 

interaction whereby though Hr tones are not preferred in the non-head position and Lr 

tones are not preferred in the head position, marked tone-(non-)head correlation does 

not directly result in tone sandhi. Due to the dominant status of IDENT-IO-REG, Hr 

tones in the non-head position do not change to Lr tones, and Lr tones in the head-

position do not change to Hr tones. But the fact that Hr tones in the non-head position 

undergo tone sandhi while Lr tones in the same position do not clearly suggests that 

Hr tones are less favored than Lr tones in that position. In addition, despite the fact 
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that the unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation does not directly trigger tone sandhi, it 

indirectly decides whether marked tonal structures would be penalized. Falling tones, 

inter-syllabic tone segment disagreement and adjacent identical contours are marked 

tonal structures in Kunming. However, these marked tonal structures do not always 

trigger tone sandhi. As shown, only when an unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation 

exists (i.e., Hr tones in the non-head position and Lr tones in the head position) are the 

marked tonal structures penalized. The fact that the penalization of the marked 

structures is tied to an unfavored tone-(non-)head correlation suggests that tone and 

prominence do interact in the language, though in an indirect way. In OT, the indirect 

role of the tone-non-head correlation is analyzed as an effect of TETU. The sandwich 

of the relevant tonal markedness constraints between IDENT-IO-Lr and IDENT-IO-T 

predicts that only when the non-head tone is Hr will the marked structures be 

penalized. On the other hand, the indirect role of the tone-head correlation is captured 

by the conjunction of the tone-head constraint with the tonal markedness constraint. 

The conjunction of the two constraints allows the tone-head constraint, which is 

functionless by itself, to play a role in deciding whether a marked tonal structure will 

result in tone sandhi. Only when the tone in the head position is an unfavored Lr tone 

will the marked tonal structure be penalized.  
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APPENDIX 

 

Constraint Ranking:  

IDENT-IO-T-HD, IDENTIO-REG, IDENT-IO-t-L, IDENT-IO-Lr >> *NON-HD/Hr, *HD/Lr >> 

*FALL >> [OCP-CON & *HD/Lr]MRU >> AGREE-t >> IDENT-IO-T 

 

Tone Sandhi in Shangsheng 

(1) /53-44/ [55’-44] 

53-44 

Hr-Hr 

hl-l 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T

IO
-R

E
G

 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-t-L
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-L
r 

*
N

O
N

-H
D

/H
r 

*
H

D
/L

r 

*
F

A
L

L
 

[O
C

P
-C

O
N

 &
 

*
H

D
/L

r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 53-35’ 

Hr-Hr 

hl-lh 

*!    *  *   * 

b. 31’-44 

Lr-Hr 

hl-l 

 *!     *   * 

c. 11’-44 

Lr-Hr 

l-l 

 *! *       * 

d. 35’-44 

Hr-Hr 

lh-l 

  *!  *    * * 

e. 44’-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

  *!  *     * 

f. 53-44 

Hr-Hr 

hl-l 

    *  *!    

 55’-44 

Hr-Hr 

h-l 

    *    * * 

 

(2) /53-31/ [55’-31] 
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53-31 

Hr-Lr 

hl-hl 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T
IO

-R
E

G
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-t-L
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-L
r 

*
N

O
N

-H
D

/H
r 

*
H

D
/L

r 

*
F

A
L

L
 

[O
C

P
-C

O
N

 &
 

*
H

D
/L

r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 53-22 

Hr-Lr 

hl-h 

*!   * * * *  * * 

b. 31’-31 

Lr-Lr 

hl-hl 

 *!    * ** * * * 

c. 11’-31 

Lr-Lr 

l-hl 

 *! *   * *  * * 

d. 35’-31 

Hr-Lr 

lh-hl 

  *!  * * *   * 

e. 44’-31 

Hr-Lr 

l-hl 

  *!  * * *  * * 

f. 53-31 

Hr-Lr 

hl-hl 

    * * **! * *  

 55’-31 

Hr-Lr 

h-hl 

    * * *   * 
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(3) /53-53/ [55’-53] 

53-53 

Hr-Hr 

hl-hl 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T
IO

-R
E

G
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-t-L
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-L
r 

*
N

O
N

-H
D

/H
r 

*
H
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/L

r 

*
F

A
L

L
 

[O
C

P
-C

O
N

 &
 

*
H

D
/L

r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 53-55’ 

Hr-Hr 

hl-h 

*!    *  *  * * 

b. 31’-53 

Lr-Hr 

hl-hl 

 *!     **  * * 

c. 11’-53 

Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

 *! *    *  * * 

d. 35’-53 

Hr-Hr 

lh-hl 

  *!  *  *   * 

e. 44’-53 

Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

  *!  *  *  * * 

f. 53-53 

Hr-Hr 

hl-hl 

    *  **!  *  

 55’-53 

Hr-Hr 

h-hl 

    *  *   * 
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(4) /53-11/ [55’-11] 

53-11 

Hr-Lr 

hl-l 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T
IO

-R
E

G
 

ID
E

N
T-IO
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E
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*
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D
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r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 53-13’ 

Hr-Lr 

hl-lh 

*!   * * * *   * 

b. 31’-11 

Lr-Lr 

hl-l 

 *!    * *   * 

c. 11’-11 

Lr-Lr 

l-l 

 *! *   *  *  * 

d. 35’-11 

Hr-Lr 

lh-l 

  *!  * *   * * 

e. 44’-11 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

  *!  * *  *  * 

f. 53-11 

Hr-Lr 

hl-l 

    * * *!    

 55’-11 

Hr-Lr 

h-l 

    * *  * * * 
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Tone Sandhi in Yinping 

 

(5) /44-44/ [44-44] 

44-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T
IO

-R
E

G
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-t-L
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E

N
T-IO
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N

O
N
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O
N

 &
 

*
H

D
/L

r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 44-35’ 

Hr-Hr 

l-lh 

*!    *     * 

b. 11’-44 

Lr-Hr 

l-l 

 *!        * 

c. 31’-44 

Lr-Hr 

hl-l 

 *! *    *   * 

d. 55’-44 

Hr-Hr 

h-l 

  *!  *    * * 

e. 53’-44 

Hr-Hr 

hl-l 

  *!  *  *   * 

 f. 44-44 

Hr-Hr 

l-l 

    *      

g. 35’-44 

Hr-Hr 

lh-l 

    *    *! * 
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(6) /44-31/ [35’-31] 

44-31 

Hr-Lr 

l-hl 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
 

ID
E

N
T
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E

G
 

ID
E

N
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N
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*
H

D
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r]
M

R
U  

A
G

R
E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 44-22’ 

Hr-Lr 

l-h 

*!   * * *  * * * 

b. 11’-31 

Lr-Lr 

l-hl 

 *!    * *  * * 

c. 31’-31 

Lr-Lr 

hl-hl 

 *! *   * ** * * * 

d. 55’-31 

Hr-Lr 

h-hl 

  *!  * * *   * 

e. 53’-31 

Hr-Lr 

hl-hl 

  *!  * * ** * * * 

f. 44-31 

Hr-Lr 

l-hl 

    * * *  *!  

 35’-31 

Hr-Lr 

lh-hl 

    * * *   * 
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(7) /44-53/ [35’-53] 

44-53 

Hr-Hr 

l-hl 
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T-IO
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a. 44-55’ 

Hr-Hr 

l-h 

*!    *    * * 

b. 11’-53 

Lr-Hr 

l-hl 

 *!     *  * * 

c. 31’-53 

Lr-Hr 

hl-hl 

 *! *    **  * * 

d. 55’-53 

Hr-Hr 

h-hl 

  *!  *  *   * 

e. 53’-53 

Hr-Hr 

hl-hl 

  *!  *  **  * * 

f. 44-53 

Hr-Hr 

l-hl 

    *  *  *!  

 35’-53 

Hr-Hr 

lh-hl 

    *  *   * 
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(8) /44-11/ [35’-11] 

44-11 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
-H

D
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E

N
T
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E

G
 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-t-L
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E
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N
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D
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N
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H

D
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r]
M

R
U  

A
G
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E

E
-t 

ID
E

N
T-IO

-T
 

a. 44-13’ 

Hr-Lr 

l-lh 

*!   * * *    * 

b. 11’-11 

Lr-Lr 

l-l 

 *!    *  *  * 

c. 31’-11 

Lr-Lr 

hl-l 

 *! *   * *   * 

d. 55’-11 

Hr-Lr 

h-l 

  *!  * *  * * * 

e. 53’-11 

Hr-Lr 

hl-l 

  *!  * * *   * 

f. 44-11 

Hr-Lr 

l-l 

    * *  *!   

 35’-11 

Hr-Lr 

lh-l 

    * *   * * 
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「言語科學會第 21回年次國際大會」今年在東北大學（日本，仙台）舉辦，

會議為期二天（2019 年 7 月 6 日－7 月 7 日）。此次會議總共有一個基調演論

（Plenary Talk），三個特邀演講（Invited Talk），兩個專題討論會（Workshop），

並收錄了二十九篇口頭發表論文以及二十篇海報論文；文章的內容囊跨了不同的

語言相關議題。會中有許多來自日本、美國以及臺灣等地的學者專家。會議語言

為英語和日語。會議在七月七日順利的落幕。 

我的論文報告是安排在七月七日上午，屬於第一個時段。我所發表的論文

題目為：「Reduplicant Vowels in Truku CəCə- Reduplication: Reduction or 

Insertion?」，主要是討論太魯閣語 CəCə- 重疊形式中，複製詞（RED）的央元音

[ə] 是來自元音弱化（Vowel Reduction）或元音加插（Vowel Insertion）。前人文

獻一致認為 CəCə- 重疊式的央元音是來自元音弱化（Tsukida 2005，2009；Zeitoun 

& Wu 2006，Hsu 2008，Lee 2010，Lee & Hsu 2016，Oiwa 2017）。我的論文提出兩類

新的語料，分別為運作在單音節詞根以及運作在詞根第二個輔音為喉塞音 [ʔ] 的

重疊形式（即：bowk [bok] ‘hitting sound’ ＞ bkbowk [bə.kə.~bok] ‘hitting 

sounds’；baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ ＞ btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’），並

指出此兩類語料支持複製詞的第二個央元音來自元音加插；這是因為在此兩類重

疊語料中，複製詞的第二個輔音均對應到詞根最後一個音段，因此，其後方之央

元音不可能來自詞根元音複製後弱化。另外，本文根據跨語言的研究，指出複製

詞的第一個央元音來自元音弱化，因為若複製詞的兩個元音均來自元音加插，則

CəCə- 重疊式將涉及純輔音重疊（Bare Consonant Reduplication），但 CəCə- 重

疊式並不具備純輔音重疊的特性，即複製詞之輔音必須來自詞根左右邊緣。我在

宣讀論文後，獲得不少與會學者的寶貴意見。學者們尤其對於為何當詞根第二個
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輔音為喉塞音時，複製詞不重疊喉塞音的部份深感興趣。 

會議中，我參與了不同領域，包含語音／音韻、語意以及資料庫語言學方

面的論文發表；其中，有關音韻學的論文對我的幫助最大。來自臺灣高雄師範大

學的葉詩綺教授研究兩個排灣語方言的姓名縮詞（Name Truncation），分別為佳

平方言（Kaviangan）以及佳義方言（Kazangiljan）的姓名縮詞。根據第一手語

料，葉教授指出，這兩個方言在姓名縮詞上，有一半以上都出現相同的樣版

（Template），即元音為首的雙音節樣版 V.CV(C)。葉教授同時也探討了縮詞樣版

以元音為首的可能成因。葉教授指出，凸顯縮詞可能是縮詞樣版以元音為首的原

因之一。排灣語詞彙至少為雙音節，且大多的詞彙為雙音節詞。當詞根為雙音節

時，刪除詞首韻首除了可凸顯縮詞存在外，亦可確保縮詞為雙音節。開南大學劉

慧娟教授的論文研究兩個越南語方言語者，即：北越語者及南越語者，在聽辨中

文聲調時的表現差異。劉教授指出，北越和南越語者在聽辨中文一聲和四聲時表

現差不多，兩個越語方言語者均傾向將中文一聲和四聲聽辨為越南語的高平調；

但兩個方言語者在聽辨中文二聲和三聲時則表現不同。劉教授指出，其主要原因

是南越和北越方言在和中文二聲及三聲較為接近之越語聲調在調值上有些差異

所致。例如：中降調（Ngã）在南越方言以上揚結尾，在北越方言則以下降結尾，

因此南越語者會將中文三聲聽辨為 Ngã調，而北越語者則不會。在仔細聆聽他們

的論文後，我得到十分寶貴的收穫。 

此次是我第五次參加日本所舉辦的研討會，日本人不管是在舉辦會議時的

嚴謹態度或對學術的熱誠都讓我留下十分深刻的印象。再次感謝科技部給予我補

助。此次能夠順利出席國際會議，實際參與發表論文，並和與會學者互動交流，

對於我繼續進修及日後研究，都帶來了相當大之裨益。 
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附錄一：論文全文 

 

Reduplicant Vowels in Truku CəCə- Reduplication: 

Reduction or Insertion? 

 
Hui-shan LIN (National Taiwan Normal University) 

 
Abstract 

 This paper examines the true nature of the reduplicant (RED) vowels in CəCə- reduplication, which is 

previously considered to involve disyllabic copying. The RED of the pattern contains schwas that are always 

considered as reduced vowels derived from the pre-penultimate vowel reduction rule. Drawing evidence from two 

types of data previously unnoticed/ undocumented, i.e., reduplication targeting monosyllabic words and CV.ʔ- 

initial words, this paper argues that the schwas in the RED do not always come from vowel reduction; while the 1st 

schwa in the RED does come from vowel reduction, the 2nd schwa is actually an inserted vowel that functions to 

break up CC clusters. 

 

1 Introduction 

Schwa [ə] is one of the most common vowels cross-linguistically because schwa vowels 

are commonly derived in phonological processes such as vowel reduction and vowel insertion. 

If a language has different origins of schwas, they are easily confused. This paper examines 

the reduplicant (RED) vowels in CəCə- reduplication in Truku, which have always surface as 

schwas (e.g., rudan [ɾudan] ‘old man’ > rdrudan [ɾədə~ɾudan] ‘old men’ [Tsukida 

2005:294]).
1
 The RED is always considered as disyllabic copies of the Base (i.e., CVCV-) 

which undergo vowel reduction due to a productive rule of pre-penultimate vowel reduction 

in the language. However, since Truku is also a language that disallows complex syllable 

margins, the schwa vowels in the RED could also have come from vowel insertion to break up 

CC clusters, a possibility that has never been considered in previous studies. Based on two 

sets of new data which are previously unnoticed/ undocumented, i.e., reduplication taking 

place on monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- initial words, this paper argues that schwas in the 

RED do not always come from vowel reduction as previously assumed. While the 1
st
 schwa 

of the RED is truly a reduced copy of the Base vowel, the ending schwa is actually an inserted 

vowel that functions to break up tauto-syllabic CC clusters. Given that both the reduced 

vowel and the inserted vowel in Truku are schwa, they are mistaken in previous studies.   

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction 

to Truku phonology and reviews previous studies on reduplication. Section 3 discusses the 

nature of the RED vowels by examining new data which have been ignored in previous 

studies and shows that these new data shed important light on the nature of the reduplication 

process. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

2 Truku phonology and previous studies on Truku reduplication 

2.1 Truku phonology 

Truku has 18 consonants / p, t, k, q, ʔ, b, d, s, x, ħ, ɣ, m, n, ŋ, ɮ, ɾ, w, j/ and four vowels 

/i, u, ə, a/ (Tsukida 2005; Lee 2009, 2010b). There are two important phonological features in 

Truku that are relevant to the present discussion. First, there is a rule of vowel reduction that 

changes all pre-penultimate vowels to ə (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 2016:19). 

Stress in Truku falls on the penultimate syllable; therefore, the vowel reduction rule changes 

all pre-penultimate vowels to ə , as illustrated by the morphologically related word pairs in 

(2), where a root vowel undergoes reduction when shifted to pre-penultimate position due to 

suffixation. Second, no CC clusters are allowed at syllable margins (Lee 2010b, Lee & Hsu 

2016:18). A Truku syllable contains obligatorily an onset and a nucleus; codas are permitted 

word-finally but are rarely seen in word-medial position. There has not been systematic 

                                                 
1 CəCə- reduplication takes place on roots that are disyllabic or smaller. Longer roots undergo Cə- reduplication 

instead. 
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discussion about which consonants may constitute licit word-medial codas; but based on 

descriptions in previous studies, word-medial codas seem to be restricted to nasals (Tsukida 

2005, 2009; Lee & Hsu 2016:18). In Truku literature, words transcribed with CC clusters at 

word-initial position can be found, but in reality, a schwa [ə] is often heard between sounds 

transcribed as CC clusters (Tsukida 2005), as illustrated in (2a, b), unless when the first 

member of the medial CC cluster is a nasal, which is syllabified as a coda, as illustrated in 

(2c) (Tsukida 2005, Lee 2010, Lee & Hsu 2016:18). 
(1) a. /patas, -an/  [pətásan] ‘school (LF)’ (< /patas/  [pátas] ‘book’)     

 b. /qita, -an/  [qətáʔan] ‘to see (PF) (< /qita/  [qíta] ‘to see’)      

 

(2) a. a bgiya [bə.ɣi.ja] ‘bumblebee’ 

 b.  dnamux [də.na.  ‘roof’ 

 c.  knbubu [kən.bu.bu] ‘like a mother’ 

 

2.2 Previous studies on CəCə- reduplication in Truku  
Reduplication in Truku is mentioned in Tsukida (2005, 2009), Zeitoun & Wu (2006), 

Hsu (2008), Lee (2010a), Lee & Hsu (2016), and Oiwa (2017). CəCə- reduplication is a 

productive reduplication pattern in Truku, which mainly functions to denote the meaning of 

plurality, as illustrated by the examples in (3) cited from previous studies. Previous studies 

have always considered the reduplication pattern as involving disyllabic copying (coda 

excluded, if any), followed by vowel reduction (Tsukida 2005, Hsu 2008:96, Lee & Hsu 

2016:35-36). This common assumption is probably due to the fact that the most canonical 

root in Truku is disyllabic (Lee 2010b:138) and due to the productive rule of vowel reduction 

in Truku that affects pre-penultimate vowels. Given that the roots are mostly disyllabic, the 

REDs are almost always in the pre-penultimate position and be the target of the vowel 

reduction rule. 

 
(3) a. laqi [ɮaqe] ‘child’ lqlaqi [ɮəqə~ɮaqe]‘children’  [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

 b. rudan [ɾudan] ‘old man’ rdrudan [ɾədə~ɾudan] ‘old men’  [Lee & Hsu 2016:36; Tsukida 2005:295] 

 c. sagas [saɣas] ‘watermelon’ sgsagas [səɣə~saɣas] ‘watermelons’  [Lee & Hsu 2016:36] 

 d. kuwi [kuwi] ‘worm’ kwkuwi [kəwə~kuwi] ‘worms’  [Hsu 2008:103] 

 
3 RED vowels: Reduction or insertion 

This section examines two sets of new data that have not been noticed/ documented 

before, i.e., reduplication taking place on monosyllabic words and on CV.ʔ- initial words, and 

argues that these new data support that the ending RED vowel should be an inserted, rather 

than a reduced, vowel. 

 

3.1 Evidence from reduplication targeting monosyllabic roots  

While most roots in Truku are disyllabic or longer, the language has a number of 

onomatopoetic words that are monosyllabic and they can also undergo CəCə- reduplication to 

denote plurality, as illustrated in (4). The surface of the RED attaching to a monosyllabic root 

as CəCə- poses a serious problem to the hypothesis that the CəCə- RED comes from disyllabic 

copying. Since onomatopoetic words is monosyllabic and has only one vowel, there is no 

other Base vowel to be copied, as illustrated in (5). Therefore, the ending reduced vowel 

should come from insertion to break up the word-medial CC cluster, as illustrated in (6). 

 
(4) a.   bowk [bok] ‘hitting sound’ bkbowk [bə.kə.~bok] ‘hitting sounds’ 

 b.   cip [tɕip] ‘sucking sound’ cpcip [tsə.pə.~tɕip] ‘sucking sounds’ 

 c. . nguh [ŋoħ] ‘oink sound’ nghnguh [ŋə.ħə.~ŋoħ] ‘oink sounds’ 

 d. . tak [tak] ‘cutting sound’ tktak [tə.kə.~tak] ‘cutting sounds’ 

 e. . quh [qoħ] ‘coughing sound’ qhquh [qə.ħə.~qoħ] ‘coughing sounds’ 

 

(5) A monosyllabic root has only one Base vowel that can be copied  

E.g. tak [tak] ‘cutting sound’ > tktak [təkə~tak]‘cutting sounds’ 

RED~tak       *tak.~tak (?!)    *tək.~tak (?) (Wrong Prediction!) 
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          CVCV copying (?!)           V reduction  

 

(6) The ending schwa in the CəCə- RED should come from insertion  

E.g. tak [tak] ‘cutting sound’ > tktak [təkə~tak]‘cutting sounds’ 

RED~tak        tak.~tak        ta.kə.~tak       tə.kə.~tak 

CVC copying             V insertion               V reduction 

 

3.2 Evidence from reduplication targeting CV.ʔ- initial words  

Despite being unproductive, Truku has some words that begin with the CV.ʔ string. 

Unlike reduplication targeting other types of words, which often involves the copying of the 

1
st
 and the 2

nd
 Base consonants, for reduplication targeting CV.ʔ- initial words, the 2

nd
 RED 

consonant varies between a copy of the 3
rd

 Base consonant (e.g., 7a-c) and the 2
nd

 Base 

consonant (e.g., 7c, d).
2
 What is of importance to the present discussion is the variant that has 

the 2
nd

 RED consonant corresponding to the 3
rd

 Base consonant, i.e., C1əC3ə~C1V.ʔ2VC3. The 

C1əC3ə- RED poses another problem to the hypothesis which considers the reduplication to 

involve disyllabic copying. As (8) illustrates, since the 2
nd

 RED consonant corresponds to the 

consonant that ends the Base, there is no other vowel after the final Base consonant to be 

copied. Again, the ending vowel in the RED should come from insertion to break up 

word-medial CC clusters, as illustrated in (9).  

 
(7) a. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

 b. haut [ħa.ʔut] ‘bind’ hthaut [ħə.tə.~ħa.ʔut] ‘bind tree with ropes’ 

 c.  buut [bu.ʔut] ‘bone’ btbuut [bə.tə.~bu.ʔut]/ beebuut [bə.ʔə.~bu.ʔut] ‘several bones’ 

 d. luus [ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature’ leeluus [ɮə.ʔə.~ɮu.ʔus] ‘mature’ (pl.) 

  

(8)  There is no other vowel after the Base final consonant to be copied 

E.g. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ > btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

RED~b1a.ʔ2at3  *b1a1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3(?!)   *b1ə1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3(?) (Wrong Prediction!) 

         CVCV copying (?!)            V reduction  

 

(9) The ending schwa in the C1əC3ə- RED should come from insertion 

E.g. baat [ba.ʔat] ‘obstruction’ > btbaat [bə.tə.~ba.ʔat] ‘obstructions’ 

RED~b1a.ʔ2at3 b1a1t3.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3    b1a1.t3ə.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3  b1ə.1t3ə.~b1a1.ʔ2a1t3 

CVC copying               V insertion              V reduction 

 

In sum, this paper has provided evidence from reduplication targeting monosyllabic 

words and CV.ʔ- initial words to argue that the ending schwa of the RED should come from 

insertion rather than reduction because the 2
nd

 RED consonant in both types of data 

corresponds to the final segment of the Base, which is not followed by another vowel to be 

copied. The next question that arises is how about the 1
st
 schwa in the RED? Does it also 

come from vowel insertion? If both vowels in the RED are from insertion, the reduplication 

pattern will involve the so-called bare consonant reduplication since the RED copies nothing 

but consonants from the Base, followed by vowel insertion to break up consonant clusters, as 

illustrated in (10). But such hypothesis can be discarded because CəCə- reduplication in 

Truku does not have the common property shared by bare consonant reduplication in other 

languages. According to Hendricks (1999), there is a universal tendency for the RED 

consonants in bare consonant reduplication to come from the peripheral segments of the Base. 

Hendricks (1999) examines several languages involving bare consonant reduplication 

(including Semai, Marshallese, Coushatta, Yokuts and Secwepemc) and points out that bare 

consonant reduplication in all of the languages copies segment(s) from the peripheral edge(s) 

of the Base, as exemplified by examples from Semai shown in (11) (Diffloth 1976:252). 

 
(10) Can both RED vowels come from insertion? 

E.g. laqi [ɮa.qe] ‘child’ > lqlaqi [ɮ.q.~ɮa.qe] ‘children’ 

RED~ɮa.qe          ɮq~ɮa.qe         ɮ.q.~ɮa.qe 

Bare consonant copying        V insertion 

                                                 
2 Assuming the glottal stop is inserted to fulfil the onset requirement, the skipping of the 2nd Base consonant could 

be to avoid copying a segment that has no input correspondent. 
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(11) a. p1ɲ3~p1ay2aɲ3 ‘appearance of being disheveled’     

 b. c1t3~c1ʔ2ɛːt3 ‘sweet’ 

 c. k1c5~k1m2r3ʔ4ɛːc5 ‘short, fat arms’ 

 

It is true that for CV.ʔ- initial words undergoing CəCə- reduplication, the RED does 

copy consonants from the peripheral edges of the Base, but the Base final consonant is 

copied to prevent copying a glottal stop, which lacks an input correspondent. When the 2
nd

 

Base consonant is not a glottal stop, the 2
nd

 consonant is usually copied together with the 1
st
 

Base consonant (cf. 3b, c). Since the 2
nd

 RED consonant normally corresponds to the 2
nd

, 

rather than the final, Base consonant typologically speaking, it is better not to consider 

CəCə- reduplication as involving bare consonant reduplication, which is rare 

cross-linguistically. In other words, unlike the 2
nd

 RED vowel which is inserted to break up 

CC clusters, the 1
st
 RED vowel is a copied vowel which undergoes reduction. 

 

4 Conclusion 
This paper has examined the nature of the RED vowels in CəCə- reduplication in Truku. 

Previous studies have always assumed the reduplication pattern to involve disyllabic copying, 

followed by pre-penultimate vowel reduction. In other words, they assume all the RED 

vowels are from vowel reduction. However, based on evidence from reduplication targeting 

monosyllabic and CVʔ- initial words, which are previously unnoticed/ undocumented and 

based on typological evidence that bare consonant reduplication generally involves the 

copying of peripheral Base consonants, this paper argues that while the 1
st
 RED does come 

from vowel reduction, the ending RED vowel should come from insertion to break up 

word-medial CC clusters.  

It is not hard to understand why the RED vowels are wrongly considered to always come 

from reduction in previous studies because Truku has different types of schwas. In addition to 

a phonemic schwa, Truku also has reduced schwas as well as inserted schwas. When a 

language has different origins of schwas, it is easy for them to be confused (cf. Lin 2015, 

Huang 2018). Another reason for the confusion is that previous studies do not pay attention to 

reduplication on monosyllabic roots because most roots in Truku are disyllabic or longer. 

They also do not consider roots whose 2
nd

 consonant is a glottal sound, which are also 

uncommon. Once these two types of data are considered, it becomes clear that unlike the 1
st
 

RED vowel, the ending schwa in the RED cannot come from reduction but should come from 

insertion. 
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